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Executive Summary

Since the fall of the Taliban, the Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan (GIRoA) 
has been actively trying to resume its hydraulic mission that was put on hold in the late 1970s.  
Improving water control through the construction of dams has been described by the GIRoA as a 
silver bullet for Afghanistan’s development, including food security, hydropower production and 
mitigating the impacts of droughts and floods  n a country where  percent of the surface water 
resources are shared with downstream neighbouring countries, this long-term and ongoing process 
of transboundary water resources development raises the question of the nature of interactions 
between Afghanistan and its riparian neighbours. Of particular importance is whether interactions 
are li ely to e ol e toward more conflict or more cooperation

The international community has been particularly concerned about how to support a cooperative 
process of transboundary water resources development in the region.

So far there have not been any studies that have systematically looked at how Afghan stakeholders 
have approached the issue of cooperation over transboundary water resources development in 
the post-Taliban era. This research is meant to address this gap, with a focus on three river 
basins shared with ran  Tur menistan and a istan  The findings contribute to a discussion on the 
existing and foreseeable impediments but also opportunities for cooperation. They also help to 
assess whether and to what extent interactions between Afghanistan, Iran and Pakistan are likely 
to e ol e or not  toward greater cooperation  n this basis  the findings inform the international 
community on how it could better support a process of cooperation regarding transboundary 
water resources development.

The first part of the research describes the context in which interactions are taking place. 

From an hydrological point of view there is room for compromise whereby Afghanistan 
could legitimately benefit from water resources development projects in an equitable 
manner, while the impacts on downstream riparian neighbours would remain reasonable. 
Nevertheless, the foreseeable Afghan projects, such as the Salma, also have the potential 
to create harm downstream.

It is important to note that transboundary water interactions take place within a context of  
acute power asymmetries. From an international relations perspective, both Afghanistan’s 
neighbours (Iran and Pakistan) have been greatly concerned with their own regime survival 
when engaging with Afghanistan in the past few years. Neighbouring countries have approached 
bilateral relations on transboundary water assuming a zero-sum game and have therefore 
focused on their own relative gains, not only with regards to Afghanistan, but also when it comes 
to other regional and international powers. 

The research shows that in this context, the dominant view in the GIRoA has been that it would be 
in the best interests of Afghanistan to stall negotiations and pursue unilateral resource capture. 
This has been happening in the Harirod and Helmand basins with the ongoing construction of 
Salma and Kamal Khan. In response, Iran has opted mainly for a containment strategy. Until 
very recently with the embryonic and uncertain agreement for the Kunar project, the GIRoA has 
followed the same strategy in the Kabul basin but failed to secure funding for its projects.

The reluctance among a large number of Afghan stakeholders to engage in dialogue and negotiations 
so far has been due to a combination of iews and beliefs that fit within a global neo realist 
perspective on international relations, whereby transboundary water resources development is 
seen as a zero-sum game:

- The frustration over the inability to control water during decades of wars has led to a feeling 
that transboundary water resources development should not be hampered by compromises and 
negotiations.  
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 This demand for what is percei ed as a legitimate grace period  becomes a irtually 
nonnegotiable issue in a situation where neighbours are iewed with mistrust and suspicion  
urthermore  for some respondents  negotiations are also constrained by the perception rightly 

or wrongly  that the ris s induced by power asymmetries are not significant enough to ustify 
compromises or e en dialogue   
 The possibility for cooperation is rendered e en more complicated when dams and water 

resources de elopment pro ects i e  irrigation and hydropower  are seen as an in aluable means 
for ad usting power asymmetries that are currently unfa ourable to Afghanistan  Through a 
neo realist lens  such unfa ourable asymmetries would dictate an unfa ourable outcome for 
Afghanistan if negotiations were to ta e place  The idea of compromises then becomes associated 
with the idea of wea ening the potential to reduce e isting asymmetries  

n this conte t  the limited understanding of the water conte t i e  the issues at sta e  potential
impacts and international con entions  among most Afghan decision ma ers is an aggra ating
factor that limits dialogue

Transboundary interactions between Afghanistan and its neighbours ha e been characterised by 
a two le els game  or most of the past decade  senior RoA officials were concerned that 
interactions at the international le el would be politically sensiti e on the domestic scene  

owe er  most of those inter iewed do not necessarily share this iew  

n the past  the RoA has often forwarded the argument of lac  of capacity to negotiate  as a 
reason for non engagement at the international le el  any of the s inter iewed contested that 
notion  n the iew of some s and international de elopment organi ations it is the limited 
commitment of the RoA to de elop this capacity  that has limited dialogue

An important finding in this research is that not all decision ma ers and influential non ministerial 
actors in Afghanistan share the iew that unilateral resource capture and absence of dialogue is 
the best way to go about transboundary water resources de elopment

The s and academics who support the initiation of dialogue and cooperation belie e that 
the issue of transboundary water resources de elopment should be de politicised  They also 
belie e that the framewor  of discussions should e clude lin s with historical contentions 
between the different neighbours  They belie e that dialogue and compromise would be in 
the best interest of Afghanistan  including when it comes to impro ing security and diplomatic 
relations with its neighbours

A distinction is made between negotiations on water rights and negotiations on the design of 
the dams  There is only a minority of s and academics who belie e that there should be 
compromise o er the designs of dam related pro ects  owe er  the most common iew among 
a large number of s has been that it would be in the best interests of Afghanistan to delay 
negotiations and continue de eloping its resources until such time as they ha e built a number of 
dams and come to the table with greater negotiating power

As the international community plans to further engage in facilitating dialogue and compromises  
this paper suggests a few recommendations  
 ontinuing acti ities related to awareness raising  technical research and capacity de elopment

is a necessary condition but it may not be a sufficient
 t is important to support incenti es for public debates on transboundary issues to help 

depoliticise and de securitise the topic
 Efforts need to be made to demonstrate the alue added of a possible cooperation scenario  in

terms of social  economic and political gains  as compared to the unilateral path followed so far  
 n order to decrease the possible impact of Afghan pro ects  it is important to de elop and

support programmes that increase the producti ity and impro e the management of irrigation
systems.
 astly  more research needs to be underta en to understand the iews of local actors in the 

concerned basins  as no sustainable solution can be designed without the endorsement of local 
water users.
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Note:

This study was researched and written in  with publication originally scheduled for early 
summer  owe er  due to the need for an inclusi e consultati e and re iew process  the 
publication was delayed until spring  As a result of this  please eep in mind that it was 
written in the conte t of 
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1.  Introduction and Conceptual Framework

1.1  Background
ater resources flowing through Afghanistan are relati ely abundant  At more than  m

capita year  the surface water a ailability is  percent abo e the threshold necessary for a 
country to ha e  in theory  sufficient water to meet its domestic  agricultural  energy  industrial 
and en ironmental needs 1 
et Afghanistan uses only around  percent of the  billion m  of surface water a ailable 

each year2. arely half of the irrigable land is intensely  culti ated  while the rest is only 
intermittently  irrigated.  n  Afghanistan generated around  megawatts  of 
electricity and imported some   which could only pro ide  percent of the   
demanded by its population  et its hydropower potential is estimated at  6 a ing one 
of the lowest storage capacities in the world estimated at  m capita year has contributed  
along with other factors  to this situation and has also left the country e tremely ulnerable to 
the episodic floods and droughts that characterise arid and semi arid countries

Thus  Afghanistan is in a position of high demand and high potential for  a  de eloping irrigated 
agriculture and addressing food insecurity  b  responding to increasing demand for energy  and 
c  impro ing technical control o er the high ariability in water a ailability   

ince the early years of the post Taliban Afghanistan  the o ernment of the slamic Republic 
of Afghanistan RoA  has considered the construction of large scale irrigation and hydropower 
pro ects to be its main priority in order to address the issues mentioned abo e  The early 
drafts of the  water sector strategies ha e already highlighted this interest in pursuing 
Afghanistan s hydraulic mission  which was halted in the late s  ince then  the former 

inister for Energy and ater smail ahn had repeatedly underlined how critical dams are 
for Afghanistan s de elopment  in order to reduce po erty in the country  increase self
reliance 10 reduce insecurity11 and build the public s confidence in the go ernment 12 e 
has described water resources de elopment as a sil er bullet  for Afghanistan s de elopment 
issues  saying  nce we ha e water  no one will grow poppies  no one will fight  no one will 
lea e Afghanistan for wor water will resol e all problems in Afghanistan.

1 This threshold is defined by the al enmar  indicator at  m capita year

2 o ernment of the slamic Republic of Afghanistan  ater ector trategy  abul   

 ne or two crops a year

 nce e ery se eral years

 a re and amal  estimated that at the beginning of the post Taliban period   percent of the total irrigable 
area was intensely culti ated  There ha e been impro ements o er the past decade  but they remain limited in the 
absence of completed storage dams and new large scale irrigation pro ects  a re  R  and   amal  Watershed Atlas 
of Afghanistan abul  inistry of rrigation  ater Resources and En ironment   

6 ia ul al u i  inistry of Energy and ater  owerpoint resentation  ational ater onference  anuary 

 er design  the storage capacity was estimated at  m  per capita orld  an   a istan   ountry  ater  
Resources  Assistance  trategy   ater Economy   Running  ry  Report  Agriculture and Rural e elopment  
Unit   outh  Asia  Region   orld an  ashington   

 The term is borrowed from Reissner  t ma es reference to the o ernment dri en pursuit of massi e damming 
of ri ers  de elopment of large scale irrigation systems and power generation  These periods ha e been a defining feature 
of many countries during the th century  ydraulic missions ha e been dri en by an ideology of domination of nature 
and ha e symbolised state power see also olle et al  

 harif Amiry  Afghanistan ill ot ope ith limate hange  ar ai  Tolo ews  http tolonews com en
afghanistan afghanistan will not cope with climate change ar ai   anuary 

10 ay rice and Re wan ati  ran onated ower lants on t ent Afghans  Energy eeds  c latchy  http
www mcclatchydc com iran donated power plants wont html   anuary 

11 ro an uradi  ater and Energy ector in ritical ituation  Pajhwok Afghan News  http www pa hwo com
en water energy sector critical situation   April 

12 i ilea s  Afghan ater and Energy inister smail han on nfrastructure riorities  http www wi ilea s org
plusd cables A U a html   ctober 

 i ilea s  Afghan o ernments igh opes or ydropower  https www wi ilea s org plusd cables A U a
html   eptember 

http://tolonews.com/en/afghanistan/9246-afghanistan-will-not-cope-with-climate-change-karzai
http://tolonews.com/en/afghanistan/9246-afghanistan-will-not-cope-with-climate-change-karzai
http://www.mcclatchydc.com/2013/01/28/181259/iran-donated-power-plants-wont.html
http://www.mcclatchydc.com/2013/01/28/181259/iran-donated-power-plants-wont.html
http://www.pajhwok.com/en/2012/04/03/water-energy-sector-critical-situation
http://www.pajhwok.com/en/2012/04/03/water-energy-sector-critical-situation
http://www.wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/09KABUL3165_a.html
http://www.wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/09KABUL3165_a.html
https://www.wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/09KABUL2688_a.html
https://www.wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/09KABUL2688_a.html
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onse uently  as a senior official for the inistry of Energy and ater E  e plained  the 
mission has been about controlling water  e want to control Afghanistan s water  the president 
has strictly ordered us to address this issue  ur planning is to build small and big dams and 
implement a good canal system 

This hydraulic mission is ta ing place in an area where  percent of the surface water resources 
flowing through Afghanistan are transboundary  And in most cases  Afghanistan is the upstream 
country.   ownstream countries such as ran  a istan or  Tur menistan16 are already constrained 
in terms of mobilising new olumes of water to meet increasing water demand within their own 
borders  These countries ha e also already put most of their resources to use

This concept has not been lost on senior staff of RoA  n his address to the rd ational ater 
onference anuary  resident ar ai  ac nowledged the importance of transboundary 

water in Afghanistan and underscored the need for establishing and respecting water rights  n 
this regard he also noted the importance of promoting and enhancing dialogue with neighbouring 
countries o er the issue

Afghanistan s position of late de eloper  is what c urray and Tarloc  ha e defined as a classic 
transboundary ri er regime nightmare  as legitimate pro ects de elopment in Afghanistan will 
li ely ha e an impact on its neighbours  Although some impacts may be ery limited  as in the 
case of a istan in the abul basin  others may be potentially large  such as the case in the 

arirod ee ection 

tudies from olf and his team ha e shown on the other hand that whether basins fall into 
conflict or rise to cooperation is less dependent upon the physical situation as it is upon the 
capacity of the institutions to address the issues.  onse uently  of particular importance is 
whether there is the right institutional capacity and willingness to address the impending water 
issues in a cooperati e manner   

To this end it is important to understand what the  U  on ention says on the sub ect as 
it codifies the principles of customary international law regarding transboundary watercourses  
The  U  on ention does not prescribe e uitable and reasonable  but rather outlines what 
is to be considered when establishing e uitable and reasonable  in any specific conte t  All 
rele ant factors  including  geography  hydrology  socio economic needs  dependent populations  
impacts of use  e isting and potential uses  conser ation  efficiency of use  and a ailability of 
other sources are all to be considered when determining whether the use of water is e uitable 
and reasonable  As will be discussed later  the concept of e uitable and reasonable use applies 
e ually to upstream and downstream states  Therefore  while upstream states ha e to consider 
downstream uses  e isting and potential  downstream states are also to consider upstream 
use  both e isting and potential  when de eloping their pro ects  The fundamental uestion is 
whether or not the potential downstream impacts associated with Afghanistan s de elopment are 
reasonable and e uitable

owe er water dialogue does not ta e place in a acuum  igh power asymmetries e ist between 
Afghanistan  ran  a istan and to a lesser e tent Tur menistan  ilateral relations between 
Afghanistan and ran in particular ha e largely been characterised by mistrust and acrimony

 http www asiacalling br h com en archi es afghan iran water war

 E cept for the unarri er  which originates from a istan  flows through Afghanistan and ends up bac  in a istan 
where it oins the ndus Ri er

16 ue to limitations in time and resources  the study was limited to transboundary water issues between Afghanistan  
ran and a istan  The an Amu arya basin and urghab were not included  which would also ha e included Ta i istan  
Tur menistan and U be istan

 ames  c urray and A  an Tarloc   The aw of ater e eloping Riparian tates  The ase of Afghanistan  ew  
or  ity  U En ironmental aw ournal    

 olf  A  T   tahl and   acomber   onflict and ooperation ithin nternational Ri er asins  The 
mportance of nstitutional apacity  ater Resources Update  and olf  A   offe and  iordano  
nternational aters  dentifying asins at Ris  ater olicy   

http://www.asiacalling.kbr68h.com/en/archives/946-afghan-iran-water-war
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ormal water sharing agreements are limited to the  treaty on the elmand Ri er  The 
e istence of this treaty has not eliminated mistrust o er water sharing on the ri er  ther 
important ri ers in the study area  such as the arirod  arahrud and abul ri ers  do not ha e 
formal or informal water sharing agreements

er the past decade or so  the RoA has initiated a number of pro ects  including the alma 
and ashdan in the arirod basin  and amal han and a hshabad in the elmand basin  t has 
also been wor ing on completing feasibility studies and designs for numerous other pro ects while 
acti ely loo ing for funding

These acti ities ha e raised concerns among neighbours see ection  and a number of ey donor 
organisations in the international community e g  the orld an  and U A  and the U  These 
organisations ha e initiated or supported a number of programmes to encourage and facilitate a 
cooperati e process o er the de elopment of transboundary water resources  The general idea 
is to support opening up water dialogues  and widening Afghanistan s iews on solutions to 
cross border water uestions 20 with the hope that this will lead toward mutually agreeable 
water sharing arrangements or other forms of benefit sharing or compensation  The U  tate 

epartment  for instance  thin s that  Any ma or hydrologic pro ect will re uire Afghanistan 
to launch negotiations with its neighbours 21 and that subse uently it will be necessary for the 
Afghanistan o ernment to strengthen its capacity in transboundary water rights diplomacy and 
impro e upon e isting water rights treaties with its neighbours 22

n this regard  the international community has been een to promote the balanced and 
compromising approach embodied in the ey principles of the  United ations on ention on 
the aw of the on a igational Uses of nternational atercourses

er the past decade  the RoA has been  pursuing the construction of pro ects while declining 
dialogue and negotiations  despite the re uests of its neighbours  with the noticeable e ception 
of the recent bilateral agreement with a istan in August  on de eloping a oint hydropower 
pro ect on the unar ri er see more details in ection 

At the time of the post  transition in Afghanistan  the long term outcomes of transboundary 
interactions between Afghanistan and its riparian neighbours remain uncertain  hether the 
process e ol es toward appeased agreements or increased tensions will depend on the iews  
beliefs and attitudes of Afghan decision ma ers among other regional actors  in a comple  
conte t of international and domestic politics

o far  no studies ha e systematically loo ed at how Afghan sta eholders approach the issue of 
cooperation o er transboundary water resources de elopment  whether they are fa ourable to 
it or not  and why  et  understanding their iews  attitudes  moti ations  alues and beliefs is 
critical for gaining insights into some of the foreseeable impediments to and also opportunities 
for cooperation  uch understanding would thus help to better inform programmes aimed at 
supporting cooperation o er transboundary water resources de elopment

This research is helping to fill this gap  onsidering the absence of studies on the topic in 
Afghanistan  this research is e ploratory  n this regard  no specific hypotheses are being tested  

 The treaty was ratified in  and the two o ernments e changed the appro ed documents in hordad  
ay une  ource  holam Re a a hari  ispute etween ran and Afghanistan on the ssue of irmand Ri er   

ida unas eds  

20 i ilea s  Trans oundary ater ssues  low ut ure rogress  https www wi ilea s org plusd cables A U a
html   ebruary 

21 i ilea s  Afghan o ernment s igh opes for ydropower  https www wi ilea s org plusd cables A U a
html   eptember 

22 i ilea s  Afghan o ernment s igh opes for ydropower  https www wi ilea s org plusd cables A U a
html   eptember 
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1.2  Objectives of the study
The primary ob ecti e of this study is to pro ide a better understanding of the iews  preferences 
and attitudes of non ministerial actors toward cooperation o er transboundary water resources 
de elopment  Thus  the research has focussed primarily on members of arliament as they 
ha e  in theory  a ma or decision ma ing role o er transboundary water resource de elopment 
agreements  Academics ha e also been included as part of the epistemic community that  in 
theory  should ha e good nowledge and understanding of transboundary water issues and thus 
an influential role in decision ma ing see ethodology in this section

hile the iews of RoA are ery important for determining a path towards cooperation  it has 
tended to be  cautious about discussing transboundary waters  in public  preferring to eep it 
within the resident s ffice and ey ministries  such as those identified in the  ater aw

The findings should contribute to a discussion on the foreseeable challenges but also opportunities 
for cooperation  They should also ma e it clearer whether current interactions between 
Afghanistan  ran and a istan are li ely to e ol e toward greater cooperation

n this basis  the findings should inform the international community on how it could better 
support a process of cooperation regarding transboundary water resources de elopment  

1.3  Research questions
The study will address two research uestions

•  RQ 1: hat are the differences in the iews and attitudes between Afghan non ministerial 
sta eholders with regards to cooperation o er the de elopment of transboundary resources 
in the abul  elmand and arirod ri er asins  

•  RQ 2: hat are the main challenges to and opportunities for cooperation o er transboundary 
water resources between Afghanistan and its neighbours

1.4  Conceptual underpinnings
ur en uiries and analysis ha e been guided by a number of themes and concepts related to 

the o erall topic of cooperation in the conte t of transboundary water resources de elopment  
etting to understand the position of respondents in relation to these themes helped in 

framing the underlying moti ations  beliefs and alues that ustified a certain position 
fa ourable or unfa ourable  with regards to dialogue and negotiations o er transboundary 

water resources de elopment
These themes and concepts are presented below as part of the conceptual framewor  for analysis   

1.4.1  Attitudes toward transboundary water resources development in 
relation to international relations theories

Transboundary water resources de elopment cannot be separated from international politics  
Attitudes toward cooperation o er transboundary water resources depend on broader concerns 
related to international relations  n this regard it is ery difficult to de politici e  the issue and 
rather re uires that transboundary water resource de elopment ta e stoc  of broader political 
relations and de elopment issues  ndeed  there are often situations where lin ages with economic 
sectors such as trade may pro e a means for de eloping a wor ing agreement

The lens through which people concei e international relations will ha e an influence although 
there is no strict determinism  on how transboundary water sharing is approached  o   contains 
the main features of two ey schools of thought on international relations and how they lin   in 
principle  with cooperation o er transboundary water resources

 ey inistry staff in ol ed in transboundary water declined to contribute to this research

 ee Article  
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or this research it has been useful to in estigate whether the neo institutionalist perspecti e 
shared and promoted by the ey international community actors in the water sector in Afghanistan 
is also shared by non ministerial actors  t has also been considered whether  in the sensiti e 
political conte t of the region and considering the reluctance of the RoA to parta e in dialogue 
with its neighbours for most of the past decade  a neo realist perspecti e may be more reflecti e 
to the actions ta en by the RoA

There are other schools of thought that could also pro ide some useful perspecti es  These 
include  for instance  constructi ism  which ta es an anti deterministic and pro human agency 
perspecti e on hydropolitics see ulien   or this research  we adopt the constructi ist 
perspecti e which states that there is no determinism and no future scenario is ine itable  
ritical theory has also become influential  including in Europe see for instance eitoun and 
arner  

or ease of analysis in this first e ploratory research on recent hydropolitics in Afghanistan and 
the region  this paper is limited to the neo realist and neo institutionalist schools of thought

The inter iews ha e loo ed at how the prospect of cooperation o er water resonates with the 
core concerns of respondents  such as so ereignty  security and ri alries o er relati e gains  The 
issue of trust deficit between the riparian countries and how it may affect cooperation has also 
been discussed. 
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Box 1: Neo-realist and neo-institutionalist perspectives on international relations and what they 
could mean for interactions over transboundary water resources development.

Neo-realism:

According to neo realists  states are rational actors that aim at ma imising their relati e power compared to other 
states i e  surpassing the capabilities of other states rather than falling behind  in an endless struggle for sur i al  

eo realists pri ilege relati e gains o er absolute gains when they interact with other states
Relations with the other states are characterised largely by fear  distrust  suspicion  and insecurity  n a 
neo realist paradigm  power is seen as the main factor shaping the outcome of discussions or negotiations  on 
bilateral issues

eo realists e pect states to fa our self help beha iour o er cooperation  E en if states may sometimes adopt more 
cooperati e attitudes on the international scene  they constantly ensure that they ha e sufficient power to defend 
themsel es and ad ance the material interests necessary for their sur i al
or neo realists  states see institutions as a reflection of power relations in the international system  a eil behind 

which the real ulterior moti es of ma or powers are hidden  and a forum in which the ac uiescence of the less 
powerful can be attained

hen decision ma ers loo  at international relations through a neo realist lens they tend to see transboundary water 
resources de elopment as a ero sum security issue 1

or instance  cooperation o er water may become difficult and tensions more li ely if the upstream states attempt to 
reduce their dependence e g  trade or power  on downstream countries  ooperation o er international ri ers may 
fail when it challenges the states  core concerns such as so ereignty  territorial integrity and security
The least powerful states are li ely to be reluctant to embrace the idea of dealing with transboundary issues ia 
formal forums and international con entions i e  institutions  particularly when they percei e that power ultimately 
shapes interactions through formal platforms and that institutions only reflect power relations  Thus  less powerful 
states are more li ely to a oid negotiations if alternati es are a ailable

ote that neo realism does not loo  at water and en ironment as possible causes for war  rom its strict perspecti e  
water is considered a low politics 2 issue  This research has followed the more lenient perspecti e followed by 
se eral thin ers e g  inar  who ha e included water as part of the rele ant high politics  issues to be considered 
within a neo realist perspecti e

Neo-institutionalism:

eo institutionalists re ect the notion that power is the only factor that determines relationships between states  
They belie e that cooperation between states is possible as part of a rational  self interested strategy

eo institutionalists are more concerned with absolute gains than relati e gains when they interact with other states
The emergence of cooperation among parties is possible when compliance problems and mistrust can be mitigated 
with the help of institutions that pro ide information  lower transaction costs  increase transparency and reduce 
uncertainty  eo institutionalists  therefore  would encourage the de elopment of treaties  agreements and 
organisations to facilitate international relations
or decision ma ers who loo  at international relations through a neo institutionalist lens  compromises o er water 

sharing are more li ely to be accepted as absolute gains are more important than relati e gains  ater is usually 
seen as another resource for trading and water resources de elopment is not considered a ero sum game  or neo
institutionalists  cooperation o er water may be iewed as relati ely independent from the larger political conte t  
nstitutions including international con entions  may be thought of as rele ant resources for mediating tensions 
around water  as neo institutionalists tend to belie e that cooperation emerges through the de elopment of norms 
and regimes.

Adapted from Anne-Marie Slaughter, nternational Relations  rincipal Theories  http www princeton edu slaughtr Articles
ntlRel rincipalTheories laughter pdf   accessed ay   inar  ulien  Rees 

 r d ric ulien  ydropolitics is hat ocieties a e of t r hy e eed a onstructi ist Approach to the eopolitics of ater  

nternational ournal of ustainable ociety  os   

  An issue may be considered to be low politics  when it does not directly concern the sur i al of the state and strict national security
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1.4.2  Power asymmetries, capabilities, issue-linkage and risk perceptions 

Power asymmetries and geography

ooperati e interactions o er international ri ers re uire engaging in a comple  networ  of 
en ironmental  economic  political and security interdependencies  ome studies ha e affirmed 
that imbalances in power relations impede cooperation  This may be the case when an upstream 
country is also the most powerful  n the other hand  in a case where the most powerful country 
is located downstream  the power asymmetry may force a less powerful upstream country to 
a oid a resource capture strategy e g  building dams and di erting water without discussions 
with and compensations for downstream countries  and engage in negotiations to a oid sanctions

There are  howe er  no deterministic rules  inar  e plains that as strong as a hegemon 
may be with regard to its aggregated power  it may not always be able to impose its will on other 
states in the form of water sharing agreements or other forms of institutional arrangements  
Referring to the wor  of arret  stedt and pector  and oung  he claims 
that an economically asymmetrical relationship may actually fa our the least powerful state  As a 
negotiating tactic  the wea er party can always depri e the stronger actor of what it desires 26 
n such a situation  countries with higher structural power may not necessarily decide to use raw 
force to coerce the wea er party into abandoning such a tactic  As oung notes  ountries in 
possession of structural power will often find that they can achie e more by using their power to 
ma e promises and offer rewards than they can by relying on threats and punishments  Thus 
the smaller power could gain proportionally more benefits

hether power asymmetries may impede cooperation depends on how decision ma ers percei e 
and assess the ris s associated with their actions as well as the ris s associated with the 
actions of neighbouring states in an e er changing conte t  This research loo s at how Afghan 
sta eholders percei e the ris s associated with unilateral actions or cooperation in a conte t 
where Afghanistan is located upstream but is less powerful than its neighbours

ne choice could consist  for instance  of using an upstream position to de elop infrastructure 
and pro ects that depri e at least on paper  a downstream state of what it desires  in order 
to increase its bargaining position for future negotiations  n other words  unilateral action 
may be preferred for some time as an entry point for future negotiations on a more balanced 
power setting. 

Another way to loo  at the issue would be that such a strategy may be too ris y  and the more 
powerful downstream state may use sanctions e g  economic  diplomatic  co ert actions  etc  
or e en force before the upstream country is able to reach a sufficient le el of infrastructure 
build up and pro ect de elopment e g  an increase in irrigated areas  The conse uent increase 
in tensions may be percei ed as something to be a oided  f this is the case  then a negotiated 
agreement before the construction of dams begins would be the preferred option

Issue linkage and reciprocity

The concept of issue lin age  lies at the heart of benefit sharing approaches  t refers to the 
idea of bargaining water sharing agreements or other forms of water regimes  in e change for 
cooperation on other unrelated issues e g  trade agreement  migration issues  border security  

 R  i ri  and  rey  anaging nternational aters in Africa  rocess and rogress  in International Watercourses: 
nhan ing  ooperation and  anaging  on i t  eds   alman and  oisson de ha ournes  orld an  Technical aper  

 ashington    R  ust and  etanyahu  nternational ater Resource onflicts  E perience and 
otential  in on i t  and  ooperation on  rans oundar   ater  esour es  eds  R  ust and  etanyahu oston  
luwer Academic ublishers  

26 hlomi inar  nternational ater Treaties egotiation and ooperation Along Transboundary Ri ers  ondon  ew 
or  Routledge  

  oung  nternational o ernance  rotecting the En ironment in a tateless ociety thaca  ornell Uni ersity 
ress   as uoted in inar  nternational ater Treaties egotiation and ooperation AlongTransboundary Ri ers
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political support  etc  or side payments  Thus  the possibility of lin ing negotiations o er 
transboundary water resources de elopment with negotiations on other bilateral issues can 
facilitate appeased settlements

or e ample  an upstream country may cooperate with its downstream neighbour to  say  share 
hydropower production  nowing that such an agreement would re uire the downstream neighbour s 
cooperation on unrelated issues in the future  An upstream landloc ed country may be more inclined 
to engage in dialogue with a downstream neighbour to gain or secure an outlet to the sea  Thus  
cooperation on the water issue can be a way of gaining cooperation and support on other fronts.

urthermore  neighbouring countries may not want a dispute o er water to threaten the prospects 
of forging a cordial relationship  This can also be a strong incenti e for cooperation

inar  emphasises that one should not assume that an upstream country  whether a 
hegemon or not  is less li ely to negotiate some form of a cooperati e agreement  e stresses 
that an upstream country may ha e more to gain by cooperating  for instance on a oint pro ect  
or by limiting its water use  than by unilaterally e ploiting its part of the ri er

An upstream state may also agree to cooperate in e change for some ind of compensation  
which could ta e the form of side payments  from the downstream country

hat is important to note is that approaching issues of transboundary water sharing through 
the issue lin age perspecti e is first and foremost a political choice  which relates to foreign
policy considerations  arts of the inter iews with s and academics loo ed precisely at 
the awareness of  openness to  and interest in approaching cooperation ia an issue lin age 
perspecti e  This helped again in assessing the opportunities for and impediments to foreseeable 
cooperation between Afghanistan and its neighbours

Capabilities and resources

A deficiency in technical capabilities e g  international con entions  technical assessments  
negotiation s ills  etc  may contribute to decision ma ers feeling uncomfortable with the idea 
of negotiating with a neighbouring country  This may be a particularly strong impediment to 
negotiations in a conte t where bilateral relations are characterised by mistrust and acrimony

The amount to which an upstream country engages in the unilateral e ploitation of a 
transboundary ri er may be facilitated or constrained by the le el of that state s resources  f 
internal resources are limited  international support  whether financial  technical or military
security  may be accessed

ountries with financial mobilisation constraints may become more inclined toward cooperati e 
approaches if international donors such as the orld an  or the Asian e elopment an  
condition their financial help on the adoption of a cooperati e approach  n the other hand  an 
upstream country with the ability to fund its own pro ects could be less inclined to cooperate  
especially in an international relation conte t characterised by acrimony and mistrust unless 
there are other factors that moti ate this country to cooperate  

 E amples can be found in Arun Elhance  dropoliti s in the  hird  orld   on i t and  ooperation in  nternational 
River Basins ashington   United tates nstitute of eace ress   ohn aterbury  Hydropolitics of the Nile 
Valley yracuse  yracuse Uni ersity ress   and  rowder  An Analysis of the egotiations for the  e ong 
Agreement  International Negotiation     in different international conte ts

 Eri  ostert  onflict and ooperation in the anagement of nternational reshwater Resources  A lobal Re iew  
aris  U E   laudia adoff  ale hittington and a id rey  Africa s nternational Ri ers  An Economic 

erspecti e  ashington   orld an   nes ombrows y  enefit haring in Transboundary ater anagement 
Through ntra ater ector ssue in age  undated

 inar  International Water Treaties Negotiation and Cooperation AlongTransboundary Rivers.

 rowder  Analysis of the egotiations for the  e ong Agreement

 inar  International Water Treaties Negotiation and Cooperation Along Transboundary Rivers, 

 rowder  Analysis of the egotiations for the  e ong Agreement

 eitoun and arner tal  about coerci e resources   eitoun and  arner  ydro egemony  A ramewor  for 
Analysis of Transboundary ater onflicts  ater olicy   o    

 eitoun and arner  ydro egemony  ramewor  for Analysis of Transboundary ater onflicts
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erall  decision ma ers ta e into consideration their le el of international support or diplomatic 
isolation as well as the relati e situation of their neighbours when they e aluate whether a 
cooperati e attitude is preferable or not  The inter iews with s and academics ha e co ered 
how capabilities and resources may influence the perception of cooperation o er transboundary 
water resources. 

Second-order resources

This research also loo s into the ability of a state to access second order resources  This 
concept proposed by Turton  and based on the earlier wor  of hlsson  and omer

i on  pro ides an indication of a country s capacity for adapting to the constraints of 
water scarcity or poor access  uch adaptation can  for instance  ta e the form of de eloping 
an economy away from agriculture  thus reducing dependency on water and becoming less 
ulnerable to water related climate shoc s  or adopting irtual water policies

A country highly dependent on water and highly ulnerable to climate shoc  and with poor 
second order resources  may percei e resource capture  as the only alternati e for de eloping 
its economy  n the other hand  a country with a high le el of second order resources may feel 
less pressure to pursue a resource capture strategy  n this case  negotiations on compromises with 
riparian countries may be easier  An o er iew of the indicators of second order resources in each 
country will pro ide an understanding of the room or not  for alternati es to the de elopment of 
transboundary water resources  and how this may influence the iews of decision ma ers when 
it comes to cooperation.

1.4.3  Domestic-international politics in transboundary water resources 
development

utnam  has described international negotiations on transboundary water as a two le el 
game  e e plains that at the international le el  national go ernments see  to ma imise 
their own ability to satisfy domestic pressures  while minimising the ad erse conse uences 
of foreign de elopments  Therefore  conflict and cooperation are to a large e tent shaped 
by how decision ma ers e aluate the interests or assumed interests  of domestic elements  

ecision ma ers  attitudes with regards to cooperation may be more influenced by the fear of a 
decision s repercussion on the domestic scene e g  national actors accusing the go ernment of 
compromising the nation s so ereignty and national interest if they pursue negotiations  than by 
the conse uences on the international scene
A go ernment s attitude to transboundary water relations is usually the result of internal power 
processes  Elhance has argued that domestic political support for cooperation o er transboundary 
water resources is often hard to generate and sustain  as it is ulnerable to appeals both to 
nationalism and from interest groups
Therefore  the domestic dynamics need to be considered as they too may e plain how 
cooperation o er transboundary water resources de elopment ta es place  or how it may be 
hampered or stalled
The inter iews with s loo  at how negotiations on the international scene could be affected by 
the perception of ris s or absence of ris s  that negotiations could ha e on the domestic scene  
and how this may be an impediment to cooperation.

 Robert  utnam  iplomacy and omestic olitics  The ogic of Two e el ames  International Organization, 
 o   ummer   

 inar  International Water Treaties Negotiation and Cooperation Along Transboundary Rivers  referring to the wor  
of red l  How Nations Negotiate ew or  arper and Row   and Andrew ora csi  Ta ing references 
eriously  A iberal Theory of nternational olitics  International Organization,   

 Elhance  ydropolitics in the Third World  referred to in inar  International Water Treaties Negotiation and 
Cooperation Along Transboundary Rivers.
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1.4.4  International water law: Finding a compromise between absolute 
territorial sovereignty and absolute territorial integrity

Traditionally upstream and downstream use of shared ri er basin has been percei ed as a struggle 
between the upstream state using its geographic ad antage to de elop at will with little or no 
regard to the downstream state territorial so ereignty or the right of initiati e  ersus the 
downstream assuming that it should always e pect the ri er to flow into it as it has in the past 
territorial integrity  or absolute no harm  The former has been re ected by the international 

community as gi es too much power to the upstream state and undermines the downstream 
state  and the latter has been re ected in that it places a irtual eto on de elopment in the 
hands of the downstream state and is e ually unfair  To balance this  the international water 
law has e ol ed to adopt the principle of e uitable and reasonable utili ation as embodied in the 

 U  on ention on atercourses

The other significant principle applied to water is that of a oiding significant harm  This principle 
stems from a long history of en ironmental law as embodied in rinciple of the  toc holm 

eclaration that states can de elop pro iding they do not harm others in the process  This has 
also to be balanced with the Right to e elop  uch that in the  U  on ention  article  
states that when de eloping resource tates ta e all appropriate measures to pre ent causing 
significant harm  to other tates on the watercourse  The wording is important in that it is not 
an absolute no harm  but rather all appropriate measures should be ta en to pre ent significant 
harm  As such article fi e recognises that states that ha e had a later start in de eloping their 
water resources as is the case with Afghanistan  may ha e the right to de elop these resources 
despite the harm caused to other riparian states that had an earlier start  Article  of the  
U  on ention goes on to say that if significant harm does occur that states causing the harm 
will  with respect to e uitable and reasonable utili ation  ta e all appropriate measures it can 
to mitigate the harm or if appropriate  pro ide compensation

t is further important to note that the issue of impacts to de elopment  are one of the ey 
elements to be included in considering what constitutes e uitable and reasonable  the list 
includes

 eographic  hydrographic  hydrological  climatic  ecological and other factors of a natural 
character

 The social and economic needs of the watercourse tates concerned

 The population dependent on the watercourse in each watercourse tate

 The effects of the use or uses ie the impacts  of the watercourses in one watercourse tate 
on other watercourse tates

 E isting and potential uses of the watercourse

 onser ation  protection  de elopment and economy of use of the water resources of the 
watercourse and the costs of measures ta en to that effect

 The a ailability of alternati es  of comparable alue  to a particular planned or e isting use

n essence the  U  on ention obligates states to discuss all these issues  and other issues 
the states feel are rele ant  when determining what is e uitable and what is reasonable when 
de eloping an international watercourse ri er or la e  etc  The con ention does not prescribe a 
solution to water rights but rather promotes dialogue and cooperation to arri e at a solution  This 

 rinciple  of the  Rio eclaration is identical to rinciple  of the toc holm eclaration made  years pre iously 
and states that  tates ha e  in accordance with the harter of the United ations and the principles of international 
law  the so ereign right to e ploit their own resources pursuant to their own en ironmental and de elopmental policies  
and the responsibility to ensure that acti ities within their urisdiction or control do not cause damage to the en ironment 
of other tates or of areas beyond the limits of national urisdiction

 inar  International Water Treaties Negotiation and Cooperation Along Transboundary Rivers

 ee article  of the  U  atercourses on ention
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has been noted as one of the main limitations of the con ention  inar  says  The clauses 
and factors that ma e up the main principles  such as e uitable  reasonable  and significant  
are fu y and afford a poor definition of rights  onse uently  as aftendorn says  onsensus 
is difficult to reach on what constitutes e uitable and reasonable utilisation  when another 
state is ad ersely affected by the utilisation  owe er  its limitation for some is also seen as its 
strength as it recognises that each basin is uni ue and different and re uires different solutions  

This research ma es use of the  U  on ention as a lens through which water de elopment 
in Afghanistan has proceeded in the past and may proceed in the future  t is important to note 
that neither Afghanistan  ran  nor a istan are parties to the on ention  e ertheless  in the 
absence of an e isting treaty it represents the principles of customary international law that 
could should be applied when dealing with transboundary water

The inter iews loo  at the e tent to which the principles embodied in the  U  on ention 
are shaping the perception of s and the academics on transboundary water resources 
de elopment  and how much the idea of compromise as suggested by U  on ention echoes 
the alues of the respondents

ote that  for the purpose of this research  a broad definition of cooperation  is used within 
the framewor  of the U  on ention  This implies pro iding notice of potential pro ects which 
may ha e impacts  e changing information and conducting dialogue with the iew to arri e  at 
a negotiated compromise or agreement mutually satisfactory for all parties

1.5  Methodology
1.5.1  Power asymmetries, international relations and water resources in 

this context
As discussed earlier  transboundary water interactions are shaped by specific conte ts  n order 
to better understand and analyse the iews and attitudes of non ministerial Afghan decision
ma ers inter iewed during this research  a bac ground des re iew and analysis of the conte t of 
transboundary water interactions in the region was conducted  This bac ground focused on three 
themes  power asymmetries  international relations and water resources

Power asymmetries

ower asymmetries ha e been loo ed at based on a number of classic indicators to do with 
economic resources  trade dependencies  military resources and second order resources or 
adapti e capacity  These indicators are discussed in order to get a better understanding of the 
potential use of coerci e threats by the more powerful countries  including trade embargoes  
economic sanctions and the threat of military action

International relations

Although Afghanistan  ran and a istan ha e long intertwined histories  the focus of the des  
re iew on international relations was limited to documents that pro ided analysis on the most 
recent years  And while the focus is on bilateral relations between Afghanistan and its riparian 
neighbours  the roles of other nations and the significant influences they ha e had on these 
bilateral relations  including ndia in the case of the Afghanistan a istan relationship  are 
touched upon  or E ample ndia is funding the building of the alma dam in the arirod  

The brief o er iew below is based on recent English literature  with a focus on the most 
recent years of interactions between the riparian neighbours. The points that are presented in 

 elga aftendorn  ater and nternational onflict  Third World Quarterly    

 t is also worth noting that the databases searched are mainly oriented toward a estern centric selection of ournals  
although searching on oogle cholar helped to balance that scope restriction  inally  language must be considered  
because the author could not search for articles in arsi or Urdu  it is li ely that articles that ta e more of an ranian  
a istani or Afghan perspecti e were not found  Therefore  future in estigation should use a arsi and or Urdu spea er 

to search for a wider scope of articles
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ection  do not constitute an e hausti e o er iew of international relations and foreign policies 
in Afghanistan  ran or a istan  but they outline the most rele ant issues in the conte t of the 
research that draws a lin  between international relations and transboundary water interactions

n our analysis of bilateral relations between riparian states  the interactions are couched in 
terms of the two broad theoretical framewor s from the discipline of international relations  
neo realism and neo institutionalism  which ha e been briefly defined in o  

Water resources 

The physical aspects of the basin are not necessarily decisi e in the occurrence of water
related conflicts or cooperation in transboundary settings  e ertheless  an understanding 
of these characteristics is important if the e isting sta es and potential challenges are to 
be understood  and if interactions on transboundary water resources de elopment are to be 
discussed  n this regard  the re iew loo s at water a ailability  usage and demand  as well 
as the characteristics and potential impacts of pro ects  t also puts these elements into 
perspecti e with regards to the U  on ention and or the e isting water sharing agreements 
in the different basins being studied.

This re iew helps in understanding the sensiti ity of transboundary water resources de elopment 
pro ects for downstream riparian states  by outlining the potential implications for de elopment 
on the downstream state.

The data used in this report are based on official publications endorsed by the RoA e g  water 
sector strategy  atershed Atlas  data published by the o ernment of the slamic Republic of 
ran R  and by the o ernment of a istan  and official publications in international 
ournals and U  reports e g  the ood and Agriculture rganisation A  All data that ha e 

been used ha e been cross chec ed to the best e tent possible

Although the uality and reliability of data used are not always optimal  they do pro ide a 
reasonable basis on which a number of points of analysis can confidently be made regarding the 
sta es and challenges of transboundary water resources de elopment

Interactions over transboundary water resources

As part of the conte tual o er iew  the interactions o er transboundary water resources 
de elopment that occurred between Afghanistan and its neighbours during the past decade or so 
i e  the post Taliban period  were also analysed and a summary was pro ided  t gi es a broad 

perspecti e on the main strategies followed so far by the RoA and its counterparts  and includes 
the positions and actions ta en in relation to cooperation or absence thereof

This analysis is partly based on a des  re iew and is also supported by information gathered 
through inter iews and informal discussions with ey informants

As part of the des  re iew  publications  reports and news articles both English and ari  were 
loo ed at from Afghan  ranian and a istani online news organisations  ews articles were used 
mainly to gather uotes from o ernment officials

ey informants included national and international ad isers as well as senior consultants and staff 
from the main water donor organisations in ol ed in Afghanistan

onsidering the limited reliability of information in general  considerable efforts ha e been made 
in cross chec ing data

n a later section of this report  the findings ha e been discussed alongside the iews of s and 
academics in order to better anticipate foreseeable challenges and opportunities for cooperation 
o er transboundary water resources

 Aaron olf  ater for eace in the ordan Ri er atershed  Natural Resources Journal    
Anders gers og  hy tates ooperate er hared ater  The ater egotiations in the ordan Ri er asin  h  

issertation  epartment of ater and En ironmental tudies  aculty of Arts and cience  in ping Uni ersity  
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1.5.2  Interviews and qualitative analysis of the views and attitude of 
Afghan non-ministerial stakeholders with regards to cooperation 

Selection of respondents

The research has focused on non ministerial sta eholders who ha e  in theory  an important part 
to play with regard to decision ma ing o er transboundary water resource de elopment plans

ue to limitations in time and resources  the selection of respondents among non ministerial 
sta eholders has been limited to members of arliament and academics  These two categories 
were selected for the following reasons
 embers of arliament olesi irga  occupy the highest le el of ro incial elected 

representati es  Their role is in fact critical when it comes to ratifying international agreements 
and treaties  including on transboundary water
 n the broad category labelled academics  teachers and professors were selected primarily 

from abul Uni ersity as well as erat Uni ersity  along with independent analysts and members 
of research and ad ocacy organisations based in Afghanistan  Although they do not ma e decisions 
directly  it was thought that they could play a potential role in influencing debates and discussions  
and pro iding informed opinions on the topic as they do in many other countries   
As mentioned  the RoA considers the topic of transboundary water resources de elopment 
to be  sensiti e and prefers to eep discourse centred around the resident s office and ey 
ministries such as those identified in the  ater law  As such  senior staff declined to 
participate in this research.

Sampling for members of Parliament (MPs)

ne hundred and fi e s were selected for the sample  which corresponds to all the s from 
the  pro inces that lie within the three ri er basins co ered in this study  The initial intention 
was to inter iew as many s as possible  t was proposed that all the respondents be inter iewed 
under strict confidentiality conditions

n the end   s  percent  agreed to be inter iewed  The remaining  s declined the 
re uest for an inter iew noting that the topic was too sensiti e  This underscores the percei ed 
sensiti ity of the issue in the country

After presenting the different iews of respondents ection  there is a discussion on whether 
and how the absence of responses may ha e biased the results

Sampling for academics

The selection was first designed to include informants who had a direct or indirect in ol ement 
in water management and who had been writing about or discussing the topic of transboundary 
water resources de elopment in arious forums  n the course of the inter iews  respondents 
suggested new informants  who were then included  when they fitted the criteria mentioned 
abo e  through snowball sampling  Among the  potential informants  only  agreed to be 
inter iewed

In-depth semi-structured interviews

onsidering the e ploratory nature of this research  data collection was done through semi
structured inter iews  uestions focusing on the attitude of respondents toward cooperation 
included the different themes and issues discussed in the conceptual framewor

hen rele ant  uestions referred to specific e amples from the three ri er basins co ered in 
this research.

nter iews were designed to last appro imately one hour  uestions were first tested on a few 
s from other ro inces not co ered in this research  

s were assured that neither their name nor their pro ince would be disclosed in the final report
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The categorisation of respondents on the basis of their attitude toward cooperation 
see ection  was discussed during group sessions among research staff in ol ed in the 

inter iewing process.

Confidentiality and issues related to the perceived sensitivity of the topic

onsidering the highly sensiti e nature of the topic  the identities of informants  academics and 
s has been ept confidential  

1.5.3  General layout of the report
The rest of this paper is organised as follows

The second section pro ides a conte tual analysis of the rele ant international relations and power 
asymmetries  and discusses the implications for transboundary water resources de elopment

The third section pro ides an analysis of the water resources in the three ri er basins co ered 
by this research  t also includes a summary of the interactions between Afghanistan and its 
neighbours o er the past decade regarding transboundary water resources de elopment  t 
highlights how the past decade has mainly consisted of unilateral actions and de elopment on 
the Afghan side and a containment strategy on the neighbours  side

The fourth section focuses mainly on a detailed descripti e analysis of the iews and attitudes of 
the s and academics regarding cooperation on transboundary water resources de elopment  

n the basis of these findings  the section concludes on a reflection of the li elihood of a change 
toward cooperation in the foreseeable future  as well as the ma or impediments and opportunities 
for dialogue and cooperation

n the fifth and concluding section a number of recommendations are pro ided  focusing on what 
the international community could do to support a cooperati e settlement of e isting tensions on 
transboundary water resources de elopment between Afghanistan and its neighbours
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2.  Understanding the International Relations and 
Power Asymmetries Context

As discussed earlier  the attitudes of decision ma ers o er transboundary water resources need 
to be analysed and understood in the specific conte ts of power asymmetries and bilateral and 
international relations  This section first pro ides an understanding of power asymmetries using 
classic indicators of power and interdependence  t then gi es an o er iew of the international 
relations between Afghanistan  ran and a istan  to shed light on the conte t within which 
interactions o er transboundary water resources control ha e ta en place so far

n this o er iew  the interactions between nations are couched in terms of the two broad 
theoretical framewor s discussed earlier in o   neo realism and neo institutionalism

The uestion as ed throughout this section is whether international relations between 
Afghanistan and its neighbours ran and a istan are better understood through a neo realist or 
neo institutionalist perspecti e  and what the answer to that uestion could imply in terms of 
interactions  cooperati e or not  o er transboundary water resources de elopment

2.1  Overview of power and capacities asymmetries: The Afghan 
deficit

ower asymmetries are discussed based on economic resources and military resources  The focus 
is on ran and a istan as these are the principle actors in the basins being re iewed

2.1.1  Economic resources indicators
There is a sharp asymmetry between Afghanistan and its neighbours in terms of basic economic 
resources indicators such as gross domestic product  or gross national income  per 
capita  n contrast with its neighbours  Afghanistan is also characterised by a hea y reliance on 
e ternal aid  which corresponds to more than one third of its  compared to a istan two 
percent  and ran negligible  t is also characterised by a low in estors  trust in the stability of 
the country.
The balance of trade for Afghanistan is negati e  as it is for a istan  which is in contrast to the 
oil e porting economy of ran

erall  economic resources indicators underline the relati ely wea  position of abul compared 
to Tehran or slamabad

 hile the focus is on bilateral relations between Afghanistan and its neighbours  the roles of other nations with 
significant influence on these bilateral relations  in particular ndia and the U  are also touched upon

 There are other theories such as institutionalism and constructi ism that help with analysing international relations  
This study is limited to two for ease of understanding
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Table  Economic resources indicators

 Afghanistan Pakistan Iran

 million U   

 per capita   million U   

 per capita   U   

oreign direct in estment  net inflows million U  
 

fficial de elopment assistance A  per capita 
U   20 1

fficial de elopment assistance A  as percentage 
of    

alance of trade million U   a erage   to   to  
6

  to    
 

 A erage period ased on entral tatistics ffice  Afghanistan  ocument a ailable at http cso go af ontent files

E ternal Trade pdf

 A erage period  ased on data from www tradingeconomics com accessed 

 European ommission  irectorate eneral for Trade  European Union  Trade in oods ith a istan uly  ocument accessed 

at http trade ec europa eu doclib docs september tradoc pdf

 a istan ureau of tatistics  ocument a ailable at http www pbs go p sites default files tables pdf

 European ommission  irectorate eneral for Trade  European Union  Trade in oods ith ran uly  ocument accessed at 

http trade ec europa eu doclib docs september tradoc pdf

 A erage period  ased on www tradingeconomics com

2.1.2  Indicators for economic power and dependence: Trade 
dependencies

Trade dependence  gi es an indication of the potential coerci e power that one country has o er 
another when it comes to using the threat of trade embargoes and or economic sanctions
n this regard  Afghanistan is highly dependent on its neighbours  and its situation is highly 
ulnerable  hat the figures in Table  indicate is that trade between Afghanistan and ran is 

more than  times more important for Afghanistan than it is for ran  This is due to the fact that 
while ran accounts for almost eight percent of Afghanistan s e ports  Afghanistan represents an 
insignificant  percent of ran s imports  imilarly  trade between Afghanistan and a istan is 
more than  times more important for Afghanistan than it is for  a istan
Thus  ran and a istan are in a strong position when it comes to using trade sanctions as a 
means to coerce Afghanistan into agreements that Afghanistan would not ha e preferred  This is 
because trade sanctions or embargoes would significantly affect Afghanistan while ha ing only a 
minor effect on its neighbours  economies  hether this dependency has been used as le erage 
in relation to transboundary water interactions is discussed in ection 

 in  et al s indicators for economic power and dependence  based on the economic relations between countries  
pro ide an insight into the e tent to which ran and a istan ha e power o er Afghanistan  The e port import  dependence 
indicator between Afghanistan and ran or a istan  loo s at the relation between the importance of Afghanistan s 
e ports to ran or a istan  for Afghanistan on the one hand  and the importance of Afghanistan s e ports to ran or 
a istan  for ran or a istan  on the other hand  The trade dependence indicator ta es into account both import 

dependence and e port dependence  
ee formula of import dependence between nation A and 

 

 This is mainly due to the fact that a istan represents almost  percent of Afghanistan s e ports while Afghanistan 
represents less than half of a percent of a istan s imports

http://cso.gov.af/Content/files/External%20Trade(1).pdf
http://cso.gov.af/Content/files/External%20Trade(1).pdf
http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2006/september/tradoc_113431.pdf
http://www.pbs.gov.pk/sites/default/files/tables/14.1_0.pdf
http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2006/september/tradoc_113392.pdf
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Table  Trade dependencies between Afghanistan  ran and a istan

Afghanistan --> Iran Afghanistan --> Pakistan

Import dependence indicator9 6

Export dependence indicator10 200 116

Trade dependence indicator11 122

 An indicator of  would mean that imports are  times more important for Afghanistan than for ran or a istan  

 An indicator of  would mean that e ports are  times more important for Afghanistan than for ran or a istan

 Trade dependence  mport dependence  E port dependence.

ource  ndicator based on ased on in  et al   calculations based on data from on entral 
tatistics ffice  Afghanistan  document a ailable at http cso go af ontent files E ternal

Trade pdf and www tradingeconomics com  The data co er an a erage for the period 

2.1.3  Military resources indicators
Although Afghanistan has the highest rate of military e penditure as a percentage of  the 
actual spending in real terms remains lower than its neighbours  urrently  Afghanistan s military 
power is highly dependent on the financial support of the international community  a situation 
that is not sustainable in the long term  

n theory  when it comes to hard power  measured in part by the composite inde  of national 
capability  Afghanistan does not really possess the capability to coerce its neighbours into 
accepting unilateral actions  ote  howe er  that  the presence of a large international military 
force in Afghanistan for the past decade has affected these figures  Ta ing this into account  
Afghanistan would not appear as wea  as indicators would suggest  ection  discusses how this 
last point has been important in shaping the RoA and s in their approach to transboundary 
water resources de elopment

Table  ilitary resources indicators

Afghanistan Pakistan Iran

Military expenditure (% of GDP) - 201112 2.2

Military expenditure (million USD) - 201113

Composite Index of National Capabilities, 
200714

 
Ran ed  out of 

 
Ran ed  out of 

 
Ran ed  out of 

 orld ban  indicators  a ailable at http data worldban org indicator accessed 

 orld ban  indicators  a ailable at http data worldban org indicator accessed 

 The  refers to the resources they ha e to support military action  ations are assigned a score and then a ran ing based on a 

formula combining total population  urban population  iron and steel production  energy consumption  military personnel  and military 

e penditure  omposite nde  of ational apabilities data are a ailable at http stats omniatlas com correlates cinc heatmap  

accessed 

2.1.4  Second-order resources indicators
econd order resources indicators pro ide some general insights into the capacity of a state to 

adapt to the constraints of water scarcity  poor access to water and ulnerability to climate 
shoc s  that does not include large scale hydraulic infrastructure de elopment  

hether one loo s at the human de elopment indicators  failed states inde   or 
 in terms of purchasing power parity  per capita  Afghanistan clearly ran s ery low  

particularly in comparison to ran see Table  Although data are missing when it comes to the 
nowledge economy inde  E  it is li ely that in the case of Afghanistan it would be lower 

than a istan and ran  which both ran  relati ely low themsel es  This would suggest a low 
capacity for nowledge to be used effecti ely for economic de elopment  A ery high le el of 

 uch adaptation can for instance ta e the form of de eloping an economy away from irrigated agriculture the main 
consumer of water

http://cso.gov.af/Content/files/External%20Trade(1).pdf
http://cso.gov.af/Content/files/External%20Trade(1).pdf
http://www.tradingeconomics.com/
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator
http://stats.omniatlas.com/correlates/cinc/heatmap/
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corruption also suggests reduced chances for de eloping the reliable go ernance systems and 
robust economy that would decrease dependence on natural resources

Although agriculture is still an important contributor to Afghanistan s o erall  it has decreased 
slightly o er the years due to an increase in ser ices  thus dri ing the economy away from 
being so hea ily dependent on agriculture  owe er  this difference is e pected to fall with the 
withdrawal of the international community post  Thus  Afghanistan s adapti e capacity is 
e pected to remain low in the short to mid term

Table  econd order resources indicators

Afghanistan Pakistan Iran

GDP per capita, PPP (million USD) - 
201115

Human Development Indicators (HDI) 
- 201316

 
ran ed 

 
ran ed 

 
ran ed 

Failed States Index (FSI) - 201317  
ran ed  of 

 
ran ed  of 

 
ran ed  of 

Perception Corruption Index - 201318                             
ran ed  of 

                            
ran ed  of 

                    
ran ed  of 

Knowledge Economic Index (KEI)19 A                    
ran ed  of 

                    
ran ed  of 

Services sector as percentage of GDP 
(%) - 201120  21

Agriculture sector as percentage of 
GDP (%) - 201122

 orld ban  indicators  a ailable at http data worldban org indicator accessed 

  indicators  a ailable at http hdr undp org en accessed 

 ailed tates nde  a ailable at http ffp statesinde org ran ings sortable

 orruption erceptions nde  from Transparency nternational  a ailable at http cpi transparency org cpi results myAnchor  

The orruption erceptions nde  ran s countries and territories based on how corrupt their public sector is percei ed to be  A country or 

territory s score indicates the percei ed le el of public sector corruption on a scale of    where  means that a country is percei ed 

as highly corrupt and  means it is percei ed as ery clean  

 erception orruption nde  from orld an  a ailable at http info worldban org etools am A page asp accessed 

 orld ban  indicators  a ailable at http data worldban org indicator accessed  Unless indicated otherwise

 ource  www tradingeconomics com

 orld ban  indicators  a ailable at http data worldban org indicator accessed 

n such conditions  it can be assumed that resource capture would be a preferred short to mid
term strategy for a country such as Afghanistan  ran is better off than Afghanistan and a istan  
particularly when it comes to  and  and it is less dependent on agriculture for its economy  

ne may thus anticipate that ran has  at a country le el  a greater capacity for adapting to 
the mounting pressure of water resources access  This would not appear to be the case for 
a istan  particularly due to its still high dependence on  agriculture as a contributor to  

including large scale irrigation
n short  one can assume that if there is less ability to adapt to change  more emphasis is li ely 
to be placed on resource capture as a means of meeting needs  

 orld an  er iew  Afghanistan in Transition: Looking Beyond 2014  

http://data.worldbank.org/indicator
http://hdr.undp.org/en
http://ffp.statesindex.org/rankings-2013-sortable
http://info.worldbank.org/etools/kam2/KAM_page5.asp
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator
http://www.tradingeconomics/
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator
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2.2  Overview of salient characteristics of international relations 
between Afghanistan, Iran and Pakistan: A neo-realism paradigm

This section loo s at the important and general characteristics of international relations 
between Afghanistan  ran and a istan as a general bac ground to interactions o er 
transboundary water  and the e tent to which they are better understood from a neo realist 
or a neo institutionalist perspecti e

2.2.1  Afghanistan-Iran bilateral relations

Iran’s foreign policy perspective toward Afghanistan: hedging its bets

The recent literature emphasises that the dominant paradigm regarding ran s foreign policy is 
realism and pragmatism  moti ated primarily by national security interests  but also increasing 
political influence and sei ing economic  opportunities  ran iews its diplomatic and economic  
interactions in the region as a ero sum game  aimed at preser ing the sur i al of its regime   

rom an economic point of iew  ran sees Afghanistan as an entry point for economic trade with 
entral  Asia  ran has in ested in certain efforts to support economic de elopment in Afghanistan  

particularly in the west of the country e g  erat in the arirod asin  The support may be due to 
being at closer pro imity and more cultural ties  but could also be seen as means to ad ance the 
material interests necessary for ran s own political sur i al

n terms of politics  ran may fear two potential undesirable outcomes in the near future for 
Afghanistan  n the one hand  ran fears a pro U  or pro estern  Afghan o ernment  n the 
other hand  ran may fear  an Afghanistan influenced by audi Arabia and a istan ia the Taliban  
aught in this dilemma of choice between the U  and the Taliban  ran tends to ta e a foreign

policy perspecti e of hedging its bets

The American nstitute of Afghanistan tudies A A  report argues that ran s economic in estments 
in Afghanistan are best understood in the light of pragmatism gi en an uncertain future in Afghanistan  

f Afghanistan de ol es into anarchy  the economic in estment in the west of Afghanistan  would 
lay the groundwor  for a buffer one  while if Afghanistan becomes stable  ran is well positioned 
to use Afghanistan as an economic lin  to entral Asia and a istan

ut ran s in ol ement in Afghanistan has been limited for a long time by its place in the a is of 
e il  as defined by the U  This has hindered Afghanistan s ability to de elop independent and 
deep bilateral relations with ran

n practice  ran s perspecti e on Afghanistan has translated into a dual trac  approach of 
maintaining and increasing its influence on abul

 Rou beh arsi  E ploring ran  audi Arabia s nterests in Afghanistan  a istan  ta eholders or poilers  A ero 
um ame  art  ran  Sources of Tension in Afghanistan and Pakistan: A Regional Perspective arcelona   

April  Roberto Toscano  ran s Role in Afghanistan  Sources of Tension in Afghanistan and Pakistan: A Regional 
Perspective arcelona   anuary  Robert  helala  ori asting  am ha ai and ean ann  U  and 
ranian trategic ompetition  The mpact of Afghanistan  entral Asia  and a istan  Burke Chair in Strategy Report 

ashington   enter for trategic  nternational tudies   ctober  As Toscano sums up  ran s Afghan policy 
is not ideological  or is it inspired by religious priorities  but aims more at guaranteeing security  increasing political 
influence  and sei ing economic ad antage

 tephen arter  ran s nterests in Afghanistan and Their mplications for AT  International Journal  no   
Autumn    E  aipson  Engaging Iran on Afghanistan  ashington   enry  timson enter  arch  

 Andreas ilde  ontinuity and iatus  tructural atterns of ran s olicy in Afghanistan  Internationales Asien 
Forum  nos     Toscano  ran s Role in Afghanistan

 American nstitute of Afghanistan tudies and the ollings enter for nternational ialogue  Afghanistan s ther 
eighbors  ran  entral Asia  and hina Report from onference held  uly  stanbul  ebruary  

 arim ad adpour  ran  Is a Regional Strategy Viable in Afghanistan? eds  A  Tellis and A  u har i arnegie 
Endowment for nternational eace   A A  Afghanistan s ther eighbors

 A A  Afghanistan s ther eighbors

 A A  Afghanistan s ther eighbors
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ran has been in esting in infrastructure  industry and mining de elopment  a policy that 
supports economic reconstruction.  ran has also sought to grow its soft power by fostering 
relationships with ethnic groups who are opposed to the Taliban and with which it has cultural  
linguistic and religious ties  for instance through building schools  mos ues and cultural centres  
and nurturing ties with the political and intellectual leaders of these groups  hile ma ing 
significant donations to reconstruction  it may also be ta ing ad antage of go ernmental 
wea ness in Afghanistan to ad ance a strategy of part reconstruction  part education and part 
propaganda.60 ome suggest that ran may ha e attempted to directly gain the support of some 
Afghan political leaders through cash payments 61

esides these o ert means of maintaining and de eloping its influence in Afghanistan  ran has 
underta en co ert acti ities by pro iding limited support to the Taliban as a destabilising factor 
to undermine U  efforts and encourage its e it from the region  arious literature sources point 
out that ran has been pro iding funding and weapons to the Taliban ia the uds orce branch of 
the slamic Re olutionary uard 62 y doing so  ran has been sending a message to the U  that it 
can undermine stability in Afghanistan if it feels o erly pressurised

Main areas of conflicts in the Iran-Afghanistan relations

The literature identifies four main areas of conflict in the relations between ran and Afghanistan  
the issue of Afghan refugees in ran  cultural influence  the issue of cross border drug traffic ing  
and the issue of transboundary water rights o er the elmand Ri er

Afghan refugees

hile some authors emphasise ran s hospitality in hosting the refugee population  who 
contribute to local economic de elopment  other authors point to the problems ran faces with 
the refugees.  or e ample  some state that Afghan refugees are sometimes iewed as a drain on 
state welfare  The occasional forced e pulsion of refugees from ran is identified as a significant 
source of tension  agan et al   note that such e pulsions and their alleged use as co ers 
for infiltration of insurgents in Afghanistan fuels anti ranian sentiment  oth aipson  and 

ader and aha  identify the forced repatriation66 and general treatment of refugees as 
powerful sources of le erage for ran o er the Afghan o ernment  as Afghanistan does not ha e 
the means to reabsorb this population  ote  howe er  that some forced repatriation campaigns 
may be  dri en more by ran s domestic politics than bilateral relations

 rederic   agan  Ahmad  a idyar  anielle let a  and arisa ochrane ulli an  Afghanistan  Iranian 
n uen e  in  the  e ant   g pt   ra  and  fghanistan   American Enterprise nstitute and the nstitute for the 
tudy of ar   ad adpour  ran  anet ursawe  ran s nfluence in Afghanistan  The Afghanistan Challenge: 

Hard Realities and Strategic Choices   eds   Ehrhart and  entland ingston  ntario  ueen s entre 
for nternational Relations    

 ir  adat and ames  ughes  U ran Engagement Through Afghanistan  Middle East Policy  no   
pring   renton lar  ranian oreign olicy Towards Ta i istan and Afghanistan uring the Ahmadine ad 

residency  The Rising alience of ersian ational dentity  OAKA  no     ad adpour  ran  ursawe  
ran s nfluence in Afghanistan

60 ursawe  ran s nfluence in Afghanistan

61 adat and ughes  U ran Engagement Through Afghanistan

62 agan et al  Afghanistan  Alire a ader and oya aha  ran s alancing Act in Afghanistan  anta onica  A  
RA  orp   arter ran s nterests in Afghanistan and Their mplications for AT  ad adpour  ran  ursawe  

ran s nfluence in Afghanistan  helala et al  U  and ranian trategic ompetition

 ader and aha ran s alancing Act in Afghanistan  arter  ran s nterests in Afghanistan and Their mplications 
for AT  ursawe  ran s nfluence in Afghanistan

 Toscano  ran s Role in Afghanistan  agan et al  Afghanistan  aipson  Engaging ran on Afghanistan  ader 
and aha ran s alancing Act in Afghanistan

 Toscano  ran s Role in Afghanistan

66 E ample of mass repatriation was witnessed for instance in  but were also witnessed before  
hristensen  

 anne ierre hristensen  trained Alliances  ran s Troubled Relations to Afghanistan and a istan   Report 
 openhagen  anish nstitute for nternational tudies  
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ultural in uen e

The A A  report underlines the perception some Afghans ha e of ranian cultural imperialism  
including through local media  in Afghanistan  The A A  report attributed this fear of cultural 
imperialism to abul s iew that ran s de elopment of erat is an attempt to undermine the  

o ernment  and to ran s support for ethnic groups a ara and Ta i  that traditionally oppose 
the ashtun dominated o ernment  ther literature  howe er  saw ranian efforts in de eloping 
cultural ties in Afghanistan as potential space for mutual understanding and cooperation

ross border drug traffi ing

ran sees the issue of cross border drug traffic ing as a serious national security concern  hile 
Afghanistan is the main source of opium  it is in ran that the highest addiction rates are recorded  
The drug issue is closely tied to the issue of border control  with ran accusing Afghanistan of 
being unable to maintain a secure border  n this area of conflict  howe er  ran and Afghanistan 
ha e found ways of cooperating  as discussed in the ection 

Water sharing over the Helmand river

The issue of water sharing on the elmand ri er is considered by ilde  as the longest 
running conflict between Afghanistan and ran  espite the e istence of a treaty clearly stipulating 
water sharing agreements  tensions remain between Afghanistan and ran  This issue is discussed 
in most detail with regards to the water situation in the elmand asin ection 

Main areas of cooperation in the Iran-Afghanistan relations

The most cited e ample of mutually beneficial cooperation between ran and Afghanistan  and 
also a istan  is related to the issue of controlling drug traffic ing along the border  under the 
auspices of the United ations ffice on rugs and rime s U  triangular  initiati e  The 
success of this initiati e is based upon the mutual desire of the three nations to combat the 
de astating effects of drug traffic ing and secure their national borders
Economic de elopment and aid are also highlighted in se eral studies as an area of cooperation  

owe er  as discussed earlier  this cooperation  maybe dri en less by an interest in supporting 
Afghanistan s economy per se than it is by political gains or political sur i al  n that sense  
economic de elopment is particularly emphasised in the est of Afghanistan  including erat in 
the arirod basin  which is e pected to ultimately become a buffer one  or arsi  and 
agan et al   economic ties are more beneficial to ran than Afghanistan

The geographic placement of Afghanistan as an access route between the entral Asian Republics 
and ran has also encouraged the de elopment of infrastructure and the  economy  and there 
ha e been discussions on creating a ew il  Road

 This manifested itself in refugees with ranian education being denied employment in Afghanistan  and inistries 
refusing to certify ranian diplomas  effecti ely shutting returned refugees out of the ob mar et and fortifying 
Afghanistan s brain drain

 arter  ran s nterests in Afghanistan and Their mplications for AT  adat and ughes  U ran Engagement 
Through Afghanistan  ad adpour  ran  ursawe  ran s nfluence in Afghanistan

 helala et al  U  and ranian trategic ompetition

 aipson  Engaging ran on Afghanistan  Toscano  ran s Role in Afghanistan  helala et al  U  and ranian 
trategic ompetition  ad adpour  ran

 ursawe  ran s nfluence in Afghanistan  Amir  a i ousefi  ran s oreign olicy in Afghanistan  The urrent 
ituation and uture rospects  South Asian Studies  no   anuary une   Toscano  ran s Role in 

Afghanistan  Thowidul slam  mpact of elmand ater ispute on the ilateral Relations between ran and Afghanistan  
an E aluation  International Journal of Central Asian Studies   

 A A  Afghanistan s ther eighbors  agan et al  Afghanistan

 A A  Afghanistan s ther eighbors

 arter ran s nterests in Afghanistan and Their mplications for AT
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2.2.2  Afghanistan-Pakistan bilateral relations

Pakistan’s foreign policy perspective toward Afghanistan: Protecting national 
security by undermining India’s power in the region

or many years during the post Taliban era  a istan s foreign policy has been guided by a strong 
realism paradigm  underpinned by a sense of national insecurity and a percei ed threat from 
ndia s growing influence in the region  a istan has in fact been playing a ero sum game in 
the region  with ndia as its main ad ersary  usuf  sees a istan s main ob ecti e in 
Afghanistan as being to secure an Afghan o ernment that is friendly and unchallenging  that 
will not e ploit ashtun nationalism nor support ndia ahead of a istan  imilarly  anauer and 
lar  add that  a istan s interests are in de eloping economic lin s with entral Asia through 

Afghanistan  while also curbing other states  influence in this domain
owe er  since around  a istan s foreign policy in Afghanistan has been moderated due 

to the priority placed on handling domestic instability  As domestic terror groups ha e become 
more threatening  a istan has realised that it needs to wor  with a stable neighbour to the 
northwest to reduce the threat to its own stability  This has resulted in a istan ma ing a 
moderate  strategic shift in its foreign policy with Afghanistan and ndia  defined as a more 

hands off approach combined with greater willingness to engage in Afghan peace tal s  regional 
outreach and public calls on the Taliban to negotiate sincerely  e ertheless  usuf  
maintains that this shift is still a reflection of a istan s traditional position  a mo e to ta e 
ad antage of the timing to push the process in the direction it desires  and therefore still guided 
by a strong realism paradigm
The a istani perspecti e described abo e has translated into foreign policy practices consisting 
of attempts to increase its influence o er the Afghanistan o ernment by supporting elements 
it percei es as friendly to its national security and interests  a istan supports a reconciliation 
process that includes some elements of the Taliban in the Afghan o ernment  although it is 
against a strong rise to power as a way to form an Afghan o ernment that will ultimately be 
more open to its own influence in the region  ot only would a istan be able to e ert influence 
o er abul with regards to ndia  but also  due to the large ashtun population in the border 
areas  perhaps e en be able to reach a settlement concerning the urand ine  which remains an 
important area of tensions with abul

Main areas of conflicts in the Pakistan-Afghanistan relations

esides Afghanistan s relation with ndia  which a istan sees as a threat of encirclement by 
ndian forces  there are other areas identified as important points of conflict  These include 
the issues of the urand ine  ashtun nationalism and a istan s support of the Afghan Taliban
The fact that Afghanistan has ne er ac nowledged the urand ine as being the official border 
between the two countries has fed a istan s fear of irredentist claims  ussain and atif iew 
the dispute o er the border as a serious hurdle to mutual prosperity between the two nations

 oeed usuf  Decoding Pakistan’s ‘Strategic Shift’ in Afghanistan toc holm  toc holm nternational eace Research 
nstitute  ay  andeel iddi ue  a istan s uture olicy Towards Afghanistan  A oo  at trategic epth  ilitant 
o ements and the Role of ndia and the U   Report  openhagen  anish nstitute for nternational tudies 

 arry anauer and eter hal  ndia s and a istan s trategies in Afghanistan  mplications for the United tates 
and the Region     enter for  sia  a ifi   oli  anta onica  A  RA  

 usuf  ecoding a istan s Strategic Shift  in Afghanistan

 usuf  Decoding Pakistan’s ‘Strategic Shift’ in Afghanistan  afdar ial  a Afghan Relations  Emerging Trends and 
uture rospects  on i t and  ea e  tudies  no   an ar   unil asgupta  Regional olitics and the 
rospects for tability in Afghanistan  Peace works o   ashington   United tates nstitute of eace  

 usuf  Decoding Pakistan’s ‘Strategic Shift’ in Afghanistan   iddi ue  a istan s uture olicy Towards Afghanistan

 adi a ameed  rospects for ndian a istani ooperation in Afghanistan  ashington   enter for trategic 
and nternational tudies  August   ameed  ial  iddi ue  han

 ameed  rospects for ndian a istani ooperation in Afghanistan  ial  a Afghan Relations  iddi ue  
a istan s uture olicy Towards Afghanistan

 r d ric rare  a istan  Is a Regional Strategy Viable in Afghanistan? Edited by Ashley  Tellis and Aroop u har i  
 ashington   arnegie Endowment for nternational eace  

 afdar ussain and uhammad a  atif  ssues and hallenges in a istan Afghanistan Relations after  South 
Asian Studies  no   anuary une   
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Roy haudhury also notes that the porous border feeds into a istan s fear of ashtun nationalism 
and separatism  The percei ed desire for ashtuns on both sides of the border to form 

ashtunistan  is ery worrisome to a istan  as it indicates a lac  of go ernmental control
The third ma or area of conflict between Afghanistan and a istan is a istan s support of the 
Afghan Taliban  arious authors claim that a istan iews the Afghan Taliban as a strategic asset 
in its manoeu ring with regards to ndia  ome authors also state that the Taliban represent 
a means by which to threaten ndia if it becomes too influential in Afghanistan  and to eep 
the nternational ecurity Assistance orces A  in Afghanistan so as to retain an element of 
rele ance to the peace process  ther authors also say that support for the Afghan Taliban  
represents a way to e ert some control and influence from within the Afghan o ernment  n that 
respect  some studies percei e a istan as a staunch supporter of a reconciliation process that 
in ol es Afghan Taliban representation in the Afghan o ernment  erall  these areas of conflict 
ha e led to a trust deficit between a istan and Afghanistan

Main areas of cooperation in the Pakistan-Afghanistan relations

er the past decade  Afghanistan and a istan ha e also been part of se eral regional platforms  
focusing mainly on trade issues  These include the Regional Economic ooperation onference 
on Afghanistan RE A  the entral Asia Regional Economic ooperation ARE  the Economic 
ooperation rganisation E  the outh Asian Association for Regional ooperation AAR  

and the hanghai ooperation rganisation  owe er  obser ers  including those from 
the elhi olicy roup  ha e noted that although these were aluable starting points  they 
would still need significant bolstering in order to pro ide the framewor s and guidance needed 
to significantly impro e cooperation between Afghanistan and a istan  ote that until now  
transboundary water cooperation has not been part of the agenda for any of these conferences. 

onetheless  a few areas were mentioned as an illustration of bilateral cooperation  including 
trade agreements  with the  Afghanistan a istan Transit Trade Agreement A TTA  leading 
to an increase in the number of ports  carriers and border crossing points  The agreement codifies 
the importance of a istan for Afghanistan s access to ndia  and the importance of Afghanistan 
for a istan s access to the entral Asian Republics  Although to some e tent the A TTA may be 
an e ample of a istan s strategic shift  a lac  of trust between the partners was a significant 
hurdle to its smooth application  as it was sub ect to se eral regulatory disputes  E entually 
the nations came to a pragmatic compromise  to the e tent that the A TTA is now considered 
successful by a number of obser ers
As an additional illustration of cooperation  both Afghanistan and a istan ha e recently reached 
agreements on multi lateral regional pro ects e g  Trans Afghanistan a istan ndia TA   pipeline  
and asa which are e pected to impro e and strengthen cooperati e ties between the two 
countries  and reflect the possibility for pragmatic negotiations on mutually beneficial pro ects

  usuf  Decoding Pakistan’s ‘Strategic Shift’ in Afghanistan  ameed  rospects for ndian a istani ooperation in 
Afghanistan  iddi ue  a istan s uture olicy Towards Afghanistan

 ial  a Afghan Relations

 iddi ue  a istan s uture olicy Towards Afghanistan

 elhi olicy roup  Afghanistan ndia a istan Trialogue  ridging the Trust eficit s  Report of the  Trialogue  
ew elhi  ibliophile outh Asia   Rahul Roy haudhury  a istan  Afghanistan to 2015 and Beyond  edited by 

icholas Redman and Toby odge   ondon  nternational nstitute for trategic tudies   rare  a istan

 Eray asar  The Roles of ndia  a istan in Afghanistan s e elopment and atural Resources  i il ilitary usion 
entre  arch 

 nter iew with go ernment official o   eptember 

 te en A  yc  e plains that the most contentious of which was the pro ision of customs guarantees for Afghanistan
bound goods to pre ent their dumping on the a istani blac  mar et  ther concerns included the negati e impact on the 
a istani ational ogistics ell  which has a dominant role in commercial transport in both a istan and Afghanistan  the 

easier possibility for goods to be dumped on the mar et in a istan  and that ndian goods may be going bac  to Afghanistan 
in iolation of the agreement  te en A  yc  Transit Trade in Transition  The A TTA  the Afghan Economy  i il ilitary 
usion enter   https www cimicweb org cmo afg ocuments Economic Afghanistan a istan Transit Trade pdf

 ial  a Afghan Relations  yc  Transit Trade in Transition

 The Trans Afghanistan a istan ndia TA  pipeline will transport natural gas from Tur menistan through Afghanistan 
into a istan and then to ndia  with the support of the Asian e elopment an  A  Although the pro ect has been 
delayed and occasionally halted due to disagreements mainly on transit fees  it has now been green lit and will allow 
Afghanistan  a istan and ndia to access Tur men gas

 asa  is a power import pro ect supplying Afghanistan and a istan with power from yrgy stan and Ta i istan  
t is in its final stage of appro al at the time of writing  and would respond to an energy crisis in Afghanistan and most 
acutely in a istan  An accord was reached on structure and commercial principles in eptember  in slamabad
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2.3  Conclusion: An overall unfavourable context for cooperation 
over transboundary water resources?

ower  trade dependence and capacity indicators all point to the wea  position of Afghanistan 
relati e to its neighbours  This o erarching trend in international relations is best understood 
within a neo realist framewor  oth a istan and ran ha e been greatly concerned with their 
own regime sur i al when engaging with Afghanistan in the past few years  Each country is playing 
a ero sum game and is focusing on its own relati e gains not only with regards to Afghanistan  
but also when it comes to other regional and international powers   

hat does this conte t mean in terms of understanding the possible cooperati e or conflicti e 
nature of transboundary water interactions  As mentioned in the conceptual framewor  states 
tend to see transboundary water resources de elopment as a ero sum security issue when 
bilateral relations best fit a neo realist paradigm  Afghanistan  as the least powerful state  may 
be more li ely to be reluctant to embrace the idea of dealing with transboundary issues ia formal 
forums and international con entions i e  institutions  as it may see power as the ultimate factor 
that shapes the outcome of interactions through such formal platforms  Afghan decision ma ers 
in this case may be more li ely to a oid negotiations if alternati es are a ailable
Than s to Afghanistan s upstream position  and in the face of ery limited second order resources  
Afghan decision ma ers may be more inclined to push unilateral large scale hydraulic infrastructure 
water resources de elopment e g  dams  irrigation de elopment and hydropower  rom a neo
realist perspecti e  such an approach could be moti ated by the possibility of reducing trade 
dependence with its neighbours  including reducing electricity import dependence with ran in 
the west of the country.

Thus  when it comes to transboundary water interactions  the power asymmetry situation combined 
with the salient features of international relations indicate that transboundary water interactions 
fit what rey describes as the least stable situation   when the downstream nation is most 
powerful and has most interest in water but the upstream nations also ha e considerable  interest

onsidering Afghanistan s status of late de eloper  in a situation that is percei ed as a ero
sum game  cooperation may be more complicated  but not impossible as discussed in section  

owe er  Afghan decision ma ers may also see the same power asymmetries and international 
relations conte t as a moti ation to engage in dialogue and a oid unilateral actions  

urthermore  although power asymmetry indicators may appear more fa ourable to ran or 
a istan  and e en though only a limited number of e amples of cooperation can be put forward 
including the establishment of institutions i e  rules and regulations  as in the case of the 

A TTA  both ran and a istan ha e a long term interest in a stable Afghanistan  pro ided that 
it is not a potential political threat  through which economic opportunities can be de eloped  
This is particularly true in terms of energy in the case of a istan  considering the power crisis 
in the country  n addition  considering both neighbours ha e an interest in eeping or further 
integrating Afghanistan within their sphere of influence  they may want to a oid the complete 
alienation of abul  ndeed  alienation may result in pushing Afghanistan closer to ri al neighbour 
or the pro estern international community  a situation that neither ran or a istan wants to 
ris  Thus  a too confrontational attitude toward Afghanistan s water resources de elopment 
plans could also be seen as counter producti e in the broader scheme of international relations

 rederic   rey  The olitical onte t of onflict and ooperation er nternational Ri er asins  Water 
International  no    
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3.  Contextual Overview of Three River Basins: 
A Decade of Unilateral Development of 
Transboundary Water Resources

3.1  The Kabul-Indus river basin
3.1.1  Key transboundary challenges and opportunities in the Kabul/Indus 

river basin 

The Kabul-Indus river basin at a glance 

The ndus ri er basin co ers  million m2  an area that includes a istan  percent  ndia 
 percent  hina  percent  and Afghanistan  percent  The ndus basin is fed by the  

m long ndus Ri er and its fi e tributaries  the western ri ers coming from Afghanistan  the 
helum and henab  and the eastern ri ers of Ra i and utle  t stretches from the imalayan 

mountains in the north to the southern delta of indh  where it discharges into the Arabian ea 
see ap  in Anne

The abul basin i e  the Afghan part of the ndus Ri er basin  drains water from the otal i 
hibar and the aghman ountains in the west  the alang and an sher alley in the north  

the unar alley in the northeast  and the oh i afid in the south of alalabad  e eral western 
ri ers including the an sher  alang  ha ardara  abul  oghar  Tagab and aghman oin the 
unar ri er by far the biggest contributor to the ndus  close to alalabad city before entering 
a istan at the le el of the a a hydrometric station  The abul ri er basin also includes minor 

tributaries  including the hurram and humal ri ers  to the ndus further south ee ap The 
ey characteristics non e hausti e  of the international basin are pro ided in Table  and are 

discussed in more details further below

 A  A uastat a istan

 ote that this ri er has the peculiarity of originating in a istan where it is called the hitral  then flowing through 
Afghanistan before entering bac  again into a istan
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Table   ey characteristics non e hausti e  of the abul ndus ri er basin

 Afghanistan Pakistan

Area (km2) - (Country's share23)     

Population - (Country's share)

Population density (cap/km2) 100

Average precipitations (mm)  Upper basin26  
 ower basin

 Upper basin  
 ower basin

Irrigable area in the basin (ha)30

Total surface water available (MCM)

Total groundwater available (MCM)

Total water available (MCM)

Storage capacity (MCM) (effective in 2013)

Proportion of surface water use in basin as compared to 
surface water available 

Proportion of groundwater use in basin as compared to 
groundwater available

Proportion of total water use in basin as compared to available 
total water available

Dependency ratio41

 The focus here is only on Afghanistan and a istan as other countries are not practically concerned by water resources in Afghanistan  

ther countries include ndia  percent of basin area  and hina eight percent of basin area

 a re and amal  atershed Atlas of Afghanistan  This is the population estimated for  t is most li ely to be abo e nine 

million in 

 The population of a istan was estimated at  million in  ource  http www tradingeconomics com pa istan

population  And the a istan inistry of ater and ower estimates that  percent of the population li es in the basin

 orth alang station ource  A limwat  database

 alalabad station ource  A limwat  database

 Astore station ource  A limwat  database

 acobabad station ource  A limwat  database

 A  A uastat ndus Ri er basin a ailable at http www fao org nr water a uastat basins indus indus bp pdf

 This is the figure for the ndus asin rrigation ystem  ut there are ha irrigated in a istan  ource  A  A uastat 

ndus Ri er basin

 a re and amal  atershed Atlas of Afghanistan  The R A  ater ector trategy  indicates  

 nly   are secured by the ndus asin Treaty  ource  A  A uastat ndus Ri er asin   Accessed at http www fao

org nr water a uastat basins indus indus bp pdf

 Uhl  Afghanistan  This is the reference used by A  A uastat Afghanistan

 ote that there is a strong o erlap between groundwater and surface water a ailability  ource  A  A uastat a istan  

 ott ac onald td  rogress on elmand Ri er asin odel and cenario e elopment

 A orld an  estimation mentions   from three ma or dams ta ing into account a  percent loss due to sedimentation  

plus   from  small dams ta ing into account a  percent loss due to sedimentation  ource  A  A uastat ndus Ri er basin 

 http www fao org nr water a uastat basins indus indus bp pdf

 t is  percent of total water a ailability but it would be  percent of the a ailability secured by the ndus asin Treaty

 Uhl  Afghanistan  This alue is li ely to be underestimated  There are high ariations across the basin  or instance  groundwater 

is already depleting in the a uifer co ering abul city  

 t would represent  percent if one too  only the surface water secured by the ndus asin treaty

 t is the part of the total renewable water resources originating outside the country

 i en that   of the   in the abul basin comes from the unarri er  which originates in a istan

 This figure is to be ta en with caution as there are no official figures  At national le el it would represent  percent ource  A  

A uastat a istan  A ailable at http www fao org nr water a uastat countries regions A A pdf

http://www.tradingeconomics.com/pakistan/population
http://www.tradingeconomics.com/pakistan/population
http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquastat/basins/indus/indus_bp.pdf
http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquastat/basins/indus/indus_bp.pdf
http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquastat/basins/indus/indus_bp.pdf
http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquastat/basins/indus/indus_bp.pdf
http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquastat/countries_regions/PAK/CP_PAK.pdf
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ap  abul ri er basin and lin s to the ndus ri er

ource  oogle  mage andsat
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Underdeveloped basin on the Afghan side and high potential for hydropower 
production

onsidering the ery limited storage capacity that represents less than three percent of the 
a erage surface water a ailability see Table  the abul basin is highly under de eloped
urface water use   represents less than  percent of total a ailability  imilarly  the 

groundwater use   is less than a third of a ailability  see igure  ote  howe er  that 
in abul city s unconsolidated a uifer  groundwater is already depleting   ndeed  the hatoot 
dam is designed primarily for municipal water to abul
n the absence of more storage capacity  most of the surface water in the abul basin is flowing 
toward a istan where it contributes to the ndus ri er flow  The E  historical data show that 
there is an a erage flow of   100  lea ing the basin for the period 101 oreo er  
while the abul basin has appro imately  ha of irrigable land  only  ha can be 
irrigated on a yearly basis with one or two crops

n order to e ploit the high potential for de elopment pro ided by its transboundary ri ers  the 
abul basin has numerous pro ects planned  with two being ongoing  funded by the RoA 
see Table 102 An important point is that these pro ects are primarily focused on hydropower 

production  with a potential total of   rrigation of new land would be limited to 
 ha in contrast with irrigation pro ects in arirod with  ha newly irrigated  and 

elmand with  ha newly irrigated  basins  The new storage capacity would increase 
from three percent to  percent of the annual surface water a ailability

igure  e el of surface and groundwater de elopment  Afghanistan

                ource  ased on   a re and amal  and Uhl 

 RoA  Water Sector Strategy 

 Uhl  Afghanistan  ote that the groundwater use may be underestimated due to lac  of recent data

 Afghanistan uman e elopment Report 

100  ased on RE hydrological yearboo s  There are   from the unar and abul ri ers measured 
at the a a station and   from the huram and humal ri ers

101 This is close to the estimations of the A  at   The figure of   flowing to a istan would 
represent  percent of the water a ailable in the abul basin  et the Afghan ater ector trategy estimates that  

 are used in Afghanistan and conse uently  percent of the water lea es the country  This important difference may 
be due to some inaccuracy in measuring the actual water a ailability in a comple  hydrological networ  This may also be 
due to important return flow along the basin

102  ote that the two ongoing pro ects ha e irtually no transboundary impacts
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Table 6: Planned and ongoing projects funded by the GIRoA

Name of 
Project

River Province
Power 

Generation 
(MW)

Total 
Storage 
(MCM)

Total irrigated area (ha) Cost Status

Existing New Total 

Shatoot Maidan Wardak 4.5 250 2,575 0.0 2,575 362 Plan

Gulbahar Panjsher Parwan 116 490 43,000 11,000 54,000 1,437 Plan

Baghdara A2 Panjsher Panjsher 165 1.9 - - - 475 Plan

Baghdara D1 Panjsher Panjsher 244 400 - - - 547 Plan

Surubi - stage 1 Kabul Kabul 105 ROR - - -
1,058

Plan

Surubi - stage 2 Kabul Kabul 23 ROR - - - Plan

Shal Kunar Kunar 798 1,874 - - - 1,819 Plan

Kunar A Kunar Kunar 366 1,680 - - - 876 Plan

Gambiri Kunar Kunar 23 ROR 3,000 3,000 6,000 253 Plan

Kama Kunar Kunar 45 ROR 4,200 2,000 6,200 341 Plan

Shah-wa-Aros Kabul Kabul 1.2 9.4 2,340 0.0 2,340 48 On-going

Machalghoo Kabul Kabul 0.1 ROR 1,600 400 2,000 30 On-going

TOTAL 1,891 4,705 56,715 16,400 73,115 7,246

Source: World Bank (2013); MEW. Presentation from Eng. Zia Gul Saljuki. National Water Conference, 
Kabul, 29 January 2013.
Note: ROR = Run-of-the-river (i.e., no storage)

Pakistan: An already high level of basin exploitation

In contrast to Afghanistan, the level of water use in Pakistan is very high, with a ratio of water 
withdrawal to water availability of 77 percent. Overall, groundwater extraction is higher than the 
average recharge, although there are important differences from one area to another.
As in the case of Iran, Pakistan is also facing a situation of high pressure on its water resources as 
it is close to a maximum level of exploitation (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Level of surface and groundwater development - Pakistan

               Source: FAO Aquastat Pakistan

However, one important difference is that the situation in Pakistan is largely due to a drastic 
increase in water demand over the last 40 years, due to extending and intensifying irrigation.103 
From the 1970s to the 1990s the cropped area in Pakistan increased by 39 percent from 10.76 
million ha to 14.96 million ha.104 During this same period, the irrigation intensity increased from 
116 to 132 percent,105 which translates into a significant increase in water demand per hectare   

103 uch increase in water withdrawal has not been happening at least not significantly in the case of ran  for instance

104 FAO Corporate Document Repository (accessed at http://www.fao.org/docrep/005/ac623e/ac623e0i.htm).

105 The “irrigation intensity” is the ratio of net irrigated area to the total irrigable area. An irrigation intensity of 80 
percent means that during the whole year only 80 percent of the area will be put to use for irrigation. An irrigation intensity 
of 200 percent means that during the whole year, the irrigable area will be used two times to grow crops (for instance by 
growing one crop in winter/spring over the entire area and a second crop in summer over the entire irrigable area).

http://www.fao.org/docrep/005/ac623e/ac623e0i.htm
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Table  torage capacities of dams in a istan

Name of dam Storage capacity per design (MCM)

Tarbela

angla

hasma

ther  small dams 

 T TA

                            ource  A  A uastat a istan

The storage capacity of a istan is limited as it barely represents  percent of the total 
annual surface water a ailability  a istan s storage capacity per capita appro imately  
m capita year  is one of the lowest in the world  yet is still abo e the le el of Afghanistan 106 
a istan can barely store  days of water in the ndus basin  ow storage capacity is currently 

a constraint to irrigation de elopment in a istan

A relatively limited dependency on Afghanistan

The abul ri er reaches the ndus ri er in the upstream part of the basin see ap  in Anne  The 
estimated   inflow from Afghanistan  out of which   comes from the abul 
and unar ri ers  into the ndus basin would contribute an additional  percent to the supply 
coming from the western ri ers and secured through the ndus treaty  According to the ater and 
ower e elopment Authority A A  the abul ri er would contribute the e ui alent of  to 
 percent of a istan s water supply

Thus  a istan s o erall dependency on Afghanistan remains relati ely limited  particularly when 
compared to the case of ran for the arirod and elmand basins  where the le el of dependency 
would be  to  percent respecti ely

ote that before reaching the ndus Ri er  the abul ri er irrigates close to  ha  of land 
around eshawar  This irrigated land which represents less than  percent of the irrigated land 
in the a istani part of the ndus Ri er asin  depends e clusi ely on the abul ri er  owe er  
the water a ailability is largely sufficient for such surface

What are the potential impacts of Afghan water resources development projects 
on Pakistan?

As of  there are no formal water sharing agreements between Afghanistan and a istan in the 
abul basin  
n this conte t  one important uestion to be raised is how reasonable the impacts of the foreseeable 
Afghan pro ects will be on a istan

onsidering that the potential for de elopment in Afghanistan is largely about hydropower rather 
than irrigation  the o erall water withdrawal in Afghanistan would be limited  n anuary  a 
study funded by the orld an  under the A AR  pro ect found that the combined effect of the 
si  main pro ects  planned in the abul basin would be a reduction in the o erall water flow 
toward a istan of a mere three percent  hat the pro ects would do  howe er  is change 
the flow pattern with an increase during the period of anuary to arch and a proportional 
decrease during the period of April to une  

106 Afghanistan has an o erall storage capacity which is below  m capita year ource  A R 

   ource http tribune com p story ministry suggests water treaty with abul to a oid dispute
This dependence is accentuated during winter months when the flow of the ndus is fi e times less than during summer 
months  ote that  percent of the total surface water a ailability coming from ndia and hina to a istan is supplied 
during the harif season uly to ctober

   http www ipsnews net en ironment planned afghan reser oirs worry pa istan This includes the arsa  
canal system ha  and the abul ri er canal system ha   

 The si  main pro ects are  hatoot  ulbahar  aghdara  ambiri  ama and unar  
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Thus  from a water a ailability point of iew  and in the light of this orld an  study  Afghan 
de elopments as understood at the time of research  do not seem to be a significant threat 
to a istan  
The go ernment funded slamabad nstitute of olicy tudies110 pro ided a contrasting 
estimation  but without e idence or references to actual studies  of a possible decrease of 

 to  percent in the flow that was being supplied by the abul ri er  due to the foreseeable 
construction of  dams  in Afghanistan 111 This claim was again re stated in o ember 112

inally  the Afghan pro ects offer potential for benefit sharing gi en the large hydropower potential 
in Afghanistan and the power crisis facing a istan and the possible benefits of regulating the abul 
ri er in downstream a istan

n August  the RoA and the  agreed on the idea of a oint hydropower pro ect on the 
unar ri er  e en though the content of these benefit sharing agreements ha e not been defined 

yet  This point is discussed in more detail below

3.1.2  Afghanistan and Pakistan interactions in a nutshell

2003 to August 2013: Pakistan proposing for a treaty 

As early as  a istani officials  including those from the ater and ower inistry  the 
ederal ecretary of ater and ower  the o ernment funded slamabad nstitute of olicy 
tudies and the hairman of the ndus Ri er ystem Authority R A   ha e all raised concerns 

o er the implementation of  dams  in the abul basin   
or instance  in August  officials from the ater and ower inistry in a istan said that 

the Afghan o ernment s intention to construct dams on the abul ri er would certainly affect 
the water a ailability in a istan  uring the same period  asr Ra put  hairman of the 
R A claimed that  e will ha e no water to build new dams if big dams are constructed by 
Afghanistan on abul ri er

rom  to  the suggested course of action from a istani officials was to contain the 
percei ed threat through the negotiation of water rights for a istan with Afghan officials
n  the ederal inister for ater and ower of a istan said  a istan was  ready to enter 
into a water accord with Afghanistan  li e the ndus asin ater Treaty  for the better use of water 
resources across the border  At that time  the A A made such an offer i e  to ha e a water 
treaty o er the abul ri er  to the A in abul  ut no reply was recei ed from Afghanistan  
Again in  the resident of a technical committee on water resources in a istan reiterated a 
preference for a water treaty when he stated that  The committee discussed prospects of water 
flows from ri er abul and felt that there should be a water treaty between the two countries  
enabling a istan to ma e long term water a ailability pro ections 116

n  the R A increased their emphasis on the necessity for a istan and Afghanistan to 
engage on the issue  t warned the o ernment about the proposed construction of around a 
do en dams by Afghanistan on the abul ri er and suggested that tal s be initiated immediately 
with the Afghans for finalising an agreement to protect a istan s water rights  n o ember 

 the ederal ecretary of ater and ower Ashfa  ahmood was reported as saying that 

110 uddassirRi i  lanned Afghan Reser oirs orry a istan  nter ress er ice  http www ipsnews net
en ironment planned afghan reser oirs worry pa istan   eptember 

111 n the light of the detailed orld an  study and considering the limited irrigation potential de elopment in the 
abul basin  the figure pro ided in this estimation is ery unli ely

112 roposed ams on abul Ri er  a istan to uffer rop in ater upply  Dawn  http www dawn com
news proposed dams on abul ri er pa istan to suffer drop in water supply   o ember 

 a istan annot hallenge onstruction of am on abul Ri er  a issan com  http www pa issan com english
news aug pa istan shtml   August 

 uddassir Ri i  lanned Afghan Reser oirs orry a istan  nter ress er ice  http www ipsnews net
en ironment planned afghan reser oirs worry pa istan   eptember 

 a istan Ready to ign ater Accord with Afghanistan  herpao  Dawn  http www dawn com news
pa istan ready to sign water accord with afghanistan sherpao   o ember 

116 eed tressed for ater Treaty ith Afghanistan  Dawn  http www dawn com news need stressed
for water treaty with afghanistan   eptember 

 ater torage apacity to be Raised by A  Dawn  http www dawn com news water storage
capacity to be raised by maf   ay 

http://www.dawn.com/news/670691/proposed-dams-on-kabul-river-pakistan-to-suffer-drop-in-water-supply-2
http://www.dawn.com/news/670691/proposed-dams-on-kabul-river-pakistan-to-suffer-drop-in-water-supply-2
http://www.pakissan.com/english/news/2003/aug/pakistan.shtml
http://www.pakissan.com/english/news/2003/aug/pakistan.shtml
http://www.dawn.com/news/122815/pakistan-ready-to-sign-water-accord-with-afghanistan-sherpao
http://www.dawn.com/news/122815/pakistan-ready-to-sign-water-accord-with-afghanistan-sherpao
http://www.dawn.com/news/371911/need-stressed-for-water-treaty-with-afghanistan
http://www.dawn.com/news/371911/need-stressed-for-water-treaty-with-afghanistan
http://www.dawn.com/news/629891/water-storage-capacity-to-be-raised-by-20maf
http://www.dawn.com/news/629891/water-storage-capacity-to-be-raised-by-20maf
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it was the right time for slamabad to sit with abul and form a water treaty otherwise it 
would be too late  imilarly  the E  and ational rogramme irector of the limate and 

e elopment nowledge etwor   was reported as saying that a water treaty between 
a istan and Afghanistan was ery necessary to a oid future conflicts

Thus  as early as  a istani officials ha e consistently indicated their preference for 
de eloping a treaty for water sharing in the abul basin

International encouragement for a water sharing agreement

nternational organisations such as the orld an  and U A  ha e also been acti ely supporting 
the idea of negotiated water sharing agreements and ha e attempted to play a direct mediation 
role in order to bring both parties together  n  the orld an  proposed to mediate a 
consultation process between Afghanistan and a istan 120 but the consultation did not ha e much 
traction as the Afghan officials e plained that they lac ed data and capacity  and that they 
subse uently needed more time to prepare 121

imilarly  in une  the orld an  proposed a mechanism for dispute resolution and oint 
management of water resources by the two countries with the name of abul Ri er asin R  

anagement ommission on the pattern of a istan ndia ermanent ndus ommission 122 The 
orld an s plan was to sponsor and promote dialogue and cooperation between Afghanistan 

and a istan for economic de elopment and security in the region  The focus was to de elop 
institutional capacity in both countries  particularly Afghanistan  for promotion of greater 
cooperation and understanding through e change and sharing of hydro meteorological data of 
the R  between the two countries and de elopment of a management plan using hydrological  
hydraulic and economic models  This underta ing was closely embedded within orld an
funded capacity building programmes that were ongoing in Afghanistan  such as A AR  and other 
dialogue platforms such as the Abu habi ialogue roup A  funded by the orld an  and 
facilitated by the outh Asia ater nitiati e A   
The U  were also in ol ed in a similar effort when in April  they facilitated initial tal s 
between a istan and Afghanistan on a bilateral water treaty  with the hope of establishing 
a mechanism to ward off such disputes in future and instead ha e a oint system in place for 
long term benefit of the two countries  The U  worried that if a istan and Afghanistan did 
not establish a treaty  then at a later stage  acrimony may emerge between the two countries 126

The in ol ement of the U  needs to be understood as a practical follow up to their high profile 
report A oiding ater ars  ater carcity And entral Asia s rowing mportance or tability 
n Afghanistan And a istan  signed in ebruary  by ohn erry  then hairman of the 
ommittee on oreign Relations and U  ecretary of tate since ebruary  
ote that the inter ention of the U  and the orld an  was also sought by the  in order to 

reach an accord on the pattern of ndus aters Treaty signed with ndia  or at least put in place 
a mechanism of information sharing on building of dams on the abul ri er to a oid any dispute 
on water issues

 roposed ams on abul Ri er  a istan to uffer rop in ater upply  Dawn.

 roposed ams on abul Ri er  a istan to uffer rop in ater upply  Dawn.

120 This role of mediator by the orld an  was successful in the case of the ndus aters Treaty  for instance

121 nter iew with ey e perts   une  informal discussion with ey informant   ebruary 

122 oint anagement of ater roposed with Afghanistan  Dawn  http www dawn com news oint
management of water proposed with afghanistan   une 

 oint anagement of ater roposed with Afghanistan  Dawn.

 a Afghan ater Tal s Under ay  Dawn  http www dawn com news pa afghan water tal s under
way   April 

 a Afghan ater Tal s Under ay  Dawn.

126 a Afghan ater Tal s Under ay  Dawn.

 inistry uggests ater Treaty with abul to A oid ispute  Express Tribune  http tribune com p story
ministry suggests water treaty with abul to a oid dispute   une 

http://www.dawn.com/news/636374/joint-management-of-water-proposed-with-afghanistan
http://www.dawn.com/news/636374/joint-management-of-water-proposed-with-afghanistan
http://www.dawn.com/news/622243/pak-afghan-water-talks-under-way
http://www.dawn.com/news/622243/pak-afghan-water-talks-under-way
http://tribune.com.pk/story/193655/ministry-suggests-water-treaty-with-kabul-to-avoid-dispute/
http://tribune.com.pk/story/193655/ministry-suggests-water-treaty-with-kabul-to-avoid-dispute/
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From Afghanistan reluctance to engage in water-sharing dialogue to an agreement 
to jointly share the Kunar river

uring the period between  and  RoA appeared reluctant to enter into any water 
sharing agreements with a istan or indeed notify a istan of ongoing or proposed pro ects  
n  Afghanistan was less than enthusiastic when a nine member technical committee led  
by the then hairman of the ederal lood ommission in a istan too  the initiati e to start 
drafting a water treaty with Afghanistan  owe er  in August  the inisters of inance 
from Afghanistan and a istan signed an agreement regarding a oint hydropower pro ect on the 
unar ri er  Although important aspects of the oint enture had not been decided  and are 

still pending at the time of writing such as how benefits i e  hydropower  would be shared  
how operations would be managed and how funding would be pro ided  the agreement clearly 
indicates a mo e toward an integration strategy by both countries

This agreement came as part of a presidential trip to a istan to tal  about trade  security 
issues and dialogue with the Taliban ahead of the Afghan presidential election of April  The 
agreement was not nown to E  and o A prior to the tal s  e ertheless  if it is a framewor  
to agree to e plore possibilities and potential a enues for cooperation then it is li ely that E  
and o A will be brought in at a later stage to discuss the technical  economic and procedural 
elements of the agreement
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3.2  The Helmand/Hirmand river basin
3.2.1  Key transboundary challenges and opportunities in the Helmand/

Hirmand river basin

The Helmand/Hirmand river basin at a glance

The elmand basin co ers the southern part of Afghanistan or appro imately  percent of the 
country  draining water from the southern indu ush ranges  from arde  in the east  arwan 
northwest of abul and erat in the north  n the west  the basin is confined by the East ranian 
ranges and in the south and east by the aluchistan mountain ranges in a istan

The  m elmand ri er is the main stream in the basin  As the ri er approaches the 
southwestern part of the basin  it enters the  m2 istan depression or delta  located 
in both Afghanistan and  principally  ran  The istan delta forms a large comple  of three main 
inter connected wetlands  the amun e u a  amun e aberi and amun e irmand  

The surplus water in the istan depression flows out from the southern end of amun e irmand  
through a channel into the depression of aud e irreh inside Afghanistan ee igure  and ap 
 in Anne

n Afghanistan  water is mainly used for irrigation purposes  n ran  it is used in parts for 
irrigation  but also for se eral acti ities that ma e use of the e istence of the wetlands  such 
as fishing  reeds har esting and bird hunting  The wetlands ha e also been internationally 
recognised as an important ecological site since  under the Ramsar on ention  and also 
under the ontreu  Record

The ey characteristics non e hausti e  of the international basin are pro ided in Table  and 
are discussed in more detail further below  This paper considers only the situation between ran 
and Afghanistan  although the ri er basin does include a small part of a istan

 amun is an ancient ersian word meaning la e  n Afghanistan the wetland is nown as amun e elmand

 The ontreu  Record is a register of wetland sites on the ist of etlands of nternational mportance where changes 
in ecological character ha e occurred  are occurring  or are li ely to occur as a result of technological de elopments  
pollution or other human interference  t is maintained as part of the Ramsar ist  ource  http www ramsar org cda
en ramsar documents montreu main ramsar  

 owe er  this is mainly a desert area and a istan s interests in this basin are irtually nil  Thus  the remainder of 
this paper does not discuss the case of a istan for this basin

http://www.ramsar.org/cda/en/ramsar-documents-montreux/main/ramsar/1-31-118_4000_0__
http://www.ramsar.org/cda/en/ramsar-documents-montreux/main/ramsar/1-31-118_4000_0__
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Table  ey characteristics non e hausti e  of the elmand irmand basin 

 Afghanistan Iran

Area (km2) 44

Population45

Population density (cap/km2)

Average precipitation (mm)46

Irrigable area in the basin (ha)

Total surface water available (MCM)

Total groundwater available (MCM)   

Total water available (MCM)   

Storage capacity (MCM) (effective in 2013)

Proportion of surface water use as compared to surface water available   

Proportion of groundwater use as compared to groundwater available   

Proportion of total water use as compared to total water available in 
country   

Dependency ratio58 NA

Percentage of grain (mainly wheat) in cropping pattern   

Average wheat yield (T/ha)     60

 ource  http www transboundarywaters orst edu

 ource  http www transboundarywaters orst edu

 ource  A   limwat

 ott ac onald td  elmand Ri er asin aster lan  hase  Technical Report  rogress on elmand Ri er asin odel and 

cenario e elopment  inistry of Energy and ater abul  ctober 

 aren ei er  Eelco an ee  and oen Roest  ntegrated ater Resources anagement for the istan losed nland elta  ran  

Anne   istan ater Resources ystem  upply and emand  

 RE hydrological yearboo s 

 ased on ei er et al  ntegrated ater Resources anagement for the istan losed nland elta  ran

 ased on Uhl  Afghanistan

 inistry of Energy  amun ocio Report  August eptember  ote that this water is a ailable outside the delta i e  the 

area where  percent of the agriculture area is located

 er design it would be   ource  ott ac onald td  rogress on elmand Ri er asin odel and cenario 

e elopment  ctober 

 ei er et al  ntegrated ater Resources anagement for the istan losed nland elta  ran

 ee more details further below about ariations in figures depending on assumptions

 ased on Uhl  Afghanistan  This figure is probably under estimated due to lac  of a recent groundwater sur ey

 ased on inistry of Energy  amun ocio Report

 t is the part of the total renewable water resources originating outside the country

 ott c onald td  rogress on elmand Ri er asin odel and cenario e elopment  ctober 

 ei er et al  ntegrated ater Resources anagement for the istan losed nland elta  ran  inistry of Energy  amun

ocio Report

http://www.transboundarywaters.orst.edu/
http://www.transboundarywaters.orst.edu/
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Potential for water resource development in upstream Afghanistan

The Afghan part of the elmand Ri er basin is characterised by a medium le el of surface water 
e ploitation and some potential for e panding irrigation
The a erage surface water a ailability in the basin is estimated at   The elmand 
Ri er at a a i dam  represents close to  percent of this total surface water a ailability of 
the basin.

ifferent estimations indicate that Afghanistan uses between  percent  and  percent  of 
the water a ailable within its border  The le el of groundwater use is in the same range of  
percent to  percent of total a ailability i e   
Afghanistan s ability to regulate the flow of its ri ers is not ideal  despite the presence of two 
large dams  as the storage represents barely  percent of the annual a erage water a ailability  
The current storage capacity does not allow for storing the large flow during the spring period in 
order to support irrigation during summer  Thus  the irrigation of the  ha on the Afghan 
side cannot be satisfied to its fullest e tent
n order to address this gap  the RoA is in the process of de eloping the amal han and 
a hshabad pro ects under RoA funding  ombining the two would enable e isting irrigation 

areas to be fully used and pro ide another  ha of land to be newly irrigated a  percent 
increase compared to the e isting irrigated area  The storage capacity would increase from  
percent to  percent of the annual surface water a ailability  ote  howe er  that most of this 
new storage capacity would be concentrated on the arah Ri er  not the elmand Ri er

 RE hydrological yearboo s  The atershed Atlas of a re and amal  estimates the o erall 
a ailability at   owe er  the details for each ri er tend to be inaccurate  for instance arahrod and hasrod 
are largely underestimated as compared to the official records of hydrological yearboo s

 ased on ei er et al  ntegrated ater Resources anagement for the istan losed nland elta  ran

 E  Water Sector Strategy 

 alculation of water use in Afghanistan ersus water use in ran  is somewhat difficult due to the comple ity of 
the hydrological system in the face of the interconnection between wetlands and the location of the border  which cuts 
across different wetlands  Thus  it is rather arbitrary to estimate whether the flow entering wetlands such as u a  and 
aberi from the Afghan side is considered as Afghan use  considering that part of this flow will be contributing  in good 

and wet years  to the supply of the other wetlands including amun e elmand  which is located inside ran s territory  
n dry years  howe er  this would not be the case

 a a i has a storage capacity estimated at     per design  and ahla has a storage capacity 
estimated at     per design  ource  ott c onald  rogress on elmand Ri er asin odel and 
cenario e elopment  ctober 

 ased on ott c onald td  rogress on elmand Ri er asin odel and cenario e elopment
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Iran: The situation in the Sistan delta

Around  percent  of the surface water resources in the istan delta originate in Afghanistan  
roundwater a ailability is insignificant

The e isting agro ecological system in the istan delta is considered iable but far from ideal 
gi en the current a erage le els of surface water a ailability

i en the closed and integrated nature of the system  all the estimated   of surface 
water that enter the istan delta are used in their entirety  whether for domestic  municipal and 
industrial  uses  irrigation or to maintain the wetlands as a freshwater ecosystem.  The 
arious types of usage are listed in Table 

Table  ater usage in the istan delta

  Average water use 
(MCM)

Contribution as percentage of total
(%)

Agriculture (120,000 ha61) 62

Public water supply

Hamuns evaporation

Chahnimeh evaporation63

Outflow to Shelarud and Gaud-e-Zirreh.

TOTAL  

 The  ha refer to irrigable land  n a erage  much less is actually irrigated see details further below

 t includes   similar alue is found in inistry of Energy  amun Agro Report uly August  age  Table  for 

crops demand    for irrigation losses and   for agriculture in i hsar

 This corresponds to the e aporation of hahnimeh   and  hahnimeh  was only planned at the time of the study of ei er et 

al  

ource  ei er et al  

The main water users in the delta are the three interconnected wetlands  which represent close 
to  percent of the demand for the whole system  ote that these wetlands are critical to the 
li elihood of the local inhabitants see o  

 The small perennial ri ers flowing within ran mainly on the western part of the wetlands  ha e a combined a erage 
flow of around   which represents less than  percent of the o erall water a ailable in the amun basin  ource  

inistry of Energy  amun ydro Report  April ay  

 ei er et al  ntegrated ater Resources anagement for the istan losed nland elta  ran  based on 
Absaran  

 Eelco an ee  et al  imits to Agricultural rowth in the istan losed nland elta  ran  rrigation and rainage 
ystems  The author e plains that  at the time of the study  the supply demand ratio for irrigation in the istan 

was limited to  percent as compared to a reference of  percent  hen it comes to the wetland  while the flushing 
should optimally happen e ery eight years or more often  it happened on a erage once e ery  years  This situation 
may change depending on how the hahnimeh  reser oir in the process of being completed as of  is used  n terms 
of agriculture production  the a erage yield for winter wheat is between  percent and  percent lower in the istan 
than it is in the ower elmand  The figures would be  to  percent lower as compared to mid elmand  ources  
based on ott c onald td  rogress on elmand Ri er asin odel and cenario e elopment  ctober  

ei er et al  ntegrated ater Resources anagement for the istan losed nland elta  ran  based on Absaran 
 inistry of ower  amun Agri Report  uly August 

 This figure includes   of surface water as well as   in the form of precipitation

 ei er et al  ntegrated ater Resources anagement for the istan losed nland elta  ran  ee  et al  
imits to Agricultural rowth in the istan losed nland elta  ran
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o   The importance of the amuns in the istan elta

The amuns ha e the uni ue characteristic of being a freshwater system  despite being located at the end of a 
closed basin  The amuns pro ide goods and ecological ser ices not only for farmers and fishermen but for the whole 
population  producing crops  mat  bird meat and fish  ocal residents ha e also stressed on the health effects of the 
wetlands in the area  the combination of strong winds and water pro ide a type of natural air conditioning  while the 
same strong winds empty the amuns and result in se ere sand storms in the area  which ha e important negati e 
effects on the health of the residents  The wetlands are also considered important for pro iding independence  and 
strengthening social structure

n an area where  percent of the rural population directly depends on the agriculture sector for their income and  
employment  and where the industrial sector is ery small  percent66  maintaining the wetlands as a freshwater 
ecosystem is critical  n that regard  the fre uent spilling in aud e irreh is of utmost importance  A significant 
reduction in water co er on the amuns would not only harm the ecological functioning of the la e  it would also 
endanger the li elihoods of the people that depend on the products and ser ices that this system sustains  uring the 
e tended drought and the ecosystem collapse of the early s   illages were abandoned and unemployment 
rose considerably  reser ing the wetlands has also become an internal political matter for the R  in this olatile 
area bordering Afghanistan and a istan  ndeed  the istan and aluchestan ro ince is one of the most marginalised 
areas in ran  The R  fears that this mainly unni population  in a ma ority hi a country  may feel increasingly 
disenfranchised by Tehran if the economic structure were to deteriorate.

ources  ee   ei er et al  http www stimson org spotlight transboundary water sharing iran and afghanistan  
 ee  et al  imits to Agricultural rowth in the istan losed nland elta  ran

 ee  et al  imits to Agricultural rowth in the istan losed nland elta  ran

  Ebrahim adeh and  Esmaelne ad  limate hanges and the Role of Recent roughts on Agricultural Economy of istan  

Romanian Review of Regional Studies  no    

 ee  et al  imits to Agricultural rowth in the istan losed nland elta  ran

 ei er et al  ntegrated ater Resources anagement for the istan losed nland elta  ran  urrently the spilling happens on 

a erage e ery  years  while it should ideally happen e ery eight years

 Andrew ou  Transboundary ater haring  ran and Afghanistan  potlight  http www stimson org spotlight transboundary

water sharing iran and afghanistan   arch 

n the early s  ran started de eloping reser oirs for securing  demand  which used to 
be threatened in times of drought. 
n  the construction of a fourth reser oir with a storage capacity of   was initiated to 
bring the total capacity to   further satisfy  demand  and  impro e the reliability 
of water supply for irrigation  The use of the hahnimeh  reser oir is predicted to impro e the 
reliability of the demand supply ratio for e isting irrigated agriculture from  to  percent  
while ha ing reasonably low impacts on the wetlands compared to the  base scenario

Water-sharing agreement between Afghanistan and Iran: The 1973 treaty

n  the Afghan and ranian go ernments signed a treaty guaranteeing an a erage of   
or  m s  per year from the elmand Ri er for use to ran  ee description of the treaty 

in o   in Anne  The treaty is clear that ran has no claim for water use beyond that amount   

 The hahnimeh reser oirs pro ide drin ing water for all households of abol hahrestan as well as for ahedan and 
the Afghan city of hahr e aw

 Thus the storage of the hahnimeh reser oirs is comparable to the current storage on the Afghan side  from a a i 
and Argandhab  

 ote that during the  drought   illages were abandoned due to a lac  of drin ing water ource  
artow  as referred to in hitney  

 ei er et al  ntegrated ater Resources anagement for the istan losed nland elta  ran

 ee  et al  imits to Agricultural rowth in the istan losed nland elta  ran  According to the authors there 
was a potential for de eloping  ha in addition to the e isting  ha  This would ha e been done with the help 
of the hahnimeh  reser oir  ut ee  et al   models estimate that this would be a ery problematic scenario  both 
for agriculture and the wetlands  This is not an option that the go ernment of ran is loo ing into  ource  www wnn ir
html inde php name ews file article sid

 The Afghan-Iranian Helmand River Water Treaty with rotocol o   and rotocol o    arch ote that 
the final e change of documents after ratification by ranian and Afghan arliaments happened later in hordad  

ay une  ource  a hari  ispute etween ran and Afghanistan on the ssue of irmand Ri er  

http://www.stimson.org/spotlight/transboundary-water-sharing-iran-and-afghanistan/
http://www.stimson.org/spotlight/transboundary-water-sharing-iran-and-afghanistan/
http://www.wnn.ir/html/index.php?name=News&file=article&sid=9498
http://www.wnn.ir/html/index.php?name=News&file=article&sid=9498
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The   supply of water for ran represents a small proportion less than  percent  of the 
current o erall water demand and use  in the istan delta ee Table  n fact  the estimation 
of the   in the treaty was specifically thought to be ranian use for irrigation and domestic 
consumption minor portion

Table  ran s water supply from the irmand ri er as a proportion of o erall water demand and use in 
the istan delta

The   water rights of ran 
on the irmand ri er represent

  of amun e aporation demand  

  of a erage irrigation supply   in ran but  of actual demand 
 

  of domestic demand and e aporation of hahnimeh reser oirs

  of total a erage demand

ource  alculations based on date from ei er et al  

odelling studies by ei er et al   and ee   estimate that if the a erage water 
a ailability reaching the istan delta fell to a le el below   this would ha e disastrous 
effects for the agricultural acti ities in the istan delta and for the amuns  with a nearly 
complete collapse of the ecology of the amuns  ee also Table  in Anne  This means that 
in a hypothetical scenario where the arah and hash ri ers were left untouched i e  a status 
uo scenario  and ran recei ed close to  percent of what the treaty stipulates from the 
elmand ri er  the istan delta would still face the same conse uences as found in the studies of 
ei er et al   and ee  

n short  there is the li elihood that a certain le el of increased water withdrawal in Afghanistan 
could significantly harm the integrity of the delta i e  irrigated land and wetlands  despite being 
permitted under the elmand Treaty
Thus  by guaranteeing only   per year  which is primarily for irrigation use in ran  the 
treaty does not offer much protection for preser ing the socio economic and ecological integrity 
of the wetlands  ut it is clear that through its article fi e  the  treaty gi es Afghanistan 
complete liberty to underta e any water resource de elopment pro ect as long as it pro ides 
water to ran according to the treaty s re uirements

Foreseeable water resources developments in Afghanistan and possible impacts 

n the conte t of water resources de elopment in Afghanistan  the uestion is to what e tent the 
istan delta can cope with a more continuous decrease in inflow

The e treme scenario simulated by ee   which implies a water flow reduction from  
 to around   per year  is unli ely to happen in the short to mid term  Thus the 

disaster in the ma ing  announced by o tahed adeh  may not be the most accurate way to 
describe the situation in the delta  at least as far as foreseeable de elopments in Afghanistan 
are concerned. 

e ertheless  this does not mean that the more modest on going and foreseeable plans  of the 
E  won t cause any significant harm to the istan delta  A study by ott c onald estimates 

 ote that due the nature of the istan delta s agro ecological system  all the water that enters the system is used  
o water lea es the system unused

 ee  et al  imits to Agricultural rowth in the istan losed nland elta  ran  

 This scenario is based on a de elopment plan that would correspond to an increase in the irrigated area on the 
Afghan side from the current  ha to  ha a plus  ha or  times increase  The scenario also 
assumes storage capacity increasing from an estimated   to   a plus   or  times increase  
This increase entails an assumption of a restoration and enlargement of e isting reser oirs for the ahla dam and a a i 
respecti ely  t also assumes the construction of new reser oirs a hshabad and lumbagh

 irou  o tahed adeh  a e amun  a isaster in the a ing  ydropolitics of irmand and amun  United 
ations En ironment rogramme  http www unep or p ietc ublications techpublications Tech ub la e asp

 The foreseeable plans in Afghanistan are not yet at the le el of the ei er et al   scenario  hat is e pected is 
an increase in storage capacity from   current scenario  to   a plus   or  times increase  
n terms of irrigated land  the increase is e pected to be  ha  or  times less than the scenario of ee  
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that the amal han pro ect could reduce the water flow to ran by   estimation for 
 ha of newly irrigated land  n the basis of the ei er et al   study  the impact could 

be between   estimation for  ha of newly irrigated land  and   estimation 
for  ha of newly irrigated land  n the same basis i e  the ei er et al   study  
the impact of the a hshabad pro ect in the presence of a large storage could be well abo e  

 The study conducted by ott c onald pro ides an estimate of  
Thus  while ei er et al  estimate that a   decrease in the delta would mean an 
ecological disaster  the foreseeable Afghan plans are li ely to entail a decrease in water 

a ailability of appro imately   and possibly as much as   depending 
on assumptions made gi en the current understanding of the pro ects  This would represent 
between  percent and  percent of the a erage water demand to compensate the wetlands 
e aporation  This would also represent between  percent and more than  percent of the 
current a erage agriculture water use in the istan delta  

ote that these figures do not ta e into consideration the flood water that could be di erted at 
the le el of amal han to the saltmarsh of aud e ireh  and thus di erted from the istan 
wetlands  in order to protect against possible flood damages on the Afghan side right ban  
downstream amal han

The e tent of the transboundary socio economic and en ironmental impacts of impending 
Afghan de elopment has not yetbeen e aluated  ore wor  in this area is clearly warranted  
t is also important to note that there ha e been limited independent studies on the impacts 
of Afghan pro ects in the elmand basin  oreo er  the e isting and future ulnerability of 
the wetlands cannot be accounted for solely to transboundary water resources de elopment in 
Afghanistan ran s mismanagement of its wetlands has been contributing to its ulnerability  
and may continue to do so depending on ran s decisions on how to manage water allocation 
from hahnimeh  and how it will manage the wetlands 160

or their part  the RoA needs to decide whether they should engage or not  in discussions 
with ran when it comes to pro ects on the elmand Ri er  As noted there is no water sharing 
agreement on the arah Ri er  onse uently  from the perspecti e of the  U  on ention  the 
a hshabad pro ect would li ely re uire notification as part of cooperation o er the resources

The main international community actors such as the U  and AT  ha e been hoping that a right 
balance can be found through discussions and negotiations  or instance  following the August 

 tender for the first phase of construction of the amal han dam on the elmand Ri er  
the eputy ecretary eneral of AT  e plained in a ecember  report to the U  ecretary 

eneral that  As the dam will ha e an impact on the flow of water from the elmand Ri er 
into ran  transnational water agreements to facilitate its implementation as well as potential 
international in estments in other dam constructions in Afghanistan will be re uired 161

 Estimation based on a reduction of flow at aran  Afghanistan  from  to  m s  ource  ott c onald  
rogress on elmand Ri er asin odel and cenario e elopment  ctober 

 n the istan  in the absence of storage for irrigation and based on a traditional cropping pattern  the water use for 
 ha is   onsidering that there is no storage at amal han  and assuming a similar cropping pattern for 

the upcoming  ha of newly irrigated land  the water use would be at  

 ott c onald  rogress on elmand Ri er asin odel and cenario e elopment

 rom   to  

 ee ee   This would be a straight loss to ran s water supply  The way the RoA is planning to deal with floods 
at the le el of amal han has not been studied yet

 This would be a straight loss to ran s water supply  The way the RoA is planning to deal with floods at the le el 
of amal han has not been studied yet

 ee  et al  imits to Agricultural rowth in the istan losed nland elta  ran  According to the authors  
ran s mismanagement includes  ntensified cattle gra ing and the introduction of e otic herbi orous fish  that ha e 
destroyed the regeneration capacity of the reeds after dry years

160 ee  et al  imits to Agricultural rowth in the istan losed nland elta  ran

161 ource  http www un org ga search iew doc asp symbol age  
ote that it is not clear whether was aware of the e istence of the  treaty on elmand ri er
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3.2.2  Summary of Afghanistan and Iran dialogue and interactions in the 
Helmand Basin

ith the understanding that the  elmand Treaty offers limited guarantees for maintaining 
the wetlands  ran has been loo ing primarily for a containment strategy away from the legal field

er the past decade  the R  has not publicly re uested the re ision of the  treaty  nstead  
ran has been engaged in a dual tactic of incenti es and coerci e compliance mechanisms as a way 
of containing what is percei es as a threat  
The general incenti e strategy is similar to the one discussed in the case of arirod see ection  
through in estment and de elopment in Afghanistan

n the coerci e side  ran is strongly suspected of ha ing conducted co ert attac s  or attempts  
on both the amal han and a hshabad dams including in April 162 and in March 2012.  As 
in the case of arirod  these co ert actions slowed down the pro ects  gi ing ran time to adapt 
to the predicted reduction in surface water a ailability

n the legal front  since the critical drought of  in the region  the R  has oiced its 
concerns through its senior local and national leaders regarding the alleged non application of 
the  Treaty

or instance  during the dry years  ran formally raised its concerns to the Embassy 
of the slamic tate of Afghanistan regarding an alleged bloc age of the elmand waters at the 
a a i dam resulting in a failure according to ranian authorities  to honour the Treaty  The 

complaint letter was later circulated on the  eptember  as part of an agenda item of the 
eneral Assembly ecurity ouncil see o   in Anne

n eptember  an ranian ember of arliament stated  The least we e pect is implementation 
of the accord signed between ran and Afghanistan before the slamic re olution in ran  n 

arch  ranian upreme eader Ayatollah Ali hamenei ga e a speech in abol in which 
he urged Afghanistan to fulfil its commitments on supplying water  e e pect Afghanistan to 
respect the rights of ran and of the residents of istan wa aluchistan ro ince to irmand Ri er 
water  and the issue will be followed up seriously by the slamic Republic of ran 166 rom anuary 
to ay  the riday prayer leader in abol  the istan a aluchistan ro incial o ernor as 
well as the Ayatollah A bar ashemi Ra san ani  repeatedly declared publicly once again that 
Afghanistan should fulfil its commitment on the water sharing treaty  n anuary  the 

inistry of Energy and ower for ran handed o er a letter to resident ar ai during an official 
isit  insisting that the two countries should bring the  water treaty into effect to a oid 

future disputes.

n  in response to the recurrent claims of ran  the E  publicly described ran s concerns 
o er amal han and the alleged non respect of the  treaty as baseless

162 Tehran Accused of omplicity in rowing eapons Trade  nstitute for ar and eace Reporting  http www
unhcr org refworld topic a f deafd f ff c A html   April 

 hoib Tanha  und runch  ecurity erail ig lans for ams  The illid roup  http www t g af english
reports political fund crunch security derail big plans for dams   April 

 or instance  during the period  to  ran has constructed and filled the hahnimeh  reser oir to secure 
e en further its  and to impro e the reliability of water supply for irrigation  The outlet canal was still under 
construction at the time of writing in  urthermore  ran has also been initiating fish farming in the hahnimeh   
thus supporting li elihoods based on fishing that are at ris  during the periods of drying up of the wetlands  ource  www
wnn ir html inde php name ews file article sid

 ill amii  ran Afghanistan  till o Resolution or entury ld ater ispute  Radio ree Europe Radio iberty  
http www rferl org content article html   eptmeber 

166 http reliefweb int report iran islamic republic iran supreme leader urges afghanistan recogni e irans
water rights

 Ayatollah A bar ashemi Ra san ani was president of ran from  to 

 amii  ran Afghanistan  till o Resolution or entury ld ater ispute

 Abasin aheer  Tehran ants ater Treaty ith abul Enforced  a hwo  Afghan ews  http www pa hwo
com en tehran wants water treaty abul enforced   anuary 

 hani ada  ranian oncerns er amal han am onstruction aseless  fficials  haama ress  http www
haama com iranian concerns o er amal han dam construction baseless   eptember 

http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/topic,45a5199f2,45deafd02,49f7ff55c,0,,,AFG.html
http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/topic,45a5199f2,45deafd02,49f7ff55c,0,,,AFG.html
http://www.tkg.af/english/reports/political/889-fund-crunch-security-derail-big-plans-for-dams
http://www.tkg.af/english/reports/political/889-fund-crunch-security-derail-big-plans-for-dams
http://www.wnn.ir/html/index.php?name=News&file=article&sid=9498
http://www.wnn.ir/html/index.php?name=News&file=article&sid=9498
http://www.rferl.org/content/article/1061209.html
http://www.pajhwok.com/en/2013/01/27/tehran-wants-water-treaty-kabul-enforced
http://www.pajhwok.com/en/2013/01/27/tehran-wants-water-treaty-kabul-enforced
http://www.khaama.com/iranian-concerns-over-kamal-khan-dam-construction-baseless
http://www.khaama.com/iranian-concerns-over-kamal-khan-dam-construction-baseless
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n parallel to this  since eptember  ran and Afghanistan ha e been officially participating 
on the elmand ommission  which is wor ing on assessing and ensuring the application of 
the treaty  ased on descriptions from Afghan sources  the discussions see o   ha e not 
eliminated the tensions and ha e largely been bac and forth about whether the treaty is being 
implemented properly

o   About the elmand ommission

ince eptember  both Afghanistan and ran ha e put in place the elmand ommission  The e istence of a 
commission is prescribed in rotocol umber ne of the  treaty  which had ne er been functional since the 
ratification of the treaty in  on the Afghan side  due to the wars and political turmoil in both countries  n the 
surface  such an approach should correspond with a cooperati e approach that aims to resol e differences through 
institutional platforms  

The ommission is wor ing to assess and ensure the application of the treaty  and meets when re uired   which ends
up  on a erage  being on a uarterly basis   

oth sides seem to measure the flow separately on their own side  t is important to note that measuring the flow on 
only the Afghan side will not gi e a fair estimate of the flow actually going into ran along the common arian as there 
are no functional measuring stations there at the moment  owe er  the inta e structures which the ranian operate 
would presumably ha e measuring gauges  Under the Treaty Afghan and ranian commissioners are to act ointly in the 
measurement of the water deli ery to ran but there is no e idence that this happens on a regular basis if e er  

easurements and data are  howe er  difficult to determine in Afghanistan  ne senior international ad iser underlined 
his scepticism  Afghans eep saying that they ha e   in elmand  or the last fi e to  years  now that 
there has not been   in elmand  it s been more li e   o  don t now how they can ma e such an 
assessment  t thin  it s based on assumptions   n the absence of a functional station at ehraout on the Afghan side 
it is difficult to estimate e actly what should be the actual water rights to ran  particularly in dry years

n the absence of any oint fact finding missions  ad ancing the implementation of the Treaty may pro e difficult
ote that the discussions happening in the elmand ommission could not be erified by ranian sources  The information 

should thus be considered with caution

 nter iew o  

   nter iew  

   These water rights depend on the flow measured at ehraout station upstream a a i dam in Afghanistan  but the station has ne er 

been rehabilitated due to security reasons according to Afghan officials

 This commission is part of the institutional arrangements stipulated in the  treaty

 uch information could not be confirmed by ranian sources  The minutes of the elmand ommission meetings are 
not publicly a ailable
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3.2.3  Opportunities and limitations for dialogue and benefit sharing
There is limited scope for direct benefit sharing from water de elopment in the elmand asin 
when it comes to the amal han and a hshabad pro ects

 Electricity is not needed for ran as they already e port some to Afghanistan  

 lood control  ia the amal han pro ect  or most years  ran is relati ely well prepared 
with reser oirs  dy es and floodways  And floods  when non destructi e  are useful for flushing 
out the wetlands and preser ing them as a freshwater ecosystem  Thus flood control would not 
necessarily ma e sense in normal years  owe er it could potentially be useful for e treme 
flood e ents  o there is some room for cooperation o er flood control see recommendations  
in theory. 

espite limited direct integration benefits  the o erall  the hydrology and de elopment figures 
show that there is room for finding a balance whereby Afghanistan and ran can benefit from the 
de elopment of water resources while the impacts on the delta in ran remain reasonable

oreo er  there is possibility to fully implement the elmand ommission roles in terms of 
monitoring and compliance  Although it is not to be e cluded that in certain e ceptional years  
and possibly certain months  Afghanistan may not release the re uired water under the Treaty 
this would happen only rarely  urthermore  data are insufficient to confirm whether the non
respect of the treaty in certain dry years is due to mismanagement on the Afghan side as the 
case in o   may suggest  or due to e ceptional circumstances e g  drought  n the latter case  
and as anticipated in article  of the treaty  Afghanistan cannot be held responsible  but specific 
measures still ha e to be ta en see o   in Anne  urthermore  in ery dry years  the non
respect of the treaty cannot be considered as the main reason for the drying up of the wetlands  
As e plained in different studies  such e ents are largely part of a natural cycle  

ne uestion therefore in the elmand asin will be how much Afghanistan and ran can de elop 
their water resources and maintain the integrity of wetlands while respecting the legality of 
the elmand Treaty  uch understanding should impro e  pro iding that there is a better oint 
measurement and monitoring of water flows and use  

To date the feasibility studies of the Afghan pro ects as well as basin planning do not include 
transboundary impact and comprehensi e en ironmental assessments  The potential degree to 
which de elopment interests outweigh en ironmental concerns is underscored by the fact that 
awarding of the contracts for pro ects were ta en before the ri er basin modelling studies by 

ott c onald  

learly  there is room for impro ed dialogue and relations with ran in the elmand basin  
particularly on the en ironmental front and in particular with the preser ation of the istan 
wetlands

 ee  et al  imits to Agricultural rowth in the istan losed nland elta  ran

 As ee  et al   e plains  n dry periods the la es can fall completely dry as has been the case in the period 
 temporary creating a desert li e en ironment  hen the la es start filling after a rainy period  the ecology 

reco ers  Reed starts growing again and birds and fish return  This process has been going on for ages and pro es that 
the system can absorb to some e tent these natural dynamics  uring the last century  they ha e completely dried up 
at least three times   hitney  eology  ater  and ind in the ower elmand asin  outhern Afghanistan  U  

eological ur ey cientific n estigations Report   

 nter iew with o ernment official o   ay 

 The report was published in ctober  The contract for a hshabad was awarded in o ember  
ource http araimedia com nespa wins mega dam pro ects in afghanistan  This means that while 

the report was still in finalisation  the bidding process was already underway  Also  amal han was awarded in  see 
Afghanistan Awards am onstruction ontract to Ta i  irm  entral Asia Energy ewswire  https centralasianewswire
com Energy Afghanistan awards dam construction contract to Ta i firm iewstory asp id   August 
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3.3  The Harirod/Tejen177 river basin
3.3.1  Key transboundary challenges and opportunities in the Harirod/

Tejen river basin: Balancing Afghanistan’s opportunities and 
legitimate demand for development with limiting impacts on Iran 
and Turkmenistan’s existing uses

The Harirod/Tejen river basin at a glance

Afghanistan  the slamic Republic of ran and Tur menistan all share the  m long arirod
Te en ri er  t originates in the western part of Afghanistan  with the upstream part located 
in hor ro ince at an altitude of m  and the downstream part  where most irrigation 
ta es place  located in erat ro ince erat city is located at an altitude of around m  
Runoff comes from snowmelt  which is the ma or source of surface water  elow the Tir ol 
station  the ri er flows along the border between Afghanistan and ran  and then between ran 
and Tur menistan see ap  n ran the water is mainly used for irrigation around the ara hs 
area and  since recently  for domestic and industrial purposes in ashhad city  As it passes the 
ara hs area  the ri er enters Tur menistan territory where it feeds into the ara um canal 

system  the  inta e of which is located on the Amu arya  and mainly irrigates land located 
north of Te en city ee ap 

The ey characteristics non e hausti e  of the international basin are pro ided in Table 

Table  ey characteristics non e hausti e  of the arirod Te en ri er basin

 Afghanistan Iran Turkmenistan

Area m2   ountry s share       

opulation  ountry s share       

opulation density cap m2

A erage precipitations mm 161

rrigable area in the basin ha

Total surface water a ailable 

Total groundwater a ailable A

Total water a ailable A

torage capacity  effecti e in 0

roportion of surface water use in basin as compared to 
surface water a ailable 

Appro     
since osti

roportion of groundwater use in basin as compared to 
groundwater a ailable

roportion of total water use in basin as compared to 
a ailable total water a ailable

   

ependency ratio NA

ercentage of grain mainly wheat  in cropping pattern

A erage wheat yield T ha

 ource  http www transboundarywaters orst edu

 This figure is rather arbitrary as there are no ri er basins in Tur menistan see details in the section on Tur menistan  t should 

therefore been ta en only as an indicati e figure  

 ource  http www transboundarywaters orst edu

 The main ri er in the basin is called the arirod  t is also called the arirod in ran but only until the osti dam  
The name then changes to the Tejen.

http://www.transboundarywaters.orst.edu/
http://www.transboundarywaters.orst.edu/
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 This figure is rather arbitrary as there are no ri er basins in Tur menistan see details in the section on Tur menistan  t should 

therefore been ta en only as an indicati e figure

 bid

 At erat station

 ource  A  limwat  ased on an a erage of four main climatic stations in the basin ashhad   mm  ashafrush   mm  

Torbat   mm  ab e ar   mm  

 ource  A  limwat  igures are closer to  mm in the southern part close to the border with ran

 R  a re and   amal  atershed Atlas of Afghanistan abul  inistry of rrigation  ater Resources and En ironment   

This includes only  ha which are irrigated e ery year   ha are irrigated only once e ery se eral years  

 inistry of Energy and ower  ara um Agro Report  uly August  There are howe er only  ha that are directly 

irrigated by the arirod Te en ri er  The remaining land is irrigated by tributaries that do not depend directly on Afghanistan sources

 This figure is an estimate of the area that could recei e water from the Te en ri er from a geographical and topographical point of 

iew  nly  percent of this area i e    can actually be irrigated on a erage

 ased on RE hydrological yearboo s 

 inistry of Energy and ower  ara um ydro Report  ay une  This research considers water a ailability at the head of 

ashfrood   amrod   and half of the flow of arirod coming from Afghanistan est  half of   

 A  A uastat Tur menistan  As per water rights  this corresponds to half of the water a ailable at the ol e hatoun station i e  

half of   ote that the Te en ri er contributes to an o erall supply of   through the ara um canal networ  which 

is itself supplied by the Amu arya ri er  

 incent  Uhl   Afghanistan  An er iew of roundwater Resources and hallenges 

 ased on the three sub basins hydrologically related to the arirod Te en ri er i e  ashfrood  amrod and ara hs a uifers  

inistry of Energy and ower  ara um ocio Report  August eptember 

 A  A uastat Tur menistan pro ides only a national figure of  

 There are ongoing pro ects that should pro ide a storage capacity of    in the short to mid term

 This corresponds to half of the o erall storage of osti dam i e  half of  

 This corresponds to half of the o erall storage of osti dam i e  half of   and   of storage on the Te enri er in 

Tur menistan  n practice  the o erall storage may be closer to   due to siltation

 rior to osti  around  percent of the a ailable water was actually used  The  percent remaining could not be used due to the 

absence of storage on the arirod ri er  and flowed to Tur menistan

 This is from the arirod Te en ri er only  At country le el  the surface water withdrawal is  percent of a ailability because 

abstraction from Amu arya is slightly more than entitled  ource  A  A uastat Tur menistan

 The groundwater table is drastically decreasing in the ara um basin i e  ranian side of the arirod Te en basin

 This figure is currently reducing as groundwater withdrawal in ara hs is reducing than s to osti storage see details below

 t is the part of the total renewable water resources originating from outside the country

 ased on inistry of Energy and ower  ara um ydro Report  ay une  erall figure based on water a ailable from 

arirod  amrod and ashfrood

 The Te en ri er flow entering Tur menistan depends  percent on Afghanistan and  percent on ran  but this water feeds into the 

ara um canal system in Tur menistan and contributes only  percent of this total surface water a ailability in Tur menistan
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ap  The arirod Te en ri er basin

ource  oogle  mage andsat
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Important potential for water resource development in upstream Afghanistan 

Afghanistan has the potential to impro e its technical control o er water on the arirod  
and to subse uently e pand irrigation and de elop hydropower to support both the local and 
national economy  urrently  Afghanistan uses appro imately  percent or  million cubic 
metres  of the   total surface water flowing through its territory  n terms of 
groundwater  only  percent of total a ailability i e    is used  This again lea es 
potential for Afghanistan to support further water resources de elopment
There is no storage at the moment on the Afghan side  This limits Afghanistan s irrigation 
de elopment capacity and hydropower production

To fulfil this potential  Afghanistan is engaged in the implementation of the alma since  
and ashdan since  dam pro ects  The new storage capacity would represent appro imately 

 percent of the annual surface water a ailability see Table  ut of the  ha already 
under irrigation   ha would recei e better irrigation access  n addition   ha would 
be newly irrigated  n addition    of hydropower would be generated

Table  etails of the alma and ashdan dam pro ects

Name of 
Project

River Province
Power 

Generation 
(MW)

Storage 
capacity 
(MCM)

Irrigated area (ha)
Cost 

(million 
USD)

Status

E isting ew Total

alma arirod erat 200
Under 
construction

ashdan aruch erat 2 100 0
Under 
construction

TOTAL 44 697 42,000 40,000 82,000 318

 The feasibility study of the alma dam was completed in  while the e ca ation wor  started in  At the time of the o iet 

in asion  e ca ation of the dam foundation had not been completed  and the wor  on the dam had not been halted  The construction 

started again in  At the time of writing  appro imately  percent is said to be completed

 ased on inistry of Energy  ara um ydro Report  ay une  Another source from the E  mentions  ha of 

e isting land  E  uilding the uture  The Re i al of am uilding in Afghanistan  undated

ource  E  resentation from Eng  ia ul al u i  ational ater onference  abul   anuary 

rom a current usage of around   of surface water  Afghanistan could potentially increase 
its use by an additional   for a total of   after alma is completed

 The water a ailability in Afghanistan is estimated at   RE ydrological yearboo s  
Estimations based on  ranian data series indicate that the water a ailability from the arirod at the Afghanistan
ran border is estimated at   The water a ailability at the ol e hatoun station on Te en ri er is   
owe er  this flow includes an a erage of   coming from ashfrod ranian tributary  and   coming from 
amrod ranian tributary  ased on inistry of Energy and ower  ara um ydro Report  ay une  Thus the 

contribution from Afghanistan is estimated at   The rest i e    is used in Afghanistan  ased on only 
nine years of flows estimated at the Tir ol station close to the ranian border  the water lea ing the country toward ran 
is on a erage around   RE ydrological yearboo s  ut this figure seems to be under estimated  
possibly because of the short period of data series

 ased on Uhl  Afghanistan  This figure is li ely to be under estimated as groundwater use has de eloped o er the 
past decade  Unfortunately  no proper sur ey has been conducted to estimated current usage  t is  howe er  li ely that 
Afghanistan still has potential for groundwater de elopment

  Adhi ary   as   Atef  A  as upta and  abel  imulating mpacts of E R onsideration on Reser oir 
peration olicy and rrigation anagement in the ari Rod Ri er asin  Afghanistan  presented at the th nternational 
ongress on odelling and imulation  erth  Australia   ecember  http mssan org au modsim
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Pressure on already over-exploited resources in Iran and Turkmenistan

ran depends on Afghanistan for around percent of its surface water a ailability estimated at 
  in the ara um basin  

The total irrigable area along the arirod Te en ri er and its main tributaries such as ashfrood  
amrood and Roosrood is about  ha  with only  percent i e   ha  being directly 

irrigated by the arirod Te en ri er  The rest is irrigated along tributaries that do not depend on 
Afghanistan see ap  
n  the o ernments of ran and Tur menistan finished the construction of the osti dam  
initiated in   on their mutual border see ap  This dam has a storage capacity of  

 which represents more than the yearly surface water a ailability of the Te en ri er at the 
dam s location   ote that  percent of the water reaching the dam comes from the 

arirod ri er i e  Afghanistan
ollowing a new water sharing agreement signed in  but applicable in practice on 

completion of the osti dam  ran and Tur menistan share e ually the a ailable water at the 
dam appro imately   each  etween  and the signing of this agreement  ran 
was entitled to  percent i e    but could not ma e use of all this water due to a 
lac  of storage facilities  The rest of the water flowed toward Tur menistan  Thus  in practice  
Tur menistan used to recei e more than the   it was entitled to  
Than s to impro ed water a ailability  ran has re allocated its water usage see Table  in Anne  
Around   are now transferred to the city of ashhad in response to a largely man made 
water crisis see o   in Anne  The rest still supplies the irrigated area of ara hs  

erall  ran and Tur menistan are using appro imately  percent of the arirod surface 
water that enters their borders  urthermore  ran has been in a state of o er e ploitation of 
its groundwater resources for many years.

What are the potential impacts of the Salma hydropower and irrigation project on 
Iran and Turkmenistan?

A reduction of water flow along the arirod as a conse uence of Afghanistan s large scale 
hydraulic pro ects could potentially harm ran and to a lesser e tent Tur menistan  This 
is due to the relati ely high dependence of these two countries on Afghanistan in terms of 
surface water a ailability  and their ery limited room for increasing water withdrawal from 
sources within their own border in the arirod basin

 inistry of Energy and ower  ara um ydro Report  ay une  To simplify the estimations  half of the 
flow at the Afghan ranian border was considered to be entitled to ran  in addition to the water a ailability from ran s 
tributaries i e  amrod and hashfrod  which are almost entirely used before oining the arirod Te en ri er

 inistry of Energy and ower  ara um Agro Report  uly August 

 aeed airi i  ntegrated ater Resources anagement R  n ritical Arid asin f ran ashhad asin  
ower oint resentation Undated  airi i is the ead of the oard and anaging irector of Toossab onsulting 

Engineers o  the company that built the osti dam  The irector of perations and aintenance ureau of the horasan 
Ra a i Regional ater Authority tal s about an effecti e olume of   of which   can be regulated

 inistry of Energy and ower  ara um ydro Report  ay une 

 The agreement was entitled About onstruction and E ploitation of the ater Reser oir ostlu  riendship  
ource  U  

 Article  of the agreement between the U R and the mperial tate of ran dd   states  All water of the 
ri er of erirud Te en  starting from the bridge of ol i hatoun and downstream along the whole length of the border 
reach  is di ided into ten e ual parts between the contracting parties  three parts are used by ersia and se en parts by 
the U R

 Although groundwater e traction has been forbidden in se eral a uifers including in aamrood ariman and ara hs  
illegal e traction is still ongoing  t is estimated the rate of groundwater e ploitation in amrood  ashfrood and ara hs 
is  percent a erage ource  inistry of Energy and ower  ara um ocio Report  August eptember 
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The impact of the alma hydropower and irrigation pro ect is estimated  based on the e isting 
publications and studies to date  as a reduction in the flow of the arirod of around   percent  
at the ranian border  which would mean a reduction of  percent  at the le el of the osti 
dam  f one were to use the limited time series data from the Afghan o ernment regarding the 
a erage flow at the border and compare it with the water demand for irrigation pro ided by 
Adi hary et al  the flow reduction due to the alma pro ect would translate into more than  
percent at the border.  Ta ing the most conser ati e estimate of a  percent reduction  water 
a ailability for ran and Tur menistan at the osti dam would be reduced from   to  

 n other words  the water a ailability for ran would fall below its historical use during 
the period  The new le el of water use of the arirod would be around  percent for 
Afghanistan and appro imately  percent each for ran and Tur menistan  while the current 
le el of water use is appro imately  percent   percent and  percent respecti ely  ote that 
this estimation does not consider the impact  probably limited  of the ashdan dam pro ect
f this were to happen  the new transfer of water supply to the municipality of ashhad may be 
assured  but irrigation in ara hs would be se erely affected  The most pessimistic scenario 
would barely guarantee the planned   supply to ashhad to address the crisis in the 
ashfrood sub basin  
or Tur menistan  agriculture would be affected but to a lesser e tent  The   remaining 

after completion of the alma pro ect would still allow irrigation of around  ha  instead of 
the planned  ha  This would mean that the Te en ri er would not contribute to the ara um 
canal system  ere  the impact appears much less significant than for ran  considering that the 
current contribution of the Te en ri er to the ara um irrigation networ  is e tremely limited 
i e   percent

ote that the estimation pro ided abo e would need to be impro ed and fine tuned through 
further modelling studies that in estigate different scenarios of balanced use between agriculture 
and hydropower  uch studies should include better understanding of local cropping patterns  
irrigation efficiencies and return flow  t is not to be e cluded that new studies may show that 
the alma pro ect has less of an impact than initially predicted  depending on the scenarios 
e aluated and assumptions made  

 The long term a erage surface water reaching ran at the border is   Adhi ary et al   estimate that 
an a erage of   would be newly used for irrigation from the alma dam and they also estimate through modelling 
that this demand can be met e cept in ery dry years by the dam

 The different between  percent and  percent is because a small part of the inflow at osti dam comes from 
ranian tributaries amrod and hashfrod  to the arirod  eri ed from inistry of Energy and ower  bureau of macro
le el planning for water and wastewater  tudies for updating the comprehensi e water plan of Eastern basins  
ac age one  present situation and possibilities of water resources de elopment  olume four  surface water resources 
uantitati e and ualitati e aspects  ara um asin  Report number    hordad  ay une 

 A news article by the Christian Science Monitor  refers to ranian e perts who estimated a reduction of the flow 
by an a erage of  percent  a figure for which no reference is gi en as to how it was estimated but which was confirmed by 
a senior Afghan go ernment official  ource  email e change with cott eterson  August  author of the article hy 
a dam in Afghanistan might set bac  peace  http www csmonitor com orld Asia outh entral hy a dam
in Afghanistan might set bac peace   uly  An earlier article in the  of  une  stated again without any 
documented references or e idence that the alma dam would reduce the amount of water that flows from the ariRud 
Ri er to ran and Tur menistan from  million cubic meters per year to  million cubic meters  n light of the flow data 
a ailable both in Afghanistan and ran and in the light of scientific studies e g  Adhi ary et al   such figures appear 
clearly unrealistic  These data are uoted without erifications in other articles see for instance ehgan et al   ote 
that the E  in Afghanistan has not conducted formal studies e aluating the impacts of the alma pro ect nter iew with 
go ernment official o   une 

 ased on Adhi ary et al  imulating mpacts of E R onsideration on Reser oir peration olicy and rrigation 
anagement in the ari Rod Ri er asin  Afghanistan  f one refers to the claims of the Christian Science Monitor  

the remaining water a ailability at the osti dam would be   ere one assumes that the base line for the flow 
reaching ran is the ranian data as the claim is from ran sources  As shown earlier  the long term a erage flow reaching 
ran would be   Thus a  percent reduction would mean   less a ailable water  Thus  the reduction at 
osti would be         of which  percent is the belongs to ran i e   

 f the pro ections of Adhi ary et al   are correct  Afghanistan would be using on a erage   of the 
arirod Te en while ran and Tur menistan would each recei e   from osti  f one counts all of ran s usage 

including the tributaries  ran s usage would represent  percent of what Afghanistan would be using

 n that scenario    would remain to ara hs  which is largely below e en its historical use of around   
prior to the  agreement with Tur menistan

http://www.csmonitor.com/World/Asia-South-Central/2013/0730/Why-a-dam-in-Afghanistan-might-set-back-peace
http://www.csmonitor.com/World/Asia-South-Central/2013/0730/Why-a-dam-in-Afghanistan-might-set-back-peace
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UN convention: Determining “fair and reasonable” development

n the absence of formal water sharing agreements  one may reflect on the arirod issue through 
the lens of the  U  on ention  rom this perspecti e  the uestion posed by the Afghan 
pro ects is  To what e tent can Afghanistan de elop so that the water use in each country can 
be considered by all parties as e uitable and reasonable  ta ing into account all appropriate 
measures not to cause significant harm  deally  finding this balance would be happening through 
dialogue and by following the prior notification  procedure suggested in the  U  on ention

ith regards to prior notification  the RoA has indicated that notification is redundant as it 
considers that alma was appro ed by ran  years ago  owe er  there is little e idence to 
suggest that any form of notification or acceptance was done for any of the ma or pro ects 
underta en in the basin  including osti  alma or ashdan  see also discussion in o   

o   About prior notification  and legal harm  in the arirod basin

Prior notification of Salma and Dosti dams in the Harirod basin:

enior decision ma ers in the RoA do not consider the construction of the alma dam to be a new pro ect as it was 
already underway in 101 The claim is that at the time  the ranian o ernment agreed  or at least did not raise 
any formal ob ections  to the pro ect  n a recent inter iew  the Afghan eputy inister for the E  said that  The 
idea of building this dam emerged  years bac  At that time  ran had no re uest of water 102  hile conducting this 
research we did not gain access to documentations confirming ran s agreement to the dam at the time  Also  arou  

 e plains that in  the de elopment of the ari Rud ri er basin pro ect and the proposed construction of the 
alma dam on the ari Rud ri er became a  worry to ran

ne could refer to the fourth Afghan fi e year plan of  as the base of information being made public about the 
pro ect at a time when the plans for the alma dam were ready  According to this fi e year plan the characteristics of 
the alma pro ect were different to what is presented nowadays by the E  n  the inistry of lanning tal ed 
about a   pro ect that could e entually be increased to  105 owe er  the current plan has a capacity 
of   This raises the uestion of whether or not what was discussed in the s was referring to the current 
pro ect s characteristics  erall  e idence that ran and Afghanistan engaged in a prior notification process in good 
faith regarding alma in  and which resulted in an agreement or no ob ection  on the ranian side  remains limited 
at this point  urthermore  as one international e pert on transboundary water resources e plained  the U  on ention 

 which recommends prior notification as a process  was not really written for cases where a dam pro ect would be 
restarted  years after being initiated 106

 The pro ect was halted due to the war at a time when the foundations were being dug

 cott eterson  hy a am in Afghanistan ight et ac  eace  Christian Science Monitor   uly  http www csmonitor
com orld Asia outh entral hy a dam in Afghanistan might set bac peace

 nter iews with go ernment officials o   une  and ey e pert   eptember  Ad isers ha e recommended
since that the E  and o A find the claimed documents  but neither has been able to find them

 hulam arou  The Effects of ocal  Regional and lobal olitics on the e elopment of the elmand Arghandab alley of 
Afghanistan  ondon  chool of riental and African tudies  Uni ersity of ondon  August  

 inistry of lanning  raft ourth i e ear lan  ational e elopment lan for Afghanistan    

 nformal con ersation with ey informant   eptember 

 ater resources de elopment in Afghanistan  ran and Tur menistan happens in a conte t where none of these 
countries has signed and ratified the  U  on ention  urthermore  enforcement of international legislation on water 
sharing is wea

 nter iew with ey informant   August  informal con ersation with ey informant   
eptember 

http://www.csmonitor.com/World/Asia-South-Central/2013/0730/Why-a-dam-in-Afghanistan-might-set-back-peace
http://www.csmonitor.com/World/Asia-South-Central/2013/0730/Why-a-dam-in-Afghanistan-might-set-back-peace
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The figures presented abo e regarding the estimated reduction in water flow toward ran and 
Tur menistan associated with the alma pro ect suggest that there is potential for appreciable 
harm  Under the  U  on ention it would re uire notification and cooperation in good faith 
with a iew to arri ing at a reasonable solution

At the same time  and still from the perspecti e of the  U  on ention  the fact that ran 
has no room for de eloping additional water resources to mitigate the impact of Afghanistan 
de elopment cannot be used as an argument against the water resource de elopment pro ects 
in Afghanistan see discussion on the concept of absolute territorial integrity  ome le el 
of harm is una oidable  but the uestions are how much is reasonable and e uitable  
what does significant  mean  and what constitutes all appropriate measures to not cause 

significant harm

here the point of e uilibrium considered as acceptable by both sides may fall is a sub ecti e 
matter which those who support a cooperati e process hope to find through negotiations

t is beyond the scope of this paper to e plore all possible ob ecti e and sub ecti e arguments 
that each player may put forward  As mentioned in the conceptual framewor  the  U  
on ention indicates a number of criteria to be considered when determining e uitable and 

reasonable  use  owe er  it does not proscribe an ob ecti e answer as to what it would be  
rather how  it should be determined

owe er  a cooperati e approach to determining e uitable and reasonable  use would help 
ultimately answer some tough uestions through a process of fact finding  discussion  and the 
opportunity to learn ointly as opposed to mo ing directly to issues that at first glance appear as 
a ero sum game and thus confrontational  

3.3.2  Summary of dialogue and interaction in the Harirod Basin
As noted  the  U  on ention obligates states sharing an international watercourse 
to cooperate to obtain optimal utili ation and ade uate protection of an international 
watercourse  ey to de eloping such cooperation is opening up dialogue regarding resource 
use and de elopment

et  since the fall of the Taliban there is no e idence of producti e dialogue between the 
RoA and the R  The R  has ne er formally or officially contested the construction of 

the alma dam which re started in  per se  imilarly  it has not contested in principle 
the de elopment of water resources on the Afghan side of the arirod basin  owe er  it has 
re uested that water rights be defined so as to guarantee a certain flow at the border  

Afghanistan  for its part does not appear eager to engage in dialogue on the arirod  As 
recently as uly  the Afghan inister for the E  noted that the RoA did not see 
any need to tal  with ran or to negotiate 200 The RoA has often e plained thatit lac s the 
capacity for dialogue and negotiation  and that too little data is nown to reach an ade uate 
understanding of water sharing.

 nformal con ersation with ey e perts   eptember  and   ebruary  and inter iew with 
ey informant   eptember 

 ote that this argument has not been used by ranian officials

 Article  eneral obligation to cooperate

 fficial letters ha e e idently been sent to RoA re uesting dialogue on the arirod de elopments  ee  i ilea s  
 panta s isit to ran  oncerns Amidst ooperation  www wi ilea s org plusd cables A U a html   

April  i ilea s  ran Trilateral  Ahmadine ad uggests U ran Reconstruction ooperation  Afghan ran ater 
Rights Tension  http www wi ilea s org plusd cables A U a html   une  ran alls or orming 
ommission er ater ssue ith Afghanistan  Ta i istan  http news inhuanet com english world

c htm

200 eterson  hy a am in Afghanistan ight et ac  eace
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3.3.3  Opportunities and limitations for dialogue and benefit sharing
The potential for direct benefits sharing from a pro ect such as alma is ery limited  whether in 
terms of hydropower sharing  sediment control or flood control
 n terms of hydropower production  ran has little need for electricity from the alma dam as it 

is already e porting electricity to western Afghanistan  including erat  
 ediment control would not be rele ant gi en that alma is located far from the ranian border  
ndeed  erosion will ta e place anyway between alma and the osti dam location  leading to 
sedimentation at the osti dam  
 lood control would ha e some limited rele ance for ran  gi en that the osti dam can already 

fulfil that purpose to a large e tent  than s to its high storage capacity
e ertheless  the figures presented in this section suggest that there is room for a solution  

which includes a significant de elopment on the Afghan side within the scope of reasonable 
limits and reasonable impacts on ran and Tur menistan  There may also be a number of 
opportunities for negotiations beyond strict water rights that could potentially satisfy all parties 
see recommendations  
ne of the ey areas to e plore is whether lin ages e ist between water and other areas of 

interest such as trade  hen benefit sharing cannot be readily found within the water sector  an 
alternati e is to loo  beyond the ri er  to see if there are potential areas of compromise and shift 
the perception of a ero sum game  e come bac  to this point in the recommendations section

3.4  Conclusion
The water situation is different between the abul ndus basin shared with a istan and the 
basins shared with ran  

n the abul ndus basin  it would be hard to ualify the impacts of the planned pro ects on the 
Afghan side as significantly harmful to a istan  There is also potential for benefit sharing  as 
illustrated in the unar agreement

n comparison  the impacts of Afghan de elopment on ran for the arirod basin could be much 
more significant as far as water is concerned  urther study should help in better estimating 
its e tent

or the elmand basin  the pro ects on the elmand ri er are within Afghanistan s legal right under 
the  elmand Treaty  rom an agro ecological impact point of iew  howe er  the combined 
impacts of amal han and a hshabad pro ects as currently designed  may well be problematic 
for the population of the istan  hat the figures also show is that if both go ernments are 
interested in cooperation  there is room for a compromise as far as water is concerned  whereby 
Afghanistan could benefit from a certain le el of water resources de elopment while eeping the 
impacts on ran to a reasonable le el

ooperation and dialogue ha e not been e tensi e in the basins studied   As mentioned the 
reasons are comple  and somewhat basin specific   

The apparent option to engage in unilateral resource capture  in a conte t of high power 
asymmetries and international relations is fitting under a neo realist paradigm  

The anticipated lin age between domestic and international politics may also ha e contributed 
in limiting dialogue with its neighbours  e ertheless  the fact that the elmand ommission 
continues to meet and de elop relations pro ides a potential catalyst for Afghan ranian water 
relations  This would be particularly true if the commission increases the implementation 
of procedural elements of the treaty   The  Agreement with a istan to ointly de elop 
hydropower on the unar Ri er could also become a catalyst whereby water may pro e a focal 
point for cooperation between Afghanistan and a istan
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4.  Toward Cooperation Over Transboundary Water 
Resources Development or Maintaining Course on 
Unilateral Resource Capture?

t appears that o er the past decade  the RoA has mainly followed a rather straightforward 
unilateral resource capture strategy  away from any meaningful dialogue201 see ection  
The recent unar agreement suggests a possible shift in the approach of the RoA  although it 
may be too early to udge  particularly gi en that the E  and o A were not in ol ed in this 
enture and may not endorse it  urthermore  there were a number of additional indications 

during  that suggest a possible change toward cooperation  et there are also reasons to 
belie e that  beyond appearances  the RoA could maintain its course away from dialogue 
and compromises.
This section e plores the possible shift in attitude toward cooperation on the basis of the two 
main indicators that are considered by ey informants as signs of change  irst  there are the 
recent changes in the discourse and attitude of resident ar ai and the E  with regards to 
transboundary water  econd  there is the recent draft of a transboundary policy de eloped in 

 by the E  and o A with the support of U A  and eutsche esellschaft fur nternationale 
usammenarbeit  

The second part of this section analyses the attitude of non ministerial sta eholders i e  s 
and academics  and assesses whether they ha e approached transboundary water de elopment 
from the same perspecti e as the RoA during the past decade  or whether they suggest and 
support more dialogue and negotiations  

4.1  Analysing recent signs of changes in the GIRoA’s attitude toward 
cooperation over transboundary water resources development

nternational ad isers ha e all emphasised their perception of a shift in the attitude of resident 
ar ai and the RoA regarding cooperation o er transboundary water at the end of  and 

during 202 n anuary  at the ational ater onference in abul  resident ar ai 
ga e a speech in which he e o ed for the first time neighbours  water rights  Although the 
resident also insisted during his speech that the RoA would try to con ince them i e  

Afghan neighbours  to be content with their own resources  the speech as a whole has 
been percei ed  by most national and international ad isers  as a shift on the topic of 
transboundary water  ndeed  there was a contrast with the approach obser ed during the 
past decade  As a ember of arliament close to the president also e plained in reference 
to the pre  period  e eral times  met resident ar ai and  suggested he tal s with 
neighbouring countries about water but he said  et s stay away from this issue and let not my 
name be associated with a water seller  

As another possible sign of a shift  international obser ers noticed that the RoA has become less 
reluctant to attend regional and international conferences on transboundary water compared 
to the past  t is important to remember that until recently the RoA was sensiti e to the 
term transboundary  as part of the agenda for regional conferences  including  for instance  
the Regional Economic ooperation onference on Afghanistan RE A  y contrast  in  
the eputy inister of the E  attended the igh e el nternational onference on ater 
ooperation in August  hile the speech focused first and foremost on ustifying the need 

for Afghanistan to de elop large scale hydraulic infrastructure  the eputy inister also said that 
the RoA supported the responsible and e uitable de elopment and management of water 

201 The participation in the elmand ommission is a form of dialogue  but with clear limitations as discussed in ection 

202 nter iews with ey informant   une  and ey informant   une  informal discussion with 
ey informant   eptember 

 asan hitab  resident lams onors  Refusal to und ams  Pajhwok Afghan News  http www pa hwo com
en president slams donors E refusal fund dams   anuary  

 nter iew with    une 

 i ilea s  Afghanistan Repeats Re uest for Assistance on ater  http wi ilea s org cable A U
html  ay  
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resources in the region pro ided it does not preclude Afghanistan from fair e uitable  and 
reasonable use of shared water resources to meet the needs of its people 206  e also underlined 
Afghanistan s support for fostering good relationship between countries sharing water  and 
promoting cooperation based on mutual respect and reciprocity

n the domestic scene  howe er  senior RoA officials still remain ery cautious about bringing 
the discussion into the public sphere

n  when an Afghan thin tan  wanted to organise a conference on transboundary water 
management  it was strongly discouraged by the E  and the e ent was cancelled  imilarly  
in ebruary  when the lobal ater artnership  suggested a scoping meeting for 
establishing a country water partnership in Afghanistan  the E  re uested that the whole 
wor shop be cancelled  wrongly assuming that transboundary water management was the main 
topic on the agenda.

The  reported succinctly in its monthly report  The politico bureaucratic en ironment of 
abul was e tremely unfa orable for such a meeting  t will be important to follow whether 

and how this apparent shift of attitude towards dialogue concretise in the future

t has also been mentioned in se eral donor forums that the RoA has been de eloping a 
transboundary water policy  hen the transboundary policy will be finalised for re iew by parliament 
is not nown   o far  only the ational riority rogram   report  published in  by the 

inistry of inance tal s about the RoA being committed to following international regulations 
on water resources de elopment and utilisation in transboundary ri ers 210 t underlines that 
the o erriding principles in the conte t of sharing these water resources would be e uity and 

the ust distribution of riparian resources 211 t mentions that water resources de elopment is 
supposed to be done with careful consideration of en ironmental  socio economic and trans
boundary impacts 212 and that Afghanistan has the opportunity to de elop its water resources 
when it would pass the test of no significant harm

4.2  Divided attitude of members of Parliament with regards to 
cooperation

This section pro ides a detailed descripti e analysis of the iews and attitudes of s and 
academics regarding cooperation on transboundary water resources de elopment  t offers 
further reflection on the li elihood of a change toward cooperation in the foreseeable future  
The detailed re iew of non ministerial actors  iews will also help to identify impediments and 
opportunities for dialogue and cooperation
As of  s from the  ro inces in ol ed with the arirod  elmand and abul basins 
are di ided o er the attitude to adopt when it comes to the de elopment of transboundary 
water resources. 

206 Afghanistan tatement at the igh e el nternational onference on ater ooperation  ushanbe  Ta i istan  
 August 

 Afghanistan tatement at the igh e el nternational onference on ater ooperation  ushanbe  Ta i istan  
 August 

 nter iew with o ernment official o   une 

 onthly Report   outh Asia  lobal ater artnership  http www gwp org lobal As iles
onthly reports ith ebruary A onthly report pdf   arch 

210 R A  Agriculture and Rural e elopment luster  ational riority rogram  ational ater and atural 
Resources e elopment  inal raft for Endorsement   The document is undated but was released in  nter iew 
with ey informant   eptember 

211 R A  Agriculture and Rural e elopment luster  ational riority rogram  ational ater and atural Resources 
e elopment  inal raft for Endorsement   The document is undated but was released in R A  Agriculture 

and Rural e elopment luster  ational riority rogram  ational ater and atural Resources e elopment  inal 
raft for Endorsement  page  ection  The document is undated but was released in 

212 R A  Agriculture and Rural e elopment luster  ational riority rogram  ational ater and atural 
Resources e elopment  inal raft for Endorsement  page  ection  The document is undated but was 
released in 

 R A  Agriculture and Rural e elopment luster  ational riority rogram  ational ater and atural Resources 
e elopment  inal raft for Endorsement p  ection  The document is undated but was released in 
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ased on the analysis  three different positions were identified
 A first category of s strictly oppose any form of discussions with neighbours  whether in the 

short or long term  They represent around  percent of the people inter iewed
 The second and third categories of respondents are not opposed to discussions o er water rights 

and or benefit sharing with riparian neighbours  owe er  they pose a number of conditions 
and limitations as to what can be discussed and the timing of discussions  The main difference 
between the second and third categories of respondents is that the second category would be 
open to discussions on water rights or benefit sharing  but only after completion of e isting dam 
pro ects  while the third category suggest engaging in negotiations as soon as possible  
The different arguments put forward by the three categories are presented below  followed by a 
reflection on the findings

ote that  in general  the iews of the s discussed below apply to the pro ects on ri ers that 
do not ha e a treaty  n the case of the elmand ri er  all the s inter iewed were of the 
opinion that no discussions should be pursued with ran  and that the RoA should only commit 
to respecting the treaty  ote as well that the ast ma ority of the s inter iewed did not ha e 
a significantly different attitude  whether it applied to basins shared with ran or a istan
As a general remar  the s had a ery limited understanding of the pro ects  characteristics 
and possible impacts  as discussed in ection   in each ri er basin

ote also that the inter iews were conducted prior to the unar agreement with a istan

4.2.1  First perspective: Pursuing unilateral actions and resisting any 
demand for dialogue

The o erarching iew of the first category of respondents is that the current and ne t RoA should 
proceed with the construction of dams and related pro ects i e  irrigation and hydropower  
without engaging in any form of discussions with neighbours  This position is largely influenced by 
a neo realist conception of international relations
The different factors and iews affecting their position are discussed below

Unilateral resource capture as a just compensation for the Afghan “late developer”

or this category of respondents  the iew that Afghanistan should de elop its water resources 
outside any form of dialogue with neighbours is also fed by a strong frustration with regards 
to the recent history of transboundary water use  The fact that a large proportion of water 
originating from Afghanistan has flowed toward ran and a istan for the past few decades and 
still continues to do so is percei ed by most respondents as an unfair ad antage for Afghan 
neighbours  n their opinion  this situation ustifies the construction of dams and unrestricted 
water use in Afghanistan  as a form of compensation  A common statement is  They ha e used 
our water during the  years of war without compensation for Afghanistan  o now it is time for 
us to benefit from this water

ote also that in order to ustify strict unilateral action in the specific case of alma  a number 
of respondents in this category also use the same argument as the RoA  discussed in ection  
concerning ran s alleged agreement o er the construction of the dam in the s
Thus  the idea of issue lin age is iewed through a historical perspecti e whereby past e ents 
ustify present day unilateral resource capture

nter iew with    anuary 
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Acrimony and trust deficit with regards to neighbours 

The refusal to discuss transboundary water resources de elopment is also due to past and current 
general bilateral relations with ran and a istan that ha e been characterised by  trust deficits  
frustration and acrimony.
tatements by respondents in this category are usually similar to  e don t get anything else 

from a istan e cept suicide bombers  war  conflict and disunity  n the other hand we don t 
recei e anything from ran but cultural war and drug addicts  o why should we tal  to them 
about our water

oth neighbours are percei ed to be constantly interfering  in Afghan national politics as part 
of a strategy to limit Afghanistan s de elopment  and curbing its potential for economic and 
political independence  something that ran and a istan want to a oid  As an e ample of a 
common sentiment  ran and a istan are interfering and creating problems for our country since 
the day of our independence  They do not want to see a powerful  self reliant and independent 
Afghanistan 216 r as one respondent sums it up  They want to eep us dependent on them
or those who share this perspecti e  the idea of negotiations on water would be seen as a 
humiliation  if not a treason

Entrenched sovereignty perspective on water rights

All the respondents falling in this category share a ery entrenched belief that the construction 
of dams as well as the use of water i e  irrigation and or hydropower  originating in Afghanistan 
is the e clusi e prerogati e of the Afghan o ernment  eighbouring countries do not ha e any 
right to claim any part of it  or instance  most e pressions are similar to  This water is the 
property of Afghanistan  According to international laws  any property of a country has to be 
managed by this country only  Another common statement is  f the water is originating 
from Afghanistan  and the land is from Afghanistan  why do we ha e to negotiate with ran  

ater sharing is thus seen from the perspecti e of territorial so ereignty  ost respondents 
strongly belie e that Afghanistan has the right to use as much water as it needs  irrespecti e of 
the conse uences on downstream countries  thus directly re ecting the no significant harm  
principle of the U  on ention  As an e ample of a common statement   don t care about the 
harms of the neighbouring country  or me  Afghanistan s benefit is what matters 220

And the minority of respondents within this category  who would agree with defining water 
rights would stress that it is for the RoA to decide the nature and characteristics of those rights  
as Afghanistan owns the resource  As an e ample of statements illustrating such a iew   
agree if we gi e ran some water rights as neighbourly support  but this is for us to decide  not 
for them to tell us 221 r for instance  e can gi e them water for their domestic needs and 
eeping their li estoc  ali e  which may amount to fi e or ten percent  ut we can t gi e more 

than that  because they don t ha e any rights o er water from Afghanistan 222

Thus  negotiating the use of a national resource would be seen as a lac  of so ereignty  As 
a respondent put it  e are an independent country and we ha e the right to use our own 
resources  f we see  agreement of ran  including for dams and water rights  this means that 
one day we will also need to ta e their appro al for eating of our lunch or dinner  The idea of 
benefit sharing is also strongly re ected

 nter iew with    uly 
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Brushing aside potential risks associated with unilateral resource capture

ost respondents agree that there are ris s  including trade embargoes  increased security 
threats or diplomatic isolation  associated with not negotiating when there are strong power 
asymmetries between Afghanistan and its neighbours see ection  ut unilateral resource 
capture remains the preferred course of action  as they e pect the benefits to e entually 
outweigh the ris s  As one respondent e plains  agree that there are important ris s  but we 
should accept them because it will ust be for a few years  After that  these dams will stay 
fore er to support our agriculture and produce electricity  This means that they will reduce our 
dependence on them i e  neighbouring countries
esides  for most of those respondents  ris s would remain the same irrespecti e of the RoA s 

attitude on transboundary water resources de elopment  There will be insecurity and e en 
deterioration of economic or diplomatic relationships with ran and a istan whether we negotiate 
with them or not  and whether we build dams or  not  n other words  the belief is that there 
is nothing to lose  or in fact nothing to gain  from cooperation  
The alternati es i e  discussions and negotiations o er water rights  are actually percei ed as a 
far greater ris  for Afghanistan  in terms of signing a disad antageous agreement or gi ing ran 
and a istan an entry point to increase its influence in Afghanistan  The general iew is that the 
outcomes of negotiations would reflect power asymmetries  so they should be a oided  As one 

 puts it  Afghanistan is powerless  f your opposing party does not possess the same power as 
you do  you would naturally try to get more rights and pri ileges 226

ith regards to the ris s associated with negotiations  there is a consensual trust deficit toward 
the current o ernment  This is particularly true with regards to the E  which is generally 
percei ed by this category of respondents as influenced  if not infiltrated by neighbours  
agents  ote that for these respondents  the fact that the RoA has been following a resource 
capture strategy and constantly re ecting discussions with its neighbours is iewed more as a 
relief than a support for the  RoA

nly a minority of respondents consider the ris s of unilateral strategies to be limited  They 
percei e  rightly or wrongly  that ran and  to a lesser e tent  a istan would be more 
impacted than Afghanistan by trade embargoes  There is also a perception that Afghanistan 
could find some trade alternati es with entral Asia see ection  uch a iew is illustrated 
in the following statement  ran now has many internal problems and Afghanistan is a good 
mar et for them  f they use trade embargoes  the relationship with Afghanistan will deteriorate 
and ran will lose its influence in our country  which is not good for them   am sure that they will 
not do this i e  trade embargoes on Afghanistan

Building dams to reduce power asymmetries in a zero-sum game

ot only do the respondents suggest ignoring the ris s of unilateral actions  but most of them 
actually encourage such strategies as a way to ultimately upset power asymmetries  between 
Afghanistan and its neighbours  The ma ority of respondents in this category hope that it would 
help to reduce their dependence on neighbours for such things as electricity and food  a ing 
control o er transboundary water resources is also percei ed as pro iding a uni ue means for 
Afghanistan to de elop le erage on its neighbours regarding broader bilateral issues  As an e ample 
of a common statement  nce we ha e dams  we can show our power  e can tell our neighbours  

f you send suicide attac ers  we will cut the water  m sure this will impro e security

 nter iew with    une 
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 ote again that the inter iews were done before the unar agreement
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  t is important to note that such an approach may face technical limitations  n a case li e alma for instance  the 
anticipated le el of water use see ection  ta es into consideration the optimal use of the storage  Any water that 
cannot be stored and that is not used for irrigation would flow into ran
Thus there is limited room for turning the tap off  r if this happens it would ha e an impact on either hydropower 
production or irrigation within Afghanistan

 nter iew with    August 
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or this category of respondents  negotiating a compromise would be seen as an act of wea ness  
in what is iewed as a ero sum game   

Bitterness with regards to the behaviour of the international donor community

The respondents are also critical  in the ast ma ority of cases  of the role of the international 
community  They belie e that the neutral  position of donors  which consists of conditioning 
financial support on mutual agreement o er transboundary water resources de elopment 
pro ects  is unfair in a conte t of power asymmetries already unfa ourable to Afghanistan  ost 
respondents belie e that this attitude of donors is for the benefit of ran and a istan  not 
for the benefit of Afghanistan  There is an e pectation that the long term presence of the 
international community should pro ide Afghanistan with a fa ourable security en ironment for 
continuing its strategy  As one respondent puts it  The U A and the international community 
ha e to fund these pro ects and bring a istan under the control of Afghanistan until we can put 
pressure on a istan by cutting water to them

Rejecting “capacity constraints” as an argument to justify an absence of 
negotiations

The ast ma ority of respondents re ect the idea that Afghanistan not only the RoA  does not 
ha e the capacity to negotiate  ost statements are similar to  The o ernment officials don t 
ha e any capacity  but  don t accept the idea that the Afghan people don t ha e capacity to 
negotiate  e ha e intelligent uni ersity teachers and e perts  These respondents belie e 
there is no need for negotiation anyway.

4.2.2  Second perspective: Accepting negotiations exclusively on water 
rights and only after completions of dam projects

A second category of respondents is open to negotiations but only on water rights  not on 
construction of dams  and only after the completion of current dam pro ects  The main arguments 
used to ustify their position  as well as their more general iew on cooperation with riparian 
neighbours  are discussed below

Constructing dams: A non-negotiable issue of absolute sovereignty and a tool to 
upset power asymmetries

This category of respondents share the same trust deficit  frustration and acrimony with regards to 
ran and a istan as the first category of respondents  imilarly  the fact that Afghanistan could not 
de elop its water resources for the past few decades  allowing a large proportion of surface water 
to flow toward its neighbours  has generated a feeling of frustration among this second group of 
respondents  hat is percei ed as an in ustice  is put forward as a ustification for Afghanistan 
to de elop water resources without ha ing to be as ed for compromises on its water usage

e ertheless  this category of respondents does not e clude the idea of discussions and 
negotiation with neighbours  owe er  they should only apply to water rights  As one of the 
respondents puts it   thin  we need to ma e a distinction between negotiations on water rights 
and negotiations on the construction of dams  hen it comes to dams  we don t need to discuss 
with anyone because this is our right  as we are a so ereign country  e can discuss about 
their water rights separately  onstruction of dams is therefore considered to be an issue of 
absolute territorial so ereignty  
urthermore  dams are percei ed by the respondents as one of the only forms of le erage o er 

their neighbours when it comes to bilateral relations  uilding dams is in fact seen as a way to 
upset the balance of power  and as a way to strengthen Afghanistan s independence  As an 

illustrati e e ample of this sentiment  e will ne er be able to stand against these countries if 
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we do not ta e those steps i e  building dams  ater is one of our precious assets to be used so 
that ran and a istan will come begging us
ut dams are also seen as a potential means of dissuasion in a broader conte t of international 

relations  f Afghanistan could control its water  we could sell it to ran  Then we could use this 
water as political tool to tell them if you do not cooperate with us in other sectors we will not 
sell our water to you   This is called diplomacy  nowadays in the world water is used as a 
political tool

iscussions on the construction of dams are therefore e cluded

Water rights: Negotiations only after completion of dams

Respondents are open to negotiations on water rights  in contrast to the pre ious category  
but this comes with the condition that they should ta e place only after the completion of dams  
These reasons  largely related to power asymmetries  are summed up by one respondent  The 
main ris  about negotiating now i e  before completion of dams  is that a istan  would ha e 
the upper hand in the discussion  f we start a discussion now and we refuse to agree on water 
rights  we will be in a wea er position because we will be seen as responsible for e plicitly 
refusing to gi e water rights to a istan  urthermore  if we ha e to reach an agreement now it is 
li ely that it won t be beneficial for us because they are more powerful  And wea  countries must 
accept the speech of powerful countries  o it is better to wait  The idea is that if post dam 
negotiations were to fail  it would not be as big a problem as the dams would  at least  not 
be in eopardy and there would be much less to lose  The perception is that negotiations after 
dams are in place would also contribute to le elling the power balance during negotiations and 
thus gi e a better chance for a more fa ourable outcome thus gi e a better chance for a more 
fa ourable outcome

A perceived “time-constraint” that explains the stalling of dialogue post-dams 
construction

Another reason put forward by some respondents in this category to ustify the postponing of 
negotiations is related to a percei ed time constraint  The perception is that negotiations 
would be a time consuming process  and that as long as a large international donor community 
is present in Afghanistan  the focus should be on ac uiring funds for the pro ects and or to 
construct dams under the security protection of the international forces  The belief is that the 
presence of the international community is more important for the construction of dams than for 
negotiations afterwards  tatements made by respondents are along the lines of  e don t ha e 
time for discussion because there won t be resources after  f there are long discussions 
we will lose the opportunity for pro ects referring to dams  As another respondent put it  

 thin  Afghanistan is en oying an unprecedented golden opportunity   ore than  countries 
ha e come to support Afghanistan with all their economic  political and military power  e ha e 
to use this opportunity fast to de elop our dams  Respondents in this category but also in 
the first category  are in fact frustrated that the RoA has been under performing   in their 
iew  when it comes to attracting foreign funds for building dams o er the past decade   

 nter iew with    April 
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Negotiating water rights: A necessary balancing act

hen it comes to the construction of dams  respondents do not percei e the ris  of unilateral 
actions as a constraint that ustifies caution  This iew is similar to the pre ious category of 
respondents  t is  howe er  different when it comes to the issue of water rights  Respondents 
thin  it is important to limit the le el of tensions and potential confrontation with neighbours  
Thus  they consider negotiations o er water rights to be necessary
The idea is to find a balancing act  t is about achie ing independence and upsetting power 
asymmetries through unilateral construction of dams on the one hand  while maintaining non
conflicti e relations with neighbours by negotiating water rights

Negotiating water rights: Contrasting motivations 

There are also differences within this category of respondents to do with the underlying 
moti ations for negotiating water rights
or appro imately half of the respondents within this category  agreeing to discuss water rights 

is associated with the iew that water sharing is an issue of limited territorial so ereignty  
The respondents recognise e plicitly that downstream countries ha e water rights  as per the 
international con entions  although most of the respondents do not ha e a clear idea of the 
main principles of the  U  on ention  

owe er  the e tent to which they are ready for a compromise on the amount of water that 
should be used by Afghanistan is not clearly stated
or the second half of respondents in this category  neighbours should ha e water rights but 

compliance with international con entions is not a moti ating or ustifying factor for dialogue  
Respondents are in fa our of negotiating water rights with ran or a istan in the form of a trade 
agreement  An e ample of such a iew is summarised in this statement  After finalising the 
construction of our dams  we should negotiate with our neighbours to determine their water 
rights as a fi ed percentage of the flow  ut it should be based on some conditions  not for  free  
The bilateral issues that are repeatedly uoted as possible elements included in a bargain on 
water rights include impro ed custom transit agreements  guaranteed access to sea ports  
guarantees on the issue of refugees  and impro ed border security

‘Afghan needs first’: A minority view

A minority of respondents within this category also belie e that discussions on water sharing 
should be initiated only when Afghanistan s water demand has been satisfied  which means no 
limitations on the potential water use in Afghanistan as opposed to what could be a ma imum 
use for irrigation   uses  etc  ost respondents with this iew thin  the same as this  e 
ha e to use water based on our needs first  e perts can ma e such assessments  ith the water 
remaining we will consider the rights of our neighbours  As another respondent summarises 
it  As we say in ashto  awal zaan pasi jahan  first myself  second the world or these 
respondents  whether water rights agreements would be based on financial compensation or 
based on broader bilateral transaction is open to discussion  e don t ha e to tal  with our 
neighbours about how we use our water  it is up to us how much we should use  ut once our 
needs are satisfied  and only after the construction of dams  we should tal  with them  whether 
they want to buy some of our water or get it based on other forms of agreements

 nter iew with    uly 
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 nter iew with    uly  ote that such a iew on negotiation could arguably be interpreted as de
facto non cooperati e  in the sense that it re ects the idea of compromise  urthermore  for reasons already mentioned 
in an earlier note  such an approach may be technically unfeasible as it would re uire Afghanistan to be able to turn 
the tap off  which is unli ely with the ind of pro ects planned  et  as this perspecti e is considered by respondents as 
cooperati e  it has been ept within the category of respondents who support a cooperati e process
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Rejecting the argument of “capacity constraints” to justify a lack of negotiations

ote that the ast ma ority of respondents in this second category also refute the idea that 
Afghanistan in general does not ha e the technical capacity to negotiate with neighbouring 
countries  owe er  they stress that such capacity is clearly lac ing in the case of the RoA 
officials and most particularly the E  staff  
or this category of respondents  one criticism that emerges with regards to the o ernment is 

that in their iew the RoA has not sufficiently prepared itself for possible negotiations in the 
future  The following statement captures the general perception among respondents  urrently  
if you as  the E  which team they ha e formed and trained to conduct research  and what 
studies ha e been conducted so far  they won t be able to show you anyone or any document  
There are no differences as compared to ten years ago

4.2.3  Third perspective: Favouring negotiations and exploring 
compromises as soon as possible

or the third category of respondents  dialogue and negotiations with neighbours should apply 
prior to the construction of dams  This means that agreements should include not only water 
rights but also the design and characteristics of the pro ects  which could include benefit 
sharing  Their main arguments ustifying this position  as well as their more general iew on 
cooperation with neighbours  are discussed below

Going beyond acrimony and mistrust, and forging good relations with neighbours

Respondents in this category share the same frustration as other respondents when it comes to past 
and current relations with a istan and ran  owe er  they belie e that the RoA should thin  
beyond acrimony and mistrust when they thin  about transboundary water resources de elopment
As an illustrati e statement  f we loo  at the past three decades  it is clear that these neighbouring 
countries ha e contributed to the insecure situation of our country  ut we can t go bac  to s 
or s and as  for compensation from a istan and ran  t is better for Afghanistan to engage in 
a dialogue  r as another respondent sums it up  e must pass the war step and ump to the 
reconstruction step   The e ample of ndia and a istan being able to find agreements on water 
sharing despite troubled relationships is often uoted as an e ample to follow

Respondents thin  that a confrontational relationship with neighbours is not sustainable  As one 
respondent e plains  A reason for discussing before construction of dams is that we should 
a oid tensions and problems in the future  not ust about water but also in other aspects of our 
international relations

aintaining good relations with neighbours is considered as particularly important within the 
conte t of the withdrawal of the international community  As one respondent puts it  e should 
not forget that the U  and U  will lea e Afghanistan soon  but we will still be neighbours with 
ran and a istan  o we should not deteriorate our relations with them

Risks associated with unilateral actions are not worth taking

or this category of respondents  the idea of fa ouring negotiations as soon as possible is also 
centred on the belief that power asymmetries and the ris s associated with unilateral actions are 
too great in the mid to long term  Thus  negotiations are seen as the only iable option  tatements 
were usually similar to  e don t ha e sufficient budget  and we don t ha e a resourceful police 
or army to pre ent threats on our dams coming from ran  Unilateral actions are a threat for our 
pro ects  sustainability and for our long term relationships with our neighbours  As another 

 nter iew with    une 

 nter iew with    ay 

 nter iew with    une 

 nter iew with    August 

 nter iew with    une 

 imilar comments were made regarding a istan

 nter iew with    ay 
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illustration of the perception of security ris s  or the E  it is easy to say  ith this dam we 
will irrigate that much land and produce so much electricity  but the people li ing on the border 
ro inces are the ones facing insecurity on a daily basis   e should be realistic by engaging 

in discussions on water rights with neighbours

nsecurity as a direct result of pursuing the construction of dams without any form of dialogue 
is one of the main ris s highlighted by respondents  together with possible trade embargoes  
e pulsion of Afghan refugees and diplomatic isolation  The possibility of actually losing dams  or 
not getting any completed  due to insecurity is also underlined by a large number of respondents 
in this category  This last point moti ates respondents to a oid any further delays to negotiations

Negotiations as a pragmatic and beneficial solution

These respondents belie e that all the issues mentioned abo e could be resol ed if dialogue and 
negotiations were initiated  This contrasts with the other categories of respondents who mainly 
see ris s in negotiations at this point in time
These respondents belie e that the security around the dams  sites would impro e  and the wor  
would subse uently be completed much faster if water rights agreements were made without 
delay  ome refer to the e perience of alma to underline the failure of the RoA s strategy  As 
one respondent puts it  ou can see the result of this strategy i e  unilateral resource capture 
without any dialogue  which is the absence of completion of any single dam since ar ai is in 
power   They belie e that pro ects would ha e already been completed and that Afghan farmers 
would ha e already seen some benefits  had the RoA engaged in negotiations earlier  
Another important factor that moti ates these respondents to engage in negotiations is the 
e pectation of increased access to funding once agreements ha e been made  ndeed  the 
respondents belie e that more pro ects are re uired  including in the abul basin  and they would 
re uire a high le el of funding that would be difficult to ac uire outside the international donor 
community e g  the orld an  As one respondent sums it up  urrently we can see that we 
ha e se eral potential dam pro ects but we can t find a sufficient budget  ur o ernment should 
realise that it is in the interest of the Afghan people to accept the conditions of the donors and 
engage into negotiations with our neighbours

Respondents also belie e that the current pro ects i e  amal han  ashdan and a hshabad  
may not be completed as o ernment funds may become insufficient  or many respondents in 
this category it is hard to understand why the RoA is still trying to get funds from donors when  
according to respondents  They ha e nown for a long time already that it will not get any   
n the end  the o erarching argument put forward by this category of respondents is that it would 
be better to reach a secured agreement regarding transboundary water resources de elopment 

 e en if it isn t optimal rather than be unable to finalise or de elop new pro ects  This is 
illustrated in the statement of one  ow all the water is going to the neighbouring countries  
f we can get a pro ect that can gi e us electricity and irrigation  e en if at only  or  percent 
of what we could actually get  it is better than the status uo  usiness men of Afghanistan  

ha e an e pression  f you can get now  Afs per day  it is better than waiting for the day you 
may get  Afs at once

erall  an important aspect that differentiates this category of respondents from others is that 
they do not percei e negotiations to be ris y  They refute the idea that power asymmetries are 
necessarily dangerous when it comes to negotiations  as long as the RoA has the support of 
national and foreign ad isers and ensures an inclusi e decision ma ing process  The following 
iew captures how this category of respondents approaches negotiations  e should now the 

meaning of discussion and negotiation  it does not mean signing an agreement in the first or 

 nter iew with    ay  ote that the inter iew was conducted before the unar agreement

 nter iew with    une 

 ere the e ample of alma  where the actual cost was much higher than what was anticipated  may be one of the 
reasons for such a statement.

 ptimal meaning using as much water as Afghanistan wants

 The respondent is himself a businessman

 nter iew with    ay 
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second meeting  iscussions and negotiations mean sharing and nowing each other s interests  
considering both countries benefits and ris s as well as finding a solution for pre enting these 
ris s and finding ways for sharing benefits  hat could be the ris  in such process  r as one 

 says  isunderstanding is more dangerous than discussion  negotiation is the way to bring 
solutions between the countries

Beliefs and values: Following the framework of the ‘international conventions’

or the ma ority of respondents in this category  openness toward negotiations before the 
construction of dams is also associated with the belief that interactions between Afghanistan 
and its riparian neighbours o er transboundary water resources de elopment should fall within 
the framewor  of international con entions  ost statements are similar to  Ta ing unilateral 
action regarding shared ri ers would be against the international law 260 These current E  
pro ects are brea ing international rules and regulations 261 There should be discussions based on 
the international law on transboundary water resources de elopment 262 As another respondent 
says  ater is not li e mines  t is an international resource  Ri ers are li e a canal in our 
illages  the upstream illage cannot use the whole water as it pleases
y ta ing international transboundary water sharing con entions as the framewor  within which 

negotiations should happen  respondents refute the idea that Afghanistan has the right to use as 
much water as it wants and only lea e what remains to its neighbours  e en if personally they 
belie e that this would be the best option  As one respondent e plains  y personal idea is that 
we should complete the construction of the alma dam and lea e only the remaining water to 
ran  ut if we do this we would iolate the international water con entions   thin  it is better 
to follow international con entions

The uestion of the e tent to which respondents would be ready to compromise on water use 
plans is a uestion that they ha e not been comfortable addressing

ote that there is a small minority of respondents within this category who do not share this iew  
and instead adopt an absolute territorial so ereignty iew on water similar to most respondents 
in the other categories  Although these respondents fa our negotiation  it is not the preferred 
choice  This is due mainly to the power asymmetries that would put Afghan pro ects and the 
o erall security and economic situation in eopardy if unilateral actions were pursued  n fact  
they would find it unfair if Afghanistan s water rights were lower than the ma imum potential 
water use based on potential irrigable area  for instance  

International community expected to play a mediation role 

The respondents in this category e pect the international community to assist in facilitating 
negotiations between riparian countries.
They also ha e a different perspecti e on what the RoA should be focusing on  gi en the 
withdrawal of the international community post  As one respondent e plains  The E  is 
saying that we should accelerate the construction wor  before  and the withdrawal of the 
international community  ut from my point of iew  it is better to use this period to focus on 
discussions   wish ar ai would ta e this issue into account and gi e the order of discussion for 
the o A and the E  to start the preliminary dialogue with ran and a istan   thin  now is 
the best time because we ha e lots of e pert consultants  academics and donors in the country 
for supporting conducting discussions 266

 nter iew with    April 

 nter iew with    August 

260 Although respondents used the term law  it would be more accurate to refer to con ention  as there are no laws 
regulating transboundary water sharing

261 The reference was here focused on alma  ashdan and a hshabad and did not concern amal han

262 nter iew with    ay 

 nter iew with    uly 

 nter iew with    uly 

 The inter iew was conducted prior to unar agreement

266 nter iew with    ay 
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Rejecting capacity constraints as an argument to justify a lack of negotiations

ote that the s in this third category generally share the same iew regarding lac  of capacity 
as an argument to ustify a lac  of negotiations

4.2.4  Remark on the non-response issue and its possible bias on the 
results

t is difficult to speculate how the  non respondents would ha e been distributed among the 
three categories described abo e

n the one hand  one may hypothesise that refusing to discuss the topic during inter iews 
suggests an attitude similar to that of the senior RoA staff in the E  and o A  Thus   the 
non respondents would be more li ely to adhere to the iews of the first or second  group 
described abo e i e  stalling dialogue while pursuing unilateral resource capture acti ities  n 
the other hand  one may argue that the non respondents that could fall into the third category 
and prefer to remain silent in order to a oid upsetting the RoA  Although the reluctance to 
be inter iewed should be mitigated somewhat by the assurance of anonymity  there ha e been 
e amples of academics who also refused to be inter iewed despite being fa ourable to dialogue 
with neighbours on transboundary water resources de elopment issues  A similar situation could 
also ha e happened among the s
Thus  o erall  it is the opinion of the authors that the  non respondents would be unli ely to 
introduce a significant bias in the proportions of each of the three categories described abo e

4.3  Attitude of the Afghan academia: Divided but mostly 
favourable to negotiations without delays

The academics are also di ided on the uestion  owe er  almost half of the respondents in our 
sample are fa ourable to negotiations without delays  
or this group  most of the arguments are similar to the ones made by the third category of s  
ndeed  these respondents belie e that tensions with neighbours will arise whate er the attitude 
of the RoA may be  but that negotiated and durable solutions will be much more difficult and 
costly if the RoA waits too long to start negotiations  n that regard  most of these respondents 
feel that the RoA has failed to properly prepare for negotiations and that it wasted the presence 
of the international community in Afghanistan for a decade  
Recognising that neighbouring countries ha e water rights and referring to the international 
con entions are two points mentioned as important and which should frame any discussions  The 
o erarching idea is about compromise  As one respondent puts it  Upstream countries can use 
water and build dams but the international water  law also says that this usage of water must 
not affect downstream countries too much  Therefore  thin  the only way to sol e this problem 
is to negotiate  The international community is also e pected to play a mediation role   
ome new arguments ha e also been put forward by the academics  The ma ority of them 

belie e that a pro ect should not be implemented without detailed planning  which includes 
defining how much water each country would be entitled entitled to erhaps not surprisingly  
this category of academics is een on the idea of in ol ing technical specialists in this regard  
They are e en open to oint e aluations with neighbouring counterparts  A few respondents  
emphasise that in the case of the abul basin such fact finding would be useful to Afghanistan as 
they belie e it would show that a istan has nothing to fear from the Afghan pro ects in terms 
of water reduction.
Although they agree with the RoA s argument that data and information are lac ing for proper 
planning  they emphasise that filling the gap should be considered a priority  n that regard  they 
belie e the RoA has not tried hard enough to do so in the past decade   
imilar to the situation described abo e with the s  there remains some uncertainty as to how 

 nter iew with academic A   uly 

 This argument  which was not heard often among s  is perhaps not surprising as most academics with an interest 
in the topic ha e a technical often engineering bac ground

 This iew is li ely to be correct in the light of a recent orld an  study on the combined impact of the main Afghan 
pro ects in the abul basin
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far the respondents are ready to compromise on the e tent of water use in Afghanistan
nly a few respondents were reluctant for Afghanistan to ta e part in any form of negotiations  The 

arguments used were similar to those made by the s who share this position  They emphasise  for 
instance  on the case of the osti dam  which was  according to them  implemented unilaterally  
and which should conse uently gi e Afghanistan the right to do the same in the case of alma
ome respondents also promote the idea of negotiating only o er the water that would remain 

after Afghanistan had used as much as it possibly can  Those respondents are ready to grant 
limited rights in order to satisfy en ironmental considerations  As discussed abo e  this position 
may not e actly be considered as open to compromise
The o erall acrimony and mistrust with regards to ran and a istan is usually a ey reason for 
refusing discussions.
or the few who are ready to negotiate but only after construction of dams  the o erall reasoning 

echoes the one described abo e for s who share this iew  ne of the main points in the reasoning 
is that negotiations o er water rights after dams ha e been constructed are more li ely to be 
beneficial to Afghanistan  ut some respondents also hope that postponing negotiations to a later 
time  could also be useful as it may pro ide a chance for Afghanistan to reduce power asymmetries

4.4  Reflections and conclusion
This concluding paragraph reflects on two points related to the ob ecti e set out in ection  
The first is about the li elihood  in the light of our findings  that the interactions between 
Afghanistan  ran and a istan will e ol e toward greater cooperation  The second one is about 
the foreseeable impediments but also opportunities for a process of cooperation in light of the 
iews shared by s and academics

4.4.1  Will practical change toward cooperation on transboundary water 
resources development wait?

or the past decade  the position of the RoA has largely been in line with the o erall position of 
the first category of s  namely unilateral resource capture and limited dialogue

A few signs  such as a change in rhetoric and the drafting of a transboundary water policy 
 may indicate a possible shift in the attitude of the RoA toward increased dialogue o er 

transboundary water resources de elopment in the near future  This could particularly be the 
case for future pro ects due to the necessity of ac uiring funding from international organisations 
that fa our dialogue and mutual agreements prior to finalising the designs of pro ects

owe er  it is difficult to be certain about whether these signs represent a shift in attitude 
toward cooperation.

A possible change in attitude toward discussions o er water rights after the completion of dams 
the position defended by the second category of s  cannot be e cluded  and could in fact 

reflect the new position that the RoA is pursuing  although it has not been clearly articulated in 
those terms by the RoA so far  This may apply for ri ers on which there are no agreements yet  
uch a scenario could be bac ed up by a ma ority of s i e  the second and third category of 

respondents  as our study suggests see more details further below   
or the specific case of the elmand ri er  a change in approach by the RoA is unli ely to 

happen  considering the agreement among s and academics that Afghanistan should stic  to 
applying the e isting treaty   
A shift toward the neo institutionalist approach supported by the third category i e  
negotiations as soon as possible  including before the completion of ongoing pro ects  seems 
to be less li ely
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4.4.2  Insights into key challenges to dialogue and cooperation

A combination of factors as impediments to cooperation

The iews  beliefs and perceptions of s opposed to cooperation pro ide useful insights into 
what are and could still be in the future  some of the ma or impediments to engaging in a 
genuinely cooperati e process  
indings from the inter iews re eal that it is actually a combination of iews and beliefs that 

ha e made dialogue and negotiations difficult so far  All these iews fit within a global neo realist 
perspecti e on international relations  where transboundary water resources de elopment is 
seen as a ero sum game
 The frustration o er the inability to control water during decades of wars has led to a feeling 

that transboundary water resources de elopment should not be hampered by compromises and 
negotiations. 
 This demand for what is percei ed as a legitimate grace period  becomes a irtually non

negotiable issue in a situation where neighbours are iewed with acrimony  mistrust and 
suspicion.
 urthermore  for some respondents  negotiations are also constrained by the perception 
rightly or wrongly  that the ris s induced by power asymmetries are not significant enough to 
ustify compromises or e en dialogue  
The possibility for cooperation is rendered e en more complicated when dams and water 

resources de elopment pro ects i e  irrigation and hydropower  are seen as an in aluable mean 
for upsetting power asymmetries that are currently unfa ourable to Afghanistan  Through a 
neo realist lens  such unfa ourable asymmetries would dictate an unfa ourable outcome for 
Afghanistan if negotiations were to ta e place
The idea of compromises then becomes associated with the idea of wea ening the potential to 
reduce e isting asymmetries
rom such a perspecti e  transboundary water resources de elopment becomes a politicised issue  

The findings show that it is these abo e mentioned perspecti es that cause the most stri ing 
differences between the first category and the third category of s  Those who are fa ourable 
to negotiations tend to promote a iew that separates transboundary water resources from 
other past and present points of political contentions with neighbours  They tend to distance 
themsel es from the idea that transboundary water resources de elopment should be part of an 
international relations struggle with their neighbours  ompromises are not seen as wea ening 
Afghan interests  but actually opening up prospects for other gains  including appeased relations 
with neighbours.
Although the iews of the first category of s may not be o erwhelmingly dominant  they may 
still ha e some influence in the coming years  particularly if the future decision ma ers are 
sensiti e to domestic politics  These same factors may continue to ma e cooperation a difficult 
option to promote for the ne t RoA

Limited understanding of the water context: An aggravating factor

A limited understanding of the possible impacts of the pro ects from a water point of iew  and 
a limited understanding of the international con entions may also be an aggra ating factor in 
e plaining why decision ma ers oppose dialogue and negotiations  
n the case of the elmand basin  for instance  the general assumption is that as long as the 
treaty is respected there is no problem and thus no reason for ran to complain  rom a legal 
point of iew this is true  et  as discussed earlier  from a water point of iew  respecting the 
decree does not e clude the possibility of significant ecological degradation  
imilarly  a lac  of understanding of the core principles of the international con entions on 

transboundary water resources would not help in deterring the entrenched belief that water 
resources originating in Afghanistan are the e clusi e property of Afghans
This is not to say that better awareness would ensure stronger cooperation  ut a lac  of it does 
limit the chances of an appeased outcome

 ote that from a neo realist perspecti e see ection  o   such an approach is understandable  ncreasing 
water withdrawal for e panding irrigated areas and therefore increasing food production would reduce to some e tent 
the acute Afghan trade dependency  imilarly  production of hydropower would impro e self reliance in energy
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The impact of domestic politics on the GIRoA’s position over transboundary water 
resources: Irremediable impediment to dialogue?

There are also a number of factors that ha e pre ented open dialogue o er the past few decades  
but which may not necessarily apply anymore
or instance  in the past  the fear of opening a public debate or to openly engage in dialogue 

with ran o er water rights was an impediment to cooperation  et the s who support dialogue 
and negotiations whether before or after the completion of infrastructure pro ects  do not share 
the iew that opening dialogue and negotiations on water rights through compromises would be 
politically ris y on the national scene  as long as there is a transparent process that in ol es non
ministerial actors and  mediation by the international community  
Thus  although it may ha e been a critical limitation to cooperation in the past  it may not 
necessarily be the case in the future

Window of opportunity and the presence of the international community: Does the 
post-2014 scenario favour cooperation over transboundary water resources?

nter iews with s from the second category highlight another impediment that may ha e 
contributed to the stalling of negotiations by the RoA o er the past decade  but which may 
become less rele ant in the future  
The perception was that the presence of the international community pro ided a time frame 
during which international funding would be more easily accessible  and an international military 
presence would help to balance power asymmetries  including  for maintaining security around 
dam sites  The belief was that when this time window closed post  pursuing unilateral 
resource capture would become more complicated  The   also increased this 
perception when it warned about the possible loss of a window for opportunity for in estment
n the face of the hard power  indicators discussed earlier see ection  in a scenario of significant 
withdrawal of international community forces post  this iew may be understandable  And 
the cases of military support by the international forces for the alma dam in  as well as 
the support for impro ing security for the amal han  also in  may again ustify this iew  
n a post  scenario  with the international community less li ely to be in ol ed despite the 
possible signature of a ilateral ecurity Agreement A  with the U  the RoA may thin  
that a shift toward a more cooperati e attitude would be beneficial  This iew is put forward by 
the third category of s  who suggest starting dialogue and negotiations without delay   
onsidering the realisation in the RoA that accessing international funding is going to re uire a 

change in attitude toward cooperation  there may be a shift in the case of new pro ects  owe er  
for ongoing pro ects on the ranian side where the funding is already secured  including alma 

 a change of course is less li ely to happen  

Lack of capacity to conduct discussions and negotiations with Iran: A contested 
argument

The RoA has fre uently stated that it lac s the capacity both in terms of technical engineering 
and negotiation s ills to be able to conduct discussions with neighbours  The claim that a lac  
of capacity within Afghanistan in general is an impediment to discussions and negotiations is 
re ected by the ast ma ority of the  s  and also the academics  that were inter iewed   

owe er  as discussed abo e  s stress that technical capacity within the RoA itself is ery 
poor  The ast ma ority of respondents add that in their iew ery limited efforts ha e been made 
to remedy this deficiency within the RoA
This last point needs to be seen alongside the iews of international ad isers from ma or donor 
organisations engaged in capacity de elopment in the water sector in Afghanistan e g  the apan 

 RoA  Agriculture and Rural e elopment luster  ational riority rogram  ational ater and atural 
Resources e elopment  inal raft for Endorsement  nter iew with ey informant   eptember 

 e ton  atural Resources and onflict in Afghanistan

 ource  http www un org ga search iew doc asp symbol

 At the time of writing the A has not been signed by the Afghan resident amid ar ai

 ing and turtewagen  rice et al  
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nternational ooperation Agency A  U A  the orld an  n late  these senior 
ad isers concurred that  despite training  engineering and negotiations s ills among o ernment 
staff were still not optimum to say the least  The same informants emphasised their scepticism 
regarding the commitment that the RoA has shown o er the years to capitalise on capacity 
de elopment pro ects funded by international donors  They agreed that capacity de elopment 
could ha e pro ided much better results had the RoA put more effort into it and perhaps 
considered it as a priority.  According to a senior representati e of a ma or donor  There is still 

also no plan to integrate and eep those Afghans who manage to de elop their s ills abroad i e  
c degrees  by their own means  

hen it comes to capacity for negotiations s ills based on the principles of the U  on ention on 
transboundary waters  a comprehensi e training that was conducted in  and early  by 
U A  owe er  it is unclear whether those trained staff ha e been in ol ed in transboundary 
water discussions or de elopment  
An international ad iser from a large donor organisation in the water sector e plained  n the 
non engineering side i e  training related to negotiations s ills and international water law   
ha e seen that consultants come and organise trainings  but in between nothing happens  There 
is no push from the o ernment for this capacity to be practically de eloped  imilarly  a 
national e pert in the water sector wor ing for a ma or donor organisation in charge of monitoring 
water programmes said  There has not been a serious effort by the o ernment to de elop this 
capacity to the best of its potential  imilar trainings the ones pro ided in  were gi en 
years ago i e   ut after the trainings there are no follow ups  The inistries should ha e 
gi en their staff some small tas s to apply nowledge through practical e ercises  Then with 
time they should ha e gi en bigger assignments  An international e pert on transboundary 
negotiation who participated in the recent training stressed that in the absence of concrete 
follow up actions to put the lessons learnt from the training into practice  such e ercises would 
remain futile   According to the same informant  it would ta e three to four years to get a 
well trained team of negotiators
rom  to  official o ernment documents such as the ater ector trategy  

and  ha e in ariably echoed these iews  The   for instance  warned that  A 
lac  of sufficient capable staff to plan  design and implement pro ects is assessed within all the 
ministries in the water sector  n  the  mentioned that  A master plan for capacity 
building of irrigation and water resources management staff needs to be created  with capacity 
de elopment needs identified  n other words  three years after the warning of the  
the same issue was underlined  indicating again that the capacity gap may not ha e been gi en 
sufficient importance
t may also be worth mentioning that according to the academics inter iewed  the E  has ne er 
as ed them to pro ide their iews  analysis and suggestions on the issue of transboundary water 
resources de elopment  
n light of the iews of a ast ma ority of s  the obser ations of senior international and 
national ad isers and official o ernment reports  it becomes difficult to put the argument of 
lac  of capacity  on the list of impediments to cooperation  erhaps the limited commitment 

of the RoA to de elop this capacity  would be a more accurate description of an impediment 
for cooperation.

 nter iews with ey e perts   eptember    ctober  and   une  ote 
that in  the RoA still had to rely hea ily on e ternal engineering and management e pertise in order to conduct 
infrastructure de elopment  or instance  U A  ia its consulting organisation nternational Relief and e elopment 

R  funded foreign enior ater Resources Engineers to support the E  in the construction of dams  including ashdan 
in the arirod  ource  http www bullhornreach com ob senior water resources engineer dam construction
a c abul afghanistan

 nter iews with ey informants   eptember    ctober  and   une 

 nter iews with ey informant   ctober 

 This is not to put into uestion the uality of the training

 nformal discussion with ey informant   ebruary 

 RoA  ater ector trategy   

 RoA  Agriculture and Rural e elopment luster  ational riority rogram  ational ater and atural 
Resources e elopment  inal raft for Endorsement  nter iew with ey e perts   eptember 

http://www.bullhornreach.com/job/358155_senior-water-resources-engineer-dam-construction-qaqc-kabul-afghanistan
http://www.bullhornreach.com/job/358155_senior-water-resources-engineer-dam-construction-qaqc-kabul-afghanistan
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4.4.3  Negotiations post-construction of dams: The most viable 
opportunity for an appeased cooperative settlement?

The second category of s points to the possibility of dialogue and negotiations after the 
completion of dams  Although it may not be the most con entional approach  it may be the most 
realistic in the current conte t when it comes to basins shared with ran  
uch an approach has  howe er  some practical limitations that are discussed below

Negotiations post-completion of dams: The foreseeable way forward?

ased on inter iews with the second category of s  there is the possibility of negotiations 
on water rights with neighbours once the dams are built at least for those constructions that 
are ongoing   
t may not be the most con entional approach  ndeed  the U  on ention suggests that  ideally  
negotiations would happen as part of a process of prior notification  where the characteristics of 
pro ects would be studied and discussed by both parties prior to agreement and implementation  
et in a conte t of strong power asymmetries and an international relation conte t iewed by 

most actors through the lens of neo realism  the ideal  situation is percei ed as fa ourable to 
the most powerful
Though not ideal for those who defend an approach within the framewor  of the U  on ention  
this approach would ha e the ad antage of being iewed as acceptable by the third category of 
respondents  who support negotiations as soon as possible  t may e en gain some support from 

s in the first category of respondents  ndeed  ha ing dams constructed when negotiations 
on water rights start would gi e  in theory  some le erage to Afghanistan for negotiations  
something which may appeal to those who ta e a neo realist perspecti e on foreign policy
or instance  in a case li e the alma dam on the arirod  the completion of the dam would 

indeed gi e Afghanistan more le erage if it wanted to engage in discussions on a possible 
compromise on water withdrawal on the Afghan side for instance  by reducing the e tent 
of the newly irrigated area  onsidering the importance of water for  uses in ashhad 
see ection  one could speculate that ran would most li ely be open to compensating 

Afghanistan if Afghanistan limits its water withdrawal as compared to its ma imum potential  
n the case of the amal han di ersion dam  the RoA could ha e some le erage  in theory  
o er ran for finding a possible compromise on the water withdrawal for amal han s irrigated 
area  considering the constraints in the istan delta

erall  this perspecti e would be in line with the scenario discussed in our conceptual framewor  
where  in the conte t of an economically asymmetric relationship  the wea er party would try to 
depri e the stronger actor of what it desires  n this sense  the RoA may gain the upper hand 

in future discussions  ased on the figures in ection  this may wor  in arirod and elmand  
but not in the abul basin as the Afghan hydro power dams assuming funding can be found  
would not really depri e a istan of water
The uestion is whether ran would feel comfortable with and trust this scenario  uch a plan has 
also a number of foreseeable practical limitations that are discussed below

Building dams first in order to get a stronger leverage on possible future 
negotiations: Practical limitations

ne ma or problem with the scenario mentioned abo e is its practical applicability  n order for 
an agreement on water sharing to be applicable it would first re uire the RoA to ha e the ability 
not only to decide but also to enforce how much water should be newly irrigated downstream 
of the alma dam  t would also re uire the RoA to ha e the capacity to control  i e  limit 

 water abstraction along the ri er between alma and the ranian border appro imately  
m  in order to ensure that ran would recei e its agreed share  imilarly  in the case of amal 
han  it would re uire the RoA to ha e the ability to control and limit how much water could 

be di erted at the di ersion dam
There are a few reasons to doubt that the RoA has such capacity  or that it will ha e it in 
the foreseeable future  n practice  water ac uisition from the ri er is handled mostly by water 
users  tudies on inter pro incial water sharing in dry years show that go ernment inter ention 
may only ha e limited effects in ensuring that downstream users recei e their share of water  
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or instance  in the Talo an sub basin in  a presidential decree pushed by s from the 
downstream undu  ro ince could not be respected  uring the same year  in the ower
undu  sub basin  despite agreements reached among water users  pro incial go ernors and local 

go ernment  water stealing occurred along the ri er and pre ented most downstream users from 
ac uiring the water they were entitled to  n the ar e ul sub basin  where strong social 
capital is binding upstream and downstream pro inces  respecting a year old water sharing 
agreement is always a difficult tas  that re uires constant monitoring by representati es of 
downstream users.
The situation would be e en more complicated if the o ernment had to control water use 
and enforce water sharing agreements not between Afghan water users at inter pro incial or 
district  le el  but between Afghan and ranian water users  ould water users and local power 
holders agree to restrict their water use to let some water flow toward ran when stipulated by 
an agreement  To complicate matters further  the RoA has been endorsing the principles of 
decentralisation and the de olution of decision ma ing to water users for ri er basin management  
which ma es the decision ma ing process  in theory  less in the hands of the go ernment
Thus  the success of a cooperati e solution post construction of dams may not be as simple as it 
loo s on paper
An alternati e solution could ha e been finding an agreement prior to the construction of the 
dam  which would ha e been reflected in the structural design  ut at this point in time it is 
rather late for changing the design of pro ects such as the alma

 The treaty was  howe er  useful for ensuring that undu  recei ed more water than it would ha e without the 
presidential inter ention see Thomas et al  

 Thomas et al  

 Thomas et al  

 hether the R A is really interested in the good water go ernance principles  enshrined in the water law has 
been put into uestion see Thomas  
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5.  Conclusion and Recommendations
This concluding section first sums up the ey points discussed so far  Then  considering the 
interest of the international community in promoting an appeased and negotiated agreement  
we suggest a few recommendations  while stressing some of their limitations

5.1  A decade of unilateral resource capture versus containment 
strategies

The past decade of interactions between Afghanistan and its neighbours o er transboundary 
water resources de elopment could be summarised as an opposition between unilateral resource 
capture and containment strategies  The one e ception is the recent agreement in August  
o er a oint enture with a istan for a hydropower pro ect on the unar ri er
n the case of arirod  the alma pro ect is e pected to significantly reduce the water flow to ran 
and raises the uestion as to whether the e tent of these impacts is reasonable  or amal han  
the pro ect could raise concerns  not from a legal point of iew  but because of the possibility of 
the socio ecological impacts
Afghanistan clearly has the right to de elop water resources on its side of the border  This point 
has not been contested by its neighbours or the international community  et  an approach in line 
with international con entions  as supported by the international community  would re uire 
greater dialogue and the search for an appeased compromise whereby Afghanistan would de elop 
its water resources while harms to downstream countries mainly ran  would remain reasonable

5.1.1  The pros and cons of a unilateral approach
As mentioned in the introduction  the international community has been ad ocating cooperation 
on the basis that unilateral actions could contribute to increased regional tensions  t is  howe er  
important to emphasise that in the iew of a large proportion of s i e  the first category of 
respondents  there are a number of pros to pursuing unilateral action as an upstream country 
see Table  for a non e hausti e list of the pros and cons for unilateral resource capture and 

abstaining from negotiations  or proponents of a realist realpoliti  reasoning  and from a 
strategic negotiation perspecti e  these pros constitute a better alternati e to a negotiated 
agreement AT A  Thus  it is important to note that a cooperati e approach may not always be 
considered to be the most rele ant   

Table  on e hausti e list of the pros and cons of pursuing unilateral resource capture and abstaining 
from negotiations as an upstream country

Pros of unilateral resource capture and absence of 
negotiations

Cons of unilateral resource capture and absence of 
negotiations

 ams with non negotiated characteristics  may 
contribute to increased le erage for later negotiations 
on water or non water related bilateral issues

 mpacts of Afghan pro ects may further alienate 
neighbours  contributing to a degradation 
of bilateral relations  potentially  leading 
to security degradation  and economic and 
diplomatic sanctions

 imit the ris s of domestic political tensions with 
different Afghan interest groups that strongly oppose 
any form of negotiations.

 ay limit access to international funding

 A oiding possible delays in infrastructure de elopment 
in a conte t of limited time frame i e  presence of 
international community support

 ay limit the possible alue added of bargaining 
in the form of compensations.
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5.1.2  Turning point: Can the situation evolve toward cooperation?
n the new and uncertain conte t of the post  transition  can the transboundary water 
resources de elopment issue e ol e toward more cooperation  This uestion is particularly 
pertinent when it comes to basins shared with ran  and still ongoing pro ects such as 
alma  amal han and a hshabad  Also  what are the main impediments and opportunities 

emerging from the findings  and what ind of support and facilitation can the international 
community offer?

on ministerial actors in ol ed in decision ma ing i e  s  are di ided on how best to approach 
interactions with neighbours  ome belie e that unilateral actions may help in upsetting power 
asymmetries and supporting Afghanistan in its struggle with neighbours  They would support 
maintaining the course followed so far

thers oppose this iew and belie e that dialogue and compromises within the framewor  of 
international con entions would better ser e the interests of the country
The recent unar agreement  the possible de elopment of a transboundary water policy and 
recent changes among some Afghan officials are too ambiguous or uncertain to suggest that 
appeasement will be the preferred option on transboundary water resources de elopment in the 
future  particularly when it comes to the arirod and elmand basins   
The main impediments to initiating a process of dialogue and cooperation ha e little to do with 
the technical aspects related to water  They are related mainly to entrenched perceptions that 
iew transboundary water resources de elopment as a ero sum game  and the struggle to upset 

e isting power asymmetries in a conte t of bilateral acrimony  
A learning point from the s who support the initiation of dialogue and cooperation is how  in 
their iew  the issue of transboundary water resources de elopment should be de politicised and 
how the framewor  of discussions should e clude lin ages with historical contentions between 
the different neighbours.
rom this perspecti e  the uestions around the possibilities for future cooperation are ultimately 

about which iews and beliefs the ne t o ernment will feel closest to  and what the o erall 
position of its foreign policy will be  ill it percei e that it has more to gain in pursuing the 
past approach compared to engaging in negotiations and loo ing for a compromise  ould it 
also percei e that the economic  social and political gains of maintaining a unilateral approach 
outweigh those of a negotiated settlement  ould it belie e that the ris s associated with pushing 
a unilateral approach would be worth ta ing
Answers to the uestions abo e would depend on the political agenda pursued by the ne t RoA 
in terms of foreign policies  hether the RoA should opt for cooperation and compromises or 
pursue the same unilateral course is first and foremost a political choice  
As an sraeli hydrologist puts it  f there is a political will for peace  water will not be a hindrance  
f you want reasons to fight  water will gi e you ample opportunities  r as ulien says  

ydropolitics is first and foremost about politics  not water
n that regard  the political change in Afghanistan in  will soon gi e an indication of the 
political will for cooperation

 As mentioned earlier  ran still has the ability to maintain and e en increase its coerci e pressure should the RoA 
decide to continue a non compromising approach

 uoted from ulien  uote from Uri hamir  sraeli hydrologist  originally uoted by onergan  

 ulien  ydropolitics is hat ocieties a e of t
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5.1.3  Recommendations: How can the international community support 
the initiation of dialogue and negotiated settlements?

The following recommendations target an audience that would be interested in finding a 
cooperati e path for transboundary water resources de elopment at a regional le el  n that 
regard  the recommendations ta e a perspecti e that goes beyond a single country s interests  

ote that such a cooperati e path may not necessarily be the most rele ant to follow for 
Afghanistan compared to a unilateral resource capture path  depending on how one balances the 
pros and cons discussed earlier in Table   
As a general remar  it is important to remember that the international community is already 
engaged in ongoing support acti ities to do with awareness  technical research  and capacity 
de elopment  uch acti ities should be maintained  but their scope and targeted beneficiaries 
could be e panded
n order to limit the politicising of the issue  debates on the topic could be facilitated and made 
accessible to non political actors  including ci il society  This could include discussions on the 
added alue of cooperati e scenarios for Afghanistan
ast but not least  the issue of water resources de elopment may become less sensiti e if the 

issue of producti ity and efficiency is also addressed inside Afghanistan s borders  
n any case  it must be realised that such inter entions may well be insufficient and may pro ide 
ery limited results depending on the foreign policy agendas followed by the ne t RoA   

Awareness, technical research and capacity development: A necessary but not 
sufficient condition

ontinuing to de elop awareness among RoA officials on the international con entions is 
necessary if dialogue is considered as the best way forward  ut such initiati es may need to 
be more inclusi e  onors could pro ide training and capacity de elopment to non ministerial 
actors as well  including academics  students and also embers of arliament and or their 
ad isers  This may help  for instance  to impro e understanding around issues such as limited 
territorial so ereignty when it comes to water resources among non ministerial decision ma ers 
and influential leaders  Awareness raising could also go beyond the legal aspects of transboundary 
water resources de elopment  A technical understanding of the possible impacts and issues at 
sta e may also be important to ensure that decisions are ta en on the basis of information that 
encompasses all aspects of the problems
ontinuing to de elop models that focus on the possible impacts of arious scenarios of 

de elopment in the ri er basins would be useful  mpro ing technical understanding of the issues 
at sta e and the possible impact of arious scenarios would be important for supporting any 
negotiation process if it were to happen
deally  studies should be conducted by independent research organisations and uni ersities  
oint ownership by the go ernments of riparian neighbours would also be critical and would 

be enhanced if studies were conducted in a oint fact finding fashion that included all riparian 
countries e g  Afghanistan and ran in the case of arirod or elmand  
ocus should be on understanding the social  en ironmental and economic impacts of the ongoing 

pro ects in order to facilitate a more informed understanding of the foreseeable repercussions of 
the path chosen  whether it is unilateral resource capture or engaging in dialogue and negotiations  

issemination of findings through wor shops would need to be impro ed  including when it comes 
to e isting studies  This may help in limiting the aggra ating factor of limited understanding of 
the issues at sta e
t is important to remain aware that capacity building and technical research may not ha e much 
impact if the political will for practical engagement in dialogue remains limited
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Support incentives for public debates on transboundary issues to help de-politicise 
and de-securitise the issue 

o far  as discussed earlier  the RoA has been rather reluctant in allowing the issue to be 
debated publicly and has made efforts to securitise and politicise the issue in order to eep 
control of what is said and who says it  This means that alternati es to the RoA s approach 
of unilateral resource capture ha e not been discussed  As seen in ection  there are a 
reasonable number of s and academics who are open to the idea of engaging in negotiations 
with neighbours straight away.   
The international community could promote public forums and discussions among national 
actors on how to approach transboundary water resources de elopment  A long term and 
sustainable cooperati e solution may only be found if the ci il society is gi en room in the 
decision ma ing process  
uch incenti es may also decrease the fear among decision ma ers that engaging in the issue of 

cooperation o er transboundary water resources is too politically ris y on the domestic scene  
et  de eloping de politicised initiati es and platforms may remain a challenge when it comes 

to transboundary water resources de elopment  t is important to remember that the orld 
an  and U A  ha e attempted to promote such platforms  The Abu habi ialogue roup 
A  funded by the orld an  initiated in  the Abu habi ialogue nowledge 
orum A  which launched in  the mall rants rogram  This programme 

was designed to support research and encourage the sharing of information  data and the 
de elopment of ri er organisations  et  this information is not made a ailable to the public

Understanding the views of local actors

Research would be needed to understand the iews of local actors  o agreement on water 
sharing is li ely to be iable if water users are not con inced that it is in their best interests 
see discussion earlier about water control  t may therefore be critical to in estigate how local 

actors percei e the possibility of cooperation  including their readiness to compromise and under 
what conditions they will do so  n this basis  foreseeable resistance or openness to cooperation 
can be assessed and guide decision ma ers at a national le el
t may e ually be important to then facilitate dialogue and debates among water users  community 
leaders  elected representati es i e  ro incial ouncils  and Ri er asin ouncil members in the 
ro inces and areas concerned by the issues  

Demonstrating the value added of a possible cooperation scenario: Focusing on the 
issue-linkage opportunities

Assuming that cooperation is necessarily better by definition than non negotiated solutions may 
be na e  As mentioned earlier  there are pros and cons for Afghanistan in following unilateral 
actions  A cooperati e path would only be appealing to decision ma ers if they are con inced 
that the balance of pros and cons between negotiated and non negotiated solutions is leaning 
toward negotiated solutions   
onse uently  an important step to increase the commitment of Afghan decision ma ers 

for cooperation would be to demonstrate the added alue that different scenarios including 
alternati es to or compromises with e isting de elopment plans  could bring in terms of social  
economic and political gains  as compared to the unilateral path
Although in the basins related to ran there is little potential for direct benefit sharing as there 
is with a istan  e ploring the possibilities for lin ing the water issue with non water related 
issues could be gi en attention and become better articulated  This may be re uired if one 
wants to con ince those who are opposed to cooperation that it should not be seen as a loss  or 
something counter producti e to Afghan interests  

 ote that the more technical and hydrology oriented models de eloped by consultants with the funding of large 
donors e g  the epartment for nternational e elopment  the orld an  for the E  ha e been ept 
confidential  and great care has been ta en to ensure they do not reach the public domain

 outh Asia ater nitiati e A  ulti onor Trust und Report  prepared by the orld an  for the  Annual 
onors eeting  ew elhi  ndia  o ember  
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A reflection on the political gains would be particularly important considering the criticality of 
politics in shaping transboundary water interactions  n the absence of substantiated arguments 
there would be no reasons to de iate from the status uo
Thus  more attention could be paid to the concept of issue lin age  including direct compensations
The ad antages of negotiated alternati es to the e isting water use use plans  could be e plored 
and e aluated  first from a socio economic point of iew  ere are a broad selection of possible 
alternati es together with their limitations
 n the arirod basin  the olume of water that Afghanistan could agree not to use for irrigation 
as compared to e isting plans could yield many more benefits for Afghanistan if the water 

were allowed to flow to ran in e change for a negotiated compensation  n arirod  ran is first 
and foremost concerned with supplying ashhad with enough water for  uses  The cost of 
water for  uses is much higher than for irrigation use  t may therefore be more economically 
beneficial for Afghanistan to trade part of the water it could ha e used for irrigation  ocio
economic models could support the de elopment of such a scenario to assist decision ma ing  
There are also a number of alternati e potential benefits of engaging in a negotiation process that 
are at least as important but harder to uantify and more sub ecti e  As indicated by the third 
category of s in ection  impro ed security  access to funding  and general impro ement in 
relations with neighbours could emerge as collateral outcomes of engaging in a genuine negotiation 
process  The ris s associated with pursuing the e isting plans through a no negotiation path may 
also be difficult to assess and uantify  but the scenarios need to be drawn
olitical and diplomatic gains or losses may be more difficult for the international community to 

raise and e aluate as such assessments and suggestions may be iewed as politically moti ated  
The role and in ol ement of the ci il society in oicing their opinions will be critical
As seen earlier  there are important practical limitations when negotiations happen after the 
completion of dams
 till  with arirod  gi en that Afghanistan has a relati ely large potential for underground 

water resource de elopment  another alternati e could be to negotiate financial support from 
ran to de elop  maintain and operate an alternati e underground water supply for irrigation in 
e change of limiting in proportion  surface water use  onsidering the state of o er e ploitation 
of ranian water sources and the subse uent limitations on de eloping new ones  ran may be 
inclined to pay compensation if it is guaranteed that Afghanistan will limit its surface water 
abstraction to a reasonable le el
imitations highlighted earlier regarding water control would still apply here  
n the case of the elmand basin  the following alternati es to e isting plans could be e plored 
as well
 i en that Afghan de elopment on this ri er  including de elopment of a large new irrigation 

area downstream of amal han  could be significantly harmful from a socio economic and 
ecological point of iew  yet fully legal under the specification of the  treaty see discussion 
in ection  the RoA has strong le erage in negotiating a less threatening plan for the istan 
delta  The RoA could therefore e plore the possibility of negotiating a reduction in water 
withdrawal for irrigation below amal han compared to e isting plans  for instance by limiting 
the irrigation area compared to the ma imum potential  Alternati ely it could maintain the same 
plan for the increased irrigation area on the condition of impro ing irrigation efficiency and 
possibly practice rotations
onsidering ran s limited alternati es to mobilising new resources and the high dependence on 

water coming from Afghanistan  the RoA has room to ensure that what it gets in return for 
compromising on water use would be more beneficial from a socio economic point of iew than 
its e isting plans
There is thus potential for both sides to find a satisfactory compromise

 The e isting water use plans are based on Adi hary et al   as presented in ection 

 As mentioned earlier  the fact that ran is loo ing for e pensi e alternati es to pumping water from the aspian ea 
or from Ta i istan to sustain the de elopment of ashhad is a sign that they are ready for significant financial in estment 
in order to ensure its surface water supply
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There are  howe er  limitations to such an approach  similar to those mentioned in the case of 
arirod
 egotiations on managing floodwater at the le el of amal han would also be an important 

area of cooperation that could benefit both sides  As discussed earlier  di erting floods from 
amal han to the aud e ireh is a straight loss for the istan and particularly for the wetlands  
n order to ensure that this flood water  which would not be useable for Afghanistan  reaches 
the istan  ran could support construction of flood protection infrastructure on the Afghan side 
downstream of amal han as a form of compensation  This way  the flood water would flow from 
amal han to the istan for  and ommon arian  instead of being di erted to the aud e ire 
 and would not cause damage on the Afghan side
uch a scenario could again potentially benefit both sides  t has  howe er  some limitations as 

highlighted earlier in ection  including the fact that a pre re uisite of oint management on 
the Afghan side between agriculture and the power ministries has not yet happened

erall  it should not be assumed that the pros cons of cooperation scenarios would necessarily 
outweigh the pros cons of pursuing unilateral resource capture scenarios  ut in the absence of 
con incing arguments  those who would support a cooperati e settlement may not be able to 
change the status uo

Develop and support programmes to increase the productivity and improved 
management of existing irrigation systems 

The foreseeable increase in irrigation water demand in Afghanistan due to the creation of new 
irrigated areas is at the heart of the e isting and future tensions with ran  This e pansion is 
understandable for the purpose of increasing crop production  
ut rather than focusing only on e pansion  the RoA could try to find a balance between 

e pansion and increasing the producti ity of e isting system more crops per drop  The same 
results may be achie ed in terms of o erall crop production while using less water as compared 
to only e panding irrigated areas  thus decreasing tensions with neighbours  The international 
community may well support such initiati es  
This could be a temporary solution before a negotiated agreement on water sharing is found

5.1.4  Recommendations for further research 
n the light of the findings of this e ploratory research  it would be important to impro e further 
our understanding of the political and economic dynamics that eep Afghanistan and its neighbours 
in a non cooperati e state  At the same time  it would also be important to better understand 
the dynamics that would bring these regional countries closer to genuine and sustained dialogue  
t would be particularly important to further in estigate how the national political dynamics 
within Afghanistan  ran and a istan affect the nature of the transboundary water interactions  
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Surface water use at Dosti dam (MCM)  rrigation
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6 rrigation  groundwater recharge   
 Total

1  percent of the flow at ol e hatoun location of osti dam  
2  percent of the flow at ol e hatoun location of osti dam   
 eri ed from inistry of Energy  ureau of acro le el lanning for ater and astewater  tudies for Updating 

the omprehensi e ater lan of Eastern asins  ac age ne  resent ituation and ossibilities of ater Resources 
e elopment  olume ine  Agriculture  Agricultural eeds and onsumption and Effluent  ara um asin  Report 

number  ordad  uly August   age  Table   
t is based on  ha in ara hs
 etween  and  ran and Tur menistan initiated the construction of a new con uncti e irrigation and 

surface drainage networ  supplied from the hir Tepeh di ersion dam  rrigation efficiency is e pected to impro e from 
 percent to  percent ource  http www taice de pro ect htm  This should lead to a reduction of the current 

irrigation water demand from   to    assuming there are no changes in cropping patterns  
 eri ed from inistry of Energy  ureau of acro le el lanning for ater and astewater  tudies for Updating 

the omprehensi e ater lan of Eastern asins  ac age ne  resent ituation and ossibilities of ater Resources 
e elopment  olume ine  Agriculture  Agricultural eeds and onsumption and Effluent  ara um asin  Report 

number  ordad  uly August  age  Table  ithout regulation  the actual water 
consumption was close to   or  percent of the   irrigation demand in ara hs  According to osooghi 

 many conflicts including criminal acts  o er irrigation water sharing used to be recorded in the ara hs 
area during dry years  As a conse uence of limited surface water a ailability to satisfy the demand  farmers were 
compensating by using underground water.
6 eri ed from inistry of Energy  ureau of acro le el lanning for ater and astewater  tudies for Updating 
the omprehensi e ater lan of Eastern asins  ac age ne  resent ituation and ossibilities of ater Resources 

e elopment  olume ine  Agriculture  Agricultural eeds and onsumption and Effluent  ara um asin  Report 
number  ordad  uly August  ar hani and ofti  mention   That is because they 
assumed an a erage water a ailability at osti of   and a   share for ran
 y reducing irrigation water demand and increasing supply  one of the ob ecti es is also to reduce the pressure 

on groundwater utilisation from the ara hs a uifer  urrently  groundwater e traction to compensate surface water 
deficits is highly unsustainable as in the ashfrod sub basin  with   withdrawal e ery year while the recharge 
is about   n other words  the construction of the osti dam associated with the impro ement in water use 
efficiency i e  hir Tapeh lines canals  as well as the change in water rights between ran and Tur menistan is 
allowing the ara hs area to satisfy the demand for its e isting cropping patterns prior to osti  without ha ing to 
resort to groundwater e traction  thus reducing the pressure on this o er e ploited resource  

Annexes

Table  urface water a ailability  demand and use before and after osti dam
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o   ater crisis in ashhad  why ran is now pumping water from the osti am

n  at the time of completion of the feasibility study of the osti dam  the ashfrod sub basin  within which 
ashhad city is located  was ust abo e absolute scarcity  with  m  a ailable per capita and per year  n  a year 

after the inauguration of the dam  the sub basin crossed the absolute scarcity line to reach  m  per capita per year. 

ashhad city and its surroundings ha e de eloped tremendously o er the past four decades  putting a hea y pressure 
on water resources demands

 The population has multiplied by more than fi e times since  and is now at  ensus  n addition  
this holy city welcomes  million pilgrims e ery year

 n the ashhad plain along the ashfrod sub basin  irrigated agriculture increased from  ha to  ha 
between  and 

 ith barely no industrial plants in  ashhad hosted close to  in  

The go ernment constructed small dams in the sub basin to better control the a ailable resources  but the o erall 
surface water a ailability was insufficient to face the demand  Thus  between  and  the number of wells has 
increased from  to  to meet the increasing demand  ut groundwater use has now reached the point of o er
e ploitation  o ernment regulations on the construction of wells ha e largely been ignored    

rom  to  the groundwater le el faced a drawdown of  m per year  The issue has accelerated since  with 
an a erage drawdown of m per year from  to  airi i  undated  Thus  in large parts around ashhad city  
the groundwater table has fallen by  to  meters o er the past four decades  As a conse uence  land subsidence has 
been obser ed  causing a threat to constructions  foundations e g  roads  bridges  transmissions towers

The figure below shows how drastically the a erage surface water a ailability at the downstream end of the ashfrod 
has decreased o er the last  years

The eputy to anaging irector of Regional 
ater ompany of Ra a i horassan the 

pro ince where ashhad is located  underlined 
in ctober  the unsustainable nature of 
de elopments in the area  The industrial 
growth accompanied with agricultural 
de elopment has not been based on an appro ed 
program  The compatibility with science and 
nature and capacity of natural resources of 

ashhad plain was ignored in such de elopments  
 The high water consuming industries with 

high pollution ha ard were selected while they 
were not matched to ashhad water situation  
Alaei   

As an illustration of the unreasonable nature of water use in ashhad  the daily water consumption per capita in 
ashhad is  litres while it is  in a city li e ondon  The difference in water consumption per capita between 
ashhad and ondon represents close to   per year  n other words  close to  percent of the   pumped 

from the arirod at osti dam  will be used to satisfy what could be considered as unreasonable usage of water relati e 
to international standards

To address this man made crisis  the local authorities ha e also initiated some more sustainable measures such as waste 
water recycling and re use of effluents  since   

n the plain  the re use of treated effluents for irrigation was initiated in  The operation consists of transferring 
clean water from small dams located upstream of the city and which ha e been used in the past for irrigation  and to 
compensate farmers with treated effluent water from the city which would be pumped bac  to the upstream fields 
with a uality only satisfactory for irrigation

The ob ecti e is now to stabilise the groundwater table le el  and impro e the uality of drin ing water to the city 
without jeopardising irrigation water rights.

Alternati e possibilities such as pumping water from the aspian ea or importing water from Ta i istan are being 
e plored  The costs are  howe er  e pected to be e tremely high  according to the ranian inistry of Energy and ater

ources  ased on airi i undated  Alaei  http www mashhad habar com inde php page iew id  
and http bo hdinews af world news

 Absolute scarcity line is considered at  m capita year  according to the al enmar  indicator  Table  ase line 
and estimated impact of different water use scenario in the istan elta

http://www.mashhadkhabar.com/index.php?page=view&id=3252
http://bokhdinews.af/world-news/9082
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As reference  the situation in the s has been selected as a period in which the conditions were considered to be 
good.
T return period  f
n a not applicable  the situation did not occur in the  years of the simulation  and hence no return period could be 
assessed.

ource  Adapted from ee  et al  

The table indicates that

 The scenario  would impro e the reliability of the supply demand ratio in agriculture  from 
 percent to  percent while maintaining the integrity of the wetlands to a le el close to the 

base line scenario i e  there won t be any change in the economy of the amuns  the fre uency 
of flushing  or the fre uency of cases when the wetlands dry up  The impact on the incomes of 
the bird catchers  reed har esters  fishermen or pastoralists would be limited

 The scenario  would mean that with a water supply limited to   the reliability of the 
supply demand ratio for agriculture would decrease from  percent to  percent  The wetlands 
would dry up on a erage e ery two years while e ery  years is the case now  The economy 
production from fish  birds and reeds  would fall by  percent to  percent  The incomes would 

drop by  percent of the current reference income  while such a scenario would happen only 
e ery fi e to si  years in the base line scenario  

Table  ase line and estimated impact of different water use scenario in the istan elta
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o   About ranian complaints regarding the alleged non respect of the water sharing treaty during 
the dry year of 2000

uring the dry years  ran formally raised its concerns to the Embassy of the slamic tate of Afghanistan 
regarding an alleged bloc age of the irmand waters at the a a i dam resulting in a failure according to ranian 
authorities  of the fulfilment of the treaty  The complaint letter was later circulated on  eptember  as part 
of an agenda item of the eneral Assembly ecurity ouncil

The letter e plains that  according to ranian officials  between arch  and August  the Afghan authorities 
i e  the Taliban regime at the time  had allegedly bloc ed the irmand waters at the a a i dam  resulting in a 

failure according to ranian authorities  of the fulfilment of the treaty

The letter states that  The bloc age of water flow into the irmand Ri er  which began on  arch  and 
continues to date  has caused tremendous damage to the agriculture and the animal husbandry of the people in 
the region  They are facing e en great difficulties in securing drin ing water supplies  oreo er  the internationally 
recognised wetland of amun has been completely dried out  

The letter further states that in uly  a oint inspection team obser ed a flow of  m s flowing upstream of 
a a i i e  ehrawud station  and a storage of   at the dam while the gates were closed  n this basis  

the document concluded  ran reser es its right to see  compensation for the damage inflicted by the breach of the 
said Treaty and the bloc age of the irmand waters and will ta e all steps at its disposal to ensure the utilisation of 
its water rights

Although ran refers to figures collected through a oint commission  the points stated in the letter could not be 
independently erified and should therefore be ta en with care as to whether they accurately portray the situation  
or the sa e of argument  it remains insightful to loo  at what the points mentioned could mean  including in the 

broader conte t of the socio ecological situation in the istan delta  

f the points mentioned are indeed true  they could mean that Afghanistan did not fulfil the re uirements of the 
treaty in that specific e ent  ut  and perhaps more importantly  what they would also highlight is the limitations of 
the treaty as a tool to preser e the integrity of the wetlands  ndeed  e en if the treaty had been respected it would 
ha e made no difference for the amun

or a normal year  the treaty defines the water flow at ehrawud for uly as  m s rotocol  article  The 
measured flow was thus  percent of the normal flow  Assuming that the ri er flow had been  percent of a normal 
flow during the whole water year  the water rights of ran would not ha e been  m s or   but around  
m s or   i e   percent of the  m s based on ad ustments as stipulated in the treaty10  Assuming that 
ran did not recei e this amount and that at the same time   were stored at the dam at the time  it could 
indicate that Afghanistan had the means to fulfil the treaty but failed to do so  n such case it may be difficult to 
in o e article  of the treaty  which mentions

f e treme drought or force ma eure should ma e the reaching of the water to the elmand elta temporarily 
impossible  the ommissioners of the two parties shall immediately enter into consultation and shall formulate and 
submit an urgent necessary plan for meeting or minimising the emergency to their respecti e go ernments

ro iding the re uired olume would ha e certainly made a difference in terms of supporting drin ing water access 
for the istan  owe er  when it comes to protecting the wetlands from drying up  the issue of non application of 
the treaty in some rare occasions is to some e tent irrele ant  ndeed  pro iding the   again the figure is 
based on assumptions for the sa e of argument  would ha e made irtually no difference for the wetlands  which 
need   on a yearly basis  Thus  associating the fact that the internationally recognised wetland of amun 
has been completely dried out  with the non respect of the treaty would in any case be incorrect  

 ource  http www un org documents ga docs a pdf  

10 n reality  the ad ustments should be calculated on monthly basis  e assume here that during the whole year  
the flow has been  percent of normal  

e eloping transboundary water resources
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Map 4: Indus River Basin

ource  Encyclopedia ritannica
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o   llustration of the fle ibility of the  treaty

The treaty defines in its article three a monthly water right for ran according to a defined schedule in order to 
ensure that the distribution of water is spread ade uately throughout the year  in line with irrigation re uirements at 
the time i e  more water during winter months and less water during summer months  According to these alues  
the water rights for ran would amount to a total of   for an entire year  owe er  the monthly water rights 
alues pro ided in that article three are alid only in normal hydrological conditions  ormal hydrological conditions 

are defined in article fi e of the treaty at the le el of the ehraout station  located upstream of a a i dam  

n this basis the following procedure should be followed

 Each month  a erage monthly water flow measured at the ehraout station should be compared with the alues 
gi en in a table in article fi e  

 f the measured monthly alues at ehraout are e ual or superior to the normal alue stipulated in article fi e  ran 
should recei e a certain olume of water as stipulated in article three  

 f the measured monthly alue is lower than the normal alue stipulated in article fi e  the water rights of ran ha e 
to be re calculated according to a defined protocol

 f for instance the a erage flow at ehraout for month one is  percent lower than the normal figure for that 
month one  the water right for ran in month two should be  percent lower than what the normal water right for 
that month two.

The same procedure should be repeated each month

hat this procedure means is that during a dry years i e  when the monthly flows measured are lower than normal 
for most months  the water rights to ran would be less than  
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Figure 3 and Map 5: Schematic and map of the Sistan delta
The Hirmand river splits at the Iranian border (at the Helmand Fork) in two rivers
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